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PREFACE.

Tills work Ims boon compilod nt oonsldcrablo cost and labour,

and is spocial'y intondod to meet the requirements of candi-

dates for certificates of competency, from the several Local

-Marine Boards of "C'a;?«</f<." It has not been liastily prepared,

but is the result of much careful research and study, durinjj

my leisure moments, for a period of some twelve months.

In arranging it tlio works of the best authorities of Great

l]ritain and the Unltod States have boon consulted, upon the

subjects of blasting, 1 tigging, Sailing, Stowing, and the general

principles of working shii», together with the means to employ

in cases of a<x:idcnt8 and other emergencies. The names of

JJrady, Xaros, Dana, JJiddlecombe, Kipping, Stephens, Sedg-

wick, &c., are known, if not familiar, to most seamen, as

those of acknowledged authorities.

My own o\j;orionce as a teacher of both Navigation and

Soamansiiip, for the Exaniinatioris during the past ten years in

the Ignited Kingdom and Canada, has given me some claims

to a knowledge of the subjects ti-eated upon in this work.

It is not only intended to qualify candidates for Examination,

but to instruct young ofticers in many useful and important

matters connected with their profession ; and I venture to

say in laying it before my seafaring friends and pupils, that

it will bo found to possess all the merits I claim for it. If

in perusing it tlu; reader is enlightened ujion some subjects'

with which he was not previou.sly conversant, it will have

done its work, and liave amply rewarded the efforts of the

AUTHOR.
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SEAMANSHIP.
MASTING, RIGGING, &c.

Q.—If you have a thousand tons ship just launched, and lying in

the river, the spars for shears floating alongside, how would you get

them on lx)ard ?

A.—If the ship has channels, sling skids up and down the sides.

The shears being brought alongside with their small ends aft, are

taken on board either by parbuckle, derrick, or shears. As it is diffi-

cult to get heavy spars over the ship's topgallant bulwark without

breaking it, the better plan seems to be to have a pair of small shears

forward, with two tackles on the head of them, and to get the spars

intended for shears in over the bows.

Q.—Next proceed to rig a pair of shears to take yonr masts in ?

A.—I would lay the ends over the tafFrail, on a sp-n ^jiaced for this

purpose across the bulwarks, and as near the after ends as may be

cousidered necessary when crossed, put on the head lashing of a new
well-stretched rupe, and lash them together, the lashing being at

equal distances from the heels of both. After the lashiug is on, the

lower parts of the shears are drawn asunder ; the upper block is then

lashed over the first lashing, and between the shears and the tackle,

rove, the hauling part coming through the middle sheave to prevent

the block from sluing in the strop ; the upper or truss-tackle is made
fast to one oi iho shear licads, and a smaller tackle or gun-tackle pur-

chase is sometimes fixed to the others. Guys, two forward and two

aft, are placed on, and the heels securely lashed to the ring bolts and

stanchions, having harl wood shoes under them to divide the strain

on the beams, and to slide them upon when it is necessary to shift

their position. I would make a tackle fast to each heel, and hook
them aft, and haul them taut. The lower block of the largo tackle

is then lashed forward and taken to the windlass, and the heads of

shears are raised by heaving upon it.

Q.—What kind of head lashing would you put on ?

A.—A figure of eight lashing, or common round lashing.

Q.—What precaution is necessary with respect to the place on
which the shears are to stand ?

A.—I would take the precaution to have the place upon which the

heels arc to stand jiroperly tommcd (shored) underncatli.
B



2 Masting, Riyyiny, &c.

Q.—If the head of your shears have not sufficient elevation to be

easily raised, btate what means you will take to help them up ?

A.—I would place a derrick near the ends, or between them, or rig

a small pair of shears for this purpose.

Q.—State how high the shears should bo raised ?

A.—The main tackle must be brought nearly to the plumb of the

mast-hole ?

When near the perpendicular, great attention must l)c paid to the after puys,
and when upriglit the ht,els may be placed in any position by the heel taclvlcs.

Q.—In what order will you take your masts in, and state your

reason for so taking them in I

A.—If the three masts and bowsprit are placed by the same pair of

shears, the mizenmast is taken in first, the head being abaft the

shears, so that they may be slided forward to take the other masts

and bowsprit in. The mizenmast is taken in first, because the breadth

of beam is less aft than forward, and the heels of the shears being

spread more as they go forward, the head-lashing consequently be-

comes tauter ; moreover, if the mizenmast was taken in lad, the bow-

sprit must be got in first, and thus the advantage of securing the

shears to the foremast-head when getting in the bowsprit would

be lost.

Q.—How will you place your masts alongside?

A.—With the heads aft.

Q.—Where would you lash your purchase block in taking in your

masts ? State the rule.

A.—I would take the height of the rail to the position of the lower

block, when the tackle is block and block, and lash the lower block

to the mast alongside, at a less distance from the heel than from
the Uock to the rail, and it must bo above the part that takes the

combings.

Every person taking in a mast should know the distance from the upper
purchase block to the rail, and sliould take care that tlie lower block is not
lashed outside this distance, measuring from the heel of the mast, otherwise
there will be a difficulty in getting it over tlie rail ; or even should that be
overcome, the heel may not go into the mast hole.

Q.
—
"When would you put the trestle-tree, top, and cap over, and

state what you would use to place them on ?

A.—I would put the trestle-trees, top, and cap on when the head of

the mast is upon above the rail, as it takes less time than when the mast

is stepped. The truss-tackle can be used to place them on, taking

care afterwards to make it fast under the top, as it will be required

to cant the mast for stepping.

Wlien the heel of the mast is as high as the rail, the heel tackle of the
Hheurs may be hooked on the mast to haul it over the hole and steady it for

lowering till it enters the combings, when they must be removed.

Q.—How will you transport your shears ?

J
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A.—I should haul the shears upright by the tackle on the guys,

and bowse the heels of the shears forward, taking care to have a

tackle on the after part of the heels to ease away with. I would next

slack away the after guys, and haul on the fore ones at the same time.

In taking out a mast, which a mate has very often to superintend, though he
fieldoni has the job uf masting one, the shears are hoisted up sUigly and lashed
aloft, and >, leruUy remain up till the new mast is taken in.

Q.—State the rule for dropping the shear heads for taking in the

bowsprit, iiow you will take it in and lash your purchase ?

A.—Tiie shears being dropped over the stem, the large tackle is

made fast to the bowsprit, outside the distance from the heel to the

knight-heads^ the truss tackle and guys fastened to the outer end, the

former to cant the heel, and the two guys to assist in steadying the

bowsprit when pointing the heel through the knight-heads.

Q.—Suppose you have topped the bowsprit well up by means of

the truss-tackle, and j'ou find that you cannot get the shears sufiSci-

cntly sloped to point the heel, what will you do ?

A.—I would rig a jib-boom or any other spar over the forecastle,

lash the heel, and have a tackle on the outer end to haul the heel of

the bowsprit out and point it.

It is singular tliat books on rigging have omitted mention of this spar, for

though it is possible lo plaee a bowsprit without It, something of the sort is

necessary when one has to be taken out, as it requires a pull in a direct line
to draw the heel clear.

Q.—What gear will you have on your mast-head before step-

ping it ?

A.—Two mast-head gantlines with the blocks secured to the mast-

head above the trestle-trees.

Q.—How would you get the trestle-trees over with the mast stand-

ing, the shears being unrigged ?

A.—The shears being unrigged, there are only two methods (if the

vessel is of any size), by which the trestle-trees can be got over : one

plan is to take a chock out and sway them up with girtlines : the

other is to lash a studdingsail-boom or other spar, up and down the

mast, and have two girtlines on the end : by the latter plan the

trestlc-trccs can bo slung amidships, and easily placed over the

mast-head.

Q.—Suppose you join a ship, say of a thousand tons, with her

lowermasts and bowsprit in, proceed to get her rigged?

A.—I would first secure the bowsprit by the bobstays, gammoning,

and shrouds.

Q.—How do you proceed to gammon your bowsprit in a large

ship ?

A.—By slinging some heavy weight, such as a cask of water, and

suspend iug it from the bowsprit end.



4 Masting^ Riyging, <&c.

Q.—What would you do after securing the bowsprit ?

A.—Get the top over the mast-head.

Q.—How would you place the top to send it from the deck, also

proceed to get it over ?

A.—The top being placed on the deck abaft the mast, resting on

its edge, the upper part aft, I would place a block on each side of

the lowermast-hcad, and reeve two girtlines, overhaul them down,

and pass them on the underneath part of the top, hitching them to

the after cross-tree, and put stops on all the cross-trees in the way

of the bolt holes, and stop the rim. I would also have two guys,

one forward and one aft; then sway away, and when the rim of the

top reaches the girtline blocks, cut the stops hauling on the guy

required, lower away and bolt it.

Q.—How is a top sent down ?

A.—The main gantlines are bent as before, but the after gantline

is bent to the fore part of the top, and used for canting it over the

mast-head. When clear of the mast-head let it rest on the trestle.

trees, stop also the gantlines to the fore part, then sway clear, and
*' lower away."

The rule is to send the mizzen top up atid down on the fore side of the mast,
but can be sent up abaft equally us well.

Q.—From what kind of rope is standing rigging made ?

A.—Shroud-laid.

Q.—How are the lowermasts rigged ?

A.—With shrouds and a fore and aft stay.

Q.—What ip the measurement for the length of the foremost

shroud ?

A.—From half way across the mast-head to the outside edge of

the channel, abreast the foremost dead-eye.

Q.—How would you measure for a gang of lower rigging ?

A.—Having the length of the foremost shroud, place two posts

upright at that distance apart, coil the shroud hawser round them,

the second coil lying outside the first, flat on the deck ; the third

outside the second, and so on. Cut the bights where the coil was

commenced.

Q.—Before fitting the rigging, how much is it stretched ?

A.—One inch lor every foot.

Q.—What is the measurement for the eyes of shrouds ?

A.—For the pair that goes on first, once and a quarter round the

mast-head; each of tlio others, in succession, the breadth of a seizing

larger than the one below it.

Q.—State how the eyes are parcelled, and why ?

A.—The eyes are parcelled upwards on each leg, meeting at the
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crown ; for if put on in any other wny, the water, instead of running .

off, would get in between the parts of the parcelling, and soon rot

the rope.

Q.— How is each pair of shrouds fitted ?

A.—With a throat seizing on the bight round the mast-head.

(A strip or tarred ciinvns is put on first to keep the turns of the scizhip

from opening the eerviee.)

When there are a number of ropea supporting a spar, as ninny as possible

nre fitted in pairs : the middle or bight of tiie rope is placed over the end of

tlic spar, and a seizing is put on to form an eye. Tims, with an even number
of ropes, tliey arc all fitted in pairs, witli throat sei/.ings on the bight. Witii

an odd number, tliey are«U fitted in the same way e.xecpt the odd one, which,
being a single rope, is fitted witli an eye splice.

Q.—What proportion must the lanyard be to the shroud ?

A.—Half the size.

Q.—What proportion must the dead-eye be to the shroud ?

A.—Once and a half the size.

Q,—How far is the foremost shroud served down, and why ?

A.—All the way, as it catches the chafe of the sail.

Q.—How far are all the rest of the shrouds served down, and why ?

A.—One-third, as the yard touches and chafes them when it ia

braced up.

Q.—In placing the rigging, how are the shrouds known from

each other ?

A.—They are all marked with knotted spunyarn ; the pair going

on first with one knot, the second with two knots. This brings all

the odd numbered the starboard, and the even numbered the port

side.

Q.—If the dead-eyes are turned in, how may a starboard shroud bo

known from a port one ?

A.—By the seizings being aft, and the end of the shroud inside on

both sides of the ship.

Q.—Where would you place your girtline block for rigging lower-

masts ?

A.—They are lashed to the after part of the trest'e-trees. Some
lash the girt-line block to the cross-tree that lies next to the after

pull oi Llic iua.*t-liead, considering that the most convenient place.

The cross-tree before the mast-head is also used tor this purjose.

Q.—How, and in what order, are tlie shrouds placed on the mast-

head ?

A.—The bolsters having being well parcelled and tarred, are put

on; the starboard foremost pair of shrouds put on first; then the

foremost pair on the port side ; then the second pair on the starboard

side, and so on, alternately, working aft : and the stay on, over all,

outside and close down. The seizings of each pair should be kept
clear of each other, and by standing in the channels or on the rail, I
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should SCO if the sci/.ing aloft bears in a parallel direction between

the two lower dead-eyes which the shrouds will be set up to.

Q.—In placin<^ the rigging, how are the shrouds sent aloft ?

A.—Bend the gantline on to the shroud, sufficiently below the eye

seizing, to allow the eye to go over the mast-head when the bend is

at the block, stop the gantline along the upper part of the shroud

with three or four stops to the end of the eye. " Sway away." Cut

the stops in the top as they come to the block, and when the bend is

at the block the men in the top place the rigging on the mast-head.

Q.—How is your forestay fitted ?

A.—With a fork and two lashing eyes, which are lashed together

abaft the mast-head, with a rose lashing.

Q.—Where do the two legs of the forestay come up ?

A.—Away of the trestle-tree ends, underneath the foremost cross-

tree leg of top.

Q.—How does the forestay set up away the bowsprit ?

A.—Some old-faahioned ships set up with dead-eye and lanyard,

but the neatest way of setting up the lower stays is by reeving them

down through a bull's eye, with tarred parcelling upon the thimble,

and setting them up on their ends, with three or four seizings.

Q.—How would you stay your moat, supposing the stay sets up
with a lanyard ?

A.—I would hook one luff-tackle to the mast-head, overhaul it

down, put the other luff on the stay, allowing sufficient drift to stay

the mast without fleeting ; then hook the lower block of the latter

tackle on to the lanyard of the stay, and hook the lower block of the

mast-head tackle to the fall of the other tackle, and then haul away.

Q.—How would you set up a forestay with lashing eyes abaft the

mast ?

A.—Get a tackle from the mast-head on to the bowsprit, and heave

the mast well forward. Get two smaller tackles from the after part

of the trestle-trees on to the stays to light the slack in. Pass the

lashing from both ends and heave the turns tight with a Spanish

windlass. If the two stays are frapped together, one tackle it

sufficient.

Q.—Where are the mainstays set up ?

A.—They are now frequently set up to strong bolts in the deck.

Q—In setting up the lower stays, why do you pull upon both ends

of the lanyards ?

A.—To prevent undue strain on one part.

Q.—State how you will turn in lower rigging, whether with or

against the lay of the rope, and why ?

A.—With the lay of the rope; turning in against the lay would

open the lay and let the water in.



Q.—IIow is a dead-eye turned in, or secured to a shroud ?

A.—Having parcelled the score of the dcad-cye, and hove the

shroud taut round it, if right-hand-laid rope it is turned round the

dead-eye rifjld-licinded or uith the sun, and against the sun if hawser-

laid ; then pass the throat-seizing with nine or ten turns, the outer

turns being slacker than the middle ones. Pass quarter-seizings half

way to the eye, and then the end seizings and cap, the shroud well

tarred under the cap.

N. B.—Wire rl(?{{iiifj is generally spliced In ; but when it is turned in, wire
seizings are used.

Q.—How do you turn in cutter stay fashion ?

A.—The dead-eye beinj? placed to the mark, the end is passed

round it as before, but instead of being secured with a throat seizing,

the end is passed round the standing part, and to the part round the

dead-eye with a round-seizing, and another on the end round the

dead-eye.

Q.—State how you reeve lanyards ?

A.—I would reeve the end of the lanyard through the hole of the

upper dead-eye nearest to tlie end, and stop it with a Matthew

Walker knot to prevent its slipping ; the other end is passed through

the hole of the lower dead-eye, and returning ujjwards, is rove through

the middle hole in the upper dead-eye, and next through the middle

hole of the lower dead-eye, and lastly, through the foremost hole of

both dead-eyes,

Q.—Next proceed to set up your lower rigging ?

A.—Clap a salvage-strop on the shroud, well up, to this hook the

single block of a luff-tackle ; the double block to a blackwall hitch

in the lanyard ; the fall is then made fast ta the hook of the main-

tackle with another cat's paw or blackwail ; reeve the tackle fall

through the leading block, and pull up, the lanyard being well

greased to make the whole slide with ease through the holes in the

dead-eyes. When the rigging is set up for a full due (which is when
the masts are stayed forward and the stays all set up), the lanyard is

first nipped, or stopped,:^ and the end passed between the throat-

seizing and the dead-eye with a hitch, then brought round all the

parts in turns to expend the lanyard, and the end is well stopped to

its own part with spunyani. The ends of the shrouds are then cut
square and capped, and. the mats laced on.

Q.—How, and where, is the lower rigging secured ?

A.—By lanyard rove through dead-eyes in the channels, and others

in the rigging; or, sometimes, it is set upon its end.

Q.—After setting up theMgging, how is the end of the lanyard

secured ?

A.—There are various methods of doing so ; a very general practice

h to pass tho lanyard under the throat-seizing.
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Q.—Whore is tlio staniliiig part of the lanyard of a ahroud

secured ?

A.—To the upper dead-cyo, a knot being made on the end.

Q.—Why is the standing part of the lanyard rove flrst through the

after hole of the dead-eye, and on the port side ?

A.—Because the end of tiio shroud is on that side of the dead-eye .

when setting the rigging up, the most strain is on the other parts of

the lanyard at the side of the dead-eye that the shroud comes round.

The part nearest the purchase, must, therefore, be forward imme-

diately under the shroud, or the dead-eye would be turned round.

Q.—With the rigging properly turned in cutter stay fashion, docs

the nip lie on the fore or the after side of the shroud, and why ?

A.—On the starboard side, with the nip aft—port side, forward ;

ends, on both sides, inboard.

The reason of this is, that rlgKlnsf should be turned in, as the rope would be
coiled down, so that it at otu-e aeeoiniuodate!* itself to tlie beud it would
naturally take, and no turns are takeu out of the lay of the rope. With left-

handed rope the same principle holds >::ood, and the result Is necessarily re-

versed. However, for the sake ot unifonnity of appearances, both ends are
generally turned in alike, witli the nip forward.

Q.—When rigging is turned in with the end up, how does the

end lie ?

A.—With right-handed rope the end will be, on the starboard side,

aft ; and on the port side, forward ; crossing inside.

Q.—In turning in rigging, after forming the knot of the tliroat,

seizing, what is done with the end, and should the end lie outside or

underneath ?

A.—The end of the throat-seizing is not cut oflF after the knot is

formed, but two or three feet are left and expendorl rouuil \\\r'

shroud below the seizing : for, if cut off, there would be no end to

work with on turning the riggmg in afresh.

Q.—State the advantages and disadvantages of turning in cutter

stay fashion ?

A.—The cutter stay plan has the advantage of holding well, and

it admits a sail when set upon a rope to be hauled down ; but on the

other hand, it is weaker than the main part of the rope—about one.

tenth—principally caused by the compressure of its own running-eye,

which reduces the sectional area of the substance at that spot, and

renders the rope less durable.

Q.—Of the three ways ot turning in rigging, which is the strongest

—end up, dead eye spliced in, or cutter stay ?

A.—By experiments on the three diflferent plans, it has been found

that under the pressure of a breaking strain, a shroud first gives way

at the splice. The next weak point was found in the cutter stay

plan, at the nip. The old plan broke out at the main part of the

rope, at the maximum strain, which, when the seizings are carefully

|)ut on, io therefore the strongest.
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Q.—llow would you rig a bowsprit ?

A.—In modem merchant ships, all collers for stays, bobstays, «&c.,

are of iron work, and fitted before the bowsprit is put in ; fit the

ridgcropes, pass the gammoning, set up the bobstays, and shrouds,

and frap the gammoning,

N. B.—Iron bowsprits are now {jeucrally secured with an Iron gammon
screwed down.

Q.—IIow do you get the bowsprit cap on ?

A.—Kig a stage under the bowsprit, and have a studdingsail-yard

rigged up alongside the bowsprit with a block and line. Bend

on the cap and send it out and knock it on—that is, if it is too heavy

to put on by hand.

Q.—How would you lay the topmast alongside ?

A,—With its head forward.

Q.—State where you would lash your top-block, aud describe the

operation ot lashing it ?

A.—The top-block is lashed to the head of the lowermast, around

the hook, with a lashing long enough to allow the block to hang

tree.

Q,—How do you send up a topmast ?

A.—Having lashed a top-block to the head of the lowermast,

reeve a mast-rope through it from aft forward, and bring the end

down through the trestle- trees and reeve it through the sheave-hole

of the topmast, hitchiug it to its own part a little below the topmast-

liead, and stopping both parts to the mast at intervals. Snatch the

rope and sway away. As soon as the head is through the lower-cap,

cast off the end of the mast-rope, letting the mast hang by the stops,

and hitch it to the staple in the other side of the cap. Cast off the

stops and sway away.

Q.—How would you get the lower-cap on ?

A.—The lower-cap, if heavy, is generally placed on after the top-

mast is pointed through the top or, by means of a spar lashed to the

mast-head, and separated thcrelrom by a wedge, the thickness of the

cap. To place the cap on by the former method, send it into the top

by two girtliues, which being rove and overhauled down, are bound
to the forepart of the cap aud stopped to the bolts ; then " sway away,"

and when up, place the round hole of the cap over the square hole of

the trestle-trees for the topmast to reeve in : stop the cap to the

sheave-hole of the topmast as the mast goes up ; when high enough,
place it on the lowermast-head, casting off the lashing that stopped it

to the sheave-hole of the topmast : the cap is then driven close on to

the lowermast-head,

Q.—How do you send the topmast cross-trees up ?

A.—If the crobs-trcca are heavy, they may be placed in the follow-
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ing manner:—Sway away until the topmast-head is a few feet above

the lower-cap ; send up tlie cross-trees by girtlines, and let the after

part rest on the lower-cap, and the fi>rward part against tlic topmast

.

lower away the topmast until the cross-trees fall into their place, and

then hoist until they rest on Mio shoulders.

Q.—Rig a topmast in fi'.ll detail ?

A.—I would tar the bolsters and put them on ; then place the span

for Oin-Uocks. Some prefer chain spans to shackle the iron-bound

block to. Tlie most approved method is an iron plate with a hook

on each end, which lies across the trestle-trees. Next, put over the

mast-head pendants ; then follow the strops with thimble in for

standing part of the tycs. The Shrovds arc swayed up and placed

over the top mast head : the first pair on the starboard forwaid, then

the port, and so on with the other pairs. Backstays are hoisted and

placed the same as shrouds, starboard pair first ; stays arc swayed up

and lasbed abaft the topmast-head. After that the strops for the

topsail lifU, and the studdingsail halyard pendants.

Q.—How are the topmast stays set up ?

A.—Set up to the knight-heads with a lanyard and a lufT-tackle, the

double block out on to the bee with a strop round the stay, and the

single block hooked on to the lanyard.

Q.—How is the topmast cap sent up ?

A.—They are swayed up by girtlines, which are to be lashed well

up to the topmast-head for the purpose. Overhaul down before all

the foremost ends, and secure them to the foremost bolts in the cap
;

stop them to the centre ones, and also to the square hole in the after

part, then sway the cap up ; when near up, cut the after stops, sway

it upon the topmast-head, and the man aloft places it on, then beats

it down firmly. The girtlines are unlashed and got down, and the

topmast hove up and fidded.

Q.—Your foreyard alongside, proceed to get it on board ?

A.—I would overhaul the mast-rope, and bend it on amidships,

and stop it out to the yard-arms. Sway away, and cast oflf the stops

as the yard comes over the side, and get the yard across the bulwark.

Q.—Proceed to rig it ?

A.—Fit clew-garnet, reef-tackle, and leech-line blocks. Rig the

yard-arm, thus :—First the grummet, then the earing-strop, foot-

rope, brace-pendant, and lift.

Q.—Now send it aloft ?

A.—Overhaul the purchase down, and hook the lower purchase-

block to the slings of the yard. Take the lifts aloft and reeve them.

Then sway up, steadymg the yard by the lifts as it goes up. When
high enough reeve the trusses, shackle the slings, and send the pur-

chase down. Haul taut the lifts and braces.

«
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Q.—IIow would you set a foresail ?

A.—Loose the siiil and overhaul the buntlines and lecch-linca. Let

go the clew-garnets and overliaul them, and haul down on tho sheets

and tacks. If the ship is close-hauled, I would ease off the lee-braces,

slack tho \ve;ither-]ift and clew-garnet, and got tlio tack well down.

When tlie tack is well down, siiarpen the yards up again by tho

brace, top it well up by the lift, haul aft tiic sheet, and then haul out

the bowline.

Q—State how you would take a mainsail in ?

A.—I would man the weather clew-garnets and buntlines, ease off

the niaiu-sheet a fathom or two, and belay ; I would then slack away

the main-tack, and haul u[) the weather clew-garnet and buntlines,

taking care to have the sail kept full. When tho weather-clew is up,

and as much of the buntline as can be got, then luff the vessel as

close to the wind as possible ; ease away the main-sheet, and haul the

lee clew-garnet up, and buntlines at the same time. I would haul a

foresail up in the same manner.

Q.—IIow would you bend a course in blowing weather?

A.—I would stretch tho head of the sail across the deck as near as

possible ; bend the gear, then bring the leeches of the sail as near

wlierelt should haul up on the yard as I can ; then stop my sail well'

about every two or three feet ; besides the yard buntlines, have one

in 'midships of the sail. When ready, man altogether, and run it

up the yard ; then the sail may be bent and furled with very little

difficulty.

Q.—You are under double-reefed topsails, and you want to shake

the double-reef out, what orders would you give to the men before

going aloft ?

A.—To haul the reef-tackles taut, slack the halyards a little, and

be sure to haul well taut the rocf-points of the first reef, before letting

go the earring.

Q.—IIow would you reef a course ?

A.—Haul up and spill the sail, as if you were going to furl it ; then

haul out the reef-tackles and reef it.

Q.—How would you close-reef a topsail, by the wind, when the

course is set ?

A.—Clew the sail snugly up, haul out the reef-tackle, brace the

yard by, and reef; then fill the yard and set the sail.

If you ptart the sheets only, the siiil is like a balloon, and you endanger the
men on the yards.

Q—In bending and unbending a topsail, what ropes are bent and
unbent ?

A.—Bunt-lines, clew-lines, sheets, and reef-tackles.
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Q.—Suppose you arc under doublcrt'cfc<l topsailsjib, nnd Bpankcr,

nnd you split your mnin-topsail, i)rocccd to sliift it ; sliitc liow you

will gather the sail in, furl it, and pass your sea gaskets round ; state.

also, how you will send the old sail down ; what ropes are to bo used ?

A.—Pass the gaskets round the sail to keep it (juiet, then cast ofT

the reef points, the robands, and the first and second rccf-caringa at

the yard-arras, and with them make the sail fast with a marline lutch

from the yard-arm, in ; cast off the standing i)art ot the reef-tackles,

and put a knot in them ; haul taut on deck, ready to slack away
;

unbend the buntlines and sheets, and with a spare earing lash the

clew, head, nnd buntline cringle altogether, passing a turn or two

round the sail ; if the ship is by the wind and lying over, take a small

rope out to the lee yard-arm, and bend it to tiic rc^f tnokle cringle to

haul the sail up clear of the stay ; then cast off the gaskets and

oarings ; slack away the lee reef-tackle; haul the sail to windward

of the stay; cast off the 'midships stops; lower away the clewlines;

when clear of the top, lower away the weather reef-tackle and clew-

linos, and gather the sail in on deck.

Lonii: buntline spans will here be fovnul useful for pnsslnj; round the bunt
and tlirough the clews.

Q.—Get the new sail up; describe the bending, the gear, and

reefing the sail ; also state how you will make it up on deck to pre-

vent wind getting into it ?

A.—Reef by the foot which is d<mc in the following manner :

—

Stretch the close-reef of the sail taut along the deck ; take the cUnvs

as near where they will haul up on the yard as I can ; trace the clews

down clear to the foot of the sail ; then haul the foot of the sail taut,

without moving the clews out of their places, then gather the foot as

near the close-reef as possible; then tie the close-reef round the

foot : then the second reef, until all the reefs are expended round the

foot of the sail : minding to keep the reef-knots as near at hand as

possible, to be ready for casting off; by this means the sail may be

bent without exposing more than one reef at a time, until the close-

reefed sail is set.

A topsail miglit be sent up by the buntline and weutber-clcwline.

Q.—When close-reefing your main-topsail and running before a

heavy gale of wind, what would you take into consideration ?

A.—Bring the wind on the quarter, and take into consideration

the way the sea was running.

Q.—You arc sailing under double-reefed topsails, and you want to

shake one reef out, how will you proceed ?

A.—Haul taut the reef-tackles, then lay aloft and cast off the points,

beginning from the bunts, tightening all the first reef-points, then

ease away the earings, seeing that the first reef-earings are secured.
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Q.—IIow would you reef tlie topsullt ?

A.—Lower nwny the Imlyards, Imul in the wcutlier-brnce until the

Sftil .shivers ; tiikc in the HJiick of the recf-lacklt.'s «% the yard conios

down, to keep the eariiiga clear, haul the weallior rocf-tacklo out first,

then the lee reef-tackle and buniliiies, then lay up and reef the sail

;

attend as the yard goes up to ease oil" the weather-brace, wlien the

Kail is set, haul in the lee-brace.

tj,— IIow would you close-reef the topsails, going largo with a

heavy sea or. i

A.—Put the ship dead before the wind, clew down the fore topsail

yard, and lay it and the lore-yard s(juare; haul out the reef-tackles;

haul up the buntlines and reef the sail while becalmed by the main-

topsail ; when tli<' fore-topsail is reefed, let go the gear and hoist it

up; then Ijrace up the main and main-topsailyard (two good hands

at the helm and look out she does not broacli-to, as the main-yard

goes forward), then one watch haul taut the weather-braces—the

oilier, man tlic lee rcef-tadic and bunlline, and stand by to haul out

when the sail shivers; when the gear is manned, put the helm up,

and bring the wind a little on the other (juarter, so that the main-

topsail is shivering by the /a' ; haul the reef-tackles well out, and

bowse the buntlines taut up ; and lay aloft and reef.

By laylnii the yards as nbove, tlui inirm-(oi)snlI will shiver tlic wind two and
a-lialf points oij tlic (luartiir—tlio sea followiiiij the sliip and tlic liuad-yards
bi'inu: s(|uarL'(l will iiiaUc her sti'tr; if ymi try tu ijrace tin; iiiuin-topsail IJy, so
as tw shiver Uie wcathur-leeeh, yon will liaveto liriiif^ the wind nbcuni, anil the
sea will lill the decks, and probably sweep evcrythinj; oft tliein— besides, the
foresail is whole and it would not stand. If yon el(!W the sail up, and brueu
the yard by, you eonld then reef it, l)nt yon'mive your erew extra work, uud
ran the risk of spliltinfj the sail, either in elewinjc up or in Belting.

Q.—What is the advantage of a studdingsail bend ?

A.—The advantage is, that it lies close to the yard, and, conse-

quently, i)crmits little or no drift between the yard and blocks.

Q.—How is the heel lashing of a topmast and topgallant-studding-

sail-boom secured ?

A.—That ot a topmast-studdingsail-boom is secured round the

quaitcr iron ; of a topgallant-studdingsail-boom, through the quarter

strop and round the jackstay.

Q.—State how you secure the fore-topmast-studdingsail-boom ? and

state how far out on the studdingsail-yard you will bend your stud,

dingsail-halyards, and why ? What bend do you make? Also state

a good preventure, blowing fresh, against a topmast-studdingsail

blowing before all, in setting the sail ?

A.—Haul taut the boom-brace and topping lift. I would bend the

lialyard 8 or 9 inches outside the middle of the yard, so as to kcei)

the outer leech taut.

Q.—Suppose you split your foresail, proceed to shift it ; and state
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what precautions you will take to keep the sail £\:m blowing to lee-

ward in sending it down ?

A.—Pass a few spare gaskets round the sail, and take the bights

of the bowlines down to windward to haul in the sail with.

Q.—Brail up a spanker in a squall ; what brails to bo best manned,

and why ?

A.—In brailing up a trysail or driver, the lee-brails should be

manned best, and the slack only of the weather ones gathered in, so

that the sail may be kept shaking.

Q.
—

"What is to be done with the cross-jack brace, and why ?

A.—The weather-L ace must be eased a little lest the yard-arm

should go through the spanker.

Q.—For the safety of the ship and crew, what precautions are

necessary before leaving the docks to proceed to sea ?

A.—I would see the hatclies well battened down and the deck

cleared up ; that the anchors were a-cock-bill ; that a sufficient

quantity of cable was ranged on deck and overhauled over the wind-

lass clear for running; that the cable was shackled to the anchor and

clenched below ; that the shackles were all right, wheel chains clear,

tiller tackles ready, put the helm hard over each way, gear coiled

down and ready for running, and that the pumps were in order. I

would overhaul the binnacle for nails, &c., and see that the compasses

were in the binnacles ; that the life-buoys were iu their places, boats

with their gear properly stowed, keeping one ready for carrying out a

warp if necessary ; that the tow-ropes and some spare lines were at

hand and ready for use ; that the log lines, log glasses, and leadlines

were all right and ready for use ; that the breast rope was fast in

its place.

Q.—You come on deck to take charge of the watch ; what would

you do ?

A.—Sec what sail was set, inquire what weather there had been,

when the ship was pumped, what orders the captain had left, the

course the ship was steering, see the wheel relieved, the look-out set,

and, if at night, see that the lights were all right, and keep a good

look-out myself.

Q.—How would you set a topmast studdmgsail ?

A.—Haul well taut the weather fore-lift and make it fast, steady

taut the boon l)urton and boom-brace and belay. Bend on the

halliards one third from the inner yard arm, bend on the tack, and

make the down haul up.

Q.—How would you set a main-top gallant sail ?

A.—Loose the lee-side first, then the weather side, let go and over-

haul the buntline and lee clewline. Haul home the lee-sheet, then

the weather sheet. Let go the lee-brace, hoist away on the halliards,

slack the weather brace as the yard goes up, trim the yard.

f
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Q.—How would jou take in a top-gallant sail ?

A.—Let go the halliards, start the lee sheet, haul in the weather

brace tr; 9m]\ tlie sail, haul up the lee-clewline and buntline, the

weather clew and buntline, stow the sail and trim the yard.

Q.—IIow would you take in a foresail, if blowinj^ hard ?

A.—Haul taut the lifts, man the weather clew garnet, leech-line,

and buntlines, ease off the fore-sheet a little. Let go the bowline,

slack away the tack, and haul up the weather clew garnet and bunt-

lines, ease away the ^'ore-sheet and haul up the lee-gear.

Q.—The wind moderates, proceed to set in.

A.—Loose the sail, haul aft the slack of the sheet, board the tack,

haul aft the sheet, and haul out the bowline.

Q.—How would yyu take in a topsail in a gale of wind ?

A.—Slack away the weather-sheet. Haul the weather clewline

close up, also the buntlines as much as possible, man the weather

brace and lee-clewline. Let go the lee brace, and as the lee-shtet is

started, haul in on the weather brace, and haul up the lee-clewline

and buntline.

Q.—How would you stay a ship?

A.—See all clear for about. Station the hands, keep her clean full

for stays, put the helm a-lee, ease off the jib and fore-sheets, and when
the sails shake, raise tacks and sheets, and when within a point and

a-half of head to wind, haul round the mainyard, board the main

tack, and haul aft the main sheet, haul over the head sheet when the

wind comes on the other bow ; when full, right the helm, let go and

haul, down tack and haul aft the sheet, and as she gathers headway,

brace sharp up, haul out the bowlines and stand on.

Q.—You have just tacked ship, she falls off; thweis a ship on the

lee bow, what would you do ?

A.—Let go the head sheets, and the fore sheet. If she still falls

off, check the fore brace, haul the head sails down, and haul in the

weather fore brace.

Q.—In tacking ship, when do you right the helm?

A.—As soon as the afteryards are swung.

Q.—The ship is in stays and loses her way, what do you do with

the helm ?

A.—Shift it over the other way.

Q.—The ship is on the starboard tack, and has stern-way, what
would you do ?

A.—Put the helm a-port.

Q.—You are putting the ship about, and you haul the mainyard,

and she will not stay, how would you wear her short round ?

A.—If she has stern way, keep the helm down, brail up the

spaukci', haul the mainsail up, sijuare tlif m:iinyard, shiver the
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crd'jack yard ; the moment slic gathers hea;lway put the hehn liard

up, and when she is before the wind, ease off tlie jib sheets and square

the forcyard ; when the wind comes near the quarter, haul the niizzen

out and keep the afteryards full ; when she comes to, brace up the

aftcryards, set the jibs and trim the head-sails.

Q.—In putting the ship about, when do you haul aft the jib

sheets ?

A.—As soon as the jibs will fill ; that is, when the wind is just on

the other bow.

Q.—In putting the ship about, what is to be done before putting

the helm down ?

A.—See all clear for about, and keep her clean full for stays.

Q.—You have a ship on the lee beam, the wind is very light, and

you are sagging down upon her, you have your helm down and she

will not come to, how would you bring her to ?

A.—Haul down the head-sails, spanker boom-sheet to windward,

and haul on the weather fore-brace until the sail shakes.

Q.—You are on a lee-shore with no ancliorage, your ship will not

stay, and you have no room to wear, how would you act?

A.—Put the helm down, ease off tlie head sheets, when the sails

shake let go the tacks and sheets and gather in the lee ones, throw

the yards aback. When she has stern-way, shift the helm and let

her come round on her heel.

Q,—The wind is on the side and veers well aft, how would you

trim your yards and prepare to set your stunsails ?

A.—Round in the weather niizzen, main, and fore-braces, see that

the lee-braces and lifts are well taut, set the weather stuncails first

then the lee stunsails.

Q.—You are running with square yards, with the mainsail hauled

up snug, and the head sails down, the wind hauls forward, what

would you do ?

A.—Set the head sails, forward the forcyard, trim the afteryards,

trim the foresail, and haul the Ice clue of the mainsail aft.

Q.—You are laying too with little or no sail, how would you bring

the ship's head round ?

A.—Watch when she falls off, put the helm up, square away her

afteryards, and wear her round ; taking care to bring her to when

the sea is smoothest.

Q.— Your ship is close hauled on a wind, and you want to ht-:.i

the jib down ; how would you do it 1

A.—Put the helm up and keep her ofi" two or three points, and

•when all is ready, lei j,t the halliards. When the sail is down, ease

off the sheet until the sail is giithcu. I on tho Vooni, audwiicn stowed

and the men off the boom, bring the ship to the wind again.

n
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Q.—IIoW would you wear a ship under a mainsail ? '

A.—Set the foretopmast staysail for an off sail, watch when she

falls off, put the helm hard up, raise the weather clue of the main-

sail and square in the after yards. When before the wind shift over

the stay sail sheet and get the weather tack down as low as possible,

watch the smooth and bring her to.

Q.—You are riding in a gale of wind ; how could you tell if the

ship is driving?

A,—By attending to the decji-sea lead over the side, and noticing

if the ship fell astern of it.

kls,

TAKEN AlUCK, SQUALLS, REEFING, i&c.

Q.—You arc going up a narrov.' channel on the starbord tack

North, and the wind suddenly shifts to the KNE. ; what would

you do ?

A.—Put the helm hard up, brail in the mizzen, ease off the main

sheet, and get in the sails as fast as possible, taking in the royals and

topmast-stunsails, then the lower stunsails and top-gallant sails, andi

if necessary, reef the topsails.

Q.—The wind is WSW., and you are steering E., and you want to

take a reef in the fore and main topsails, proceed to get them in as

quick as possible.

A.—Let her go before the wind, lower the fore topsail yard, steady

the braces taut, haul out the reef tackles, lay aloft and reef, haul in

the starboard main topsail brace (first letting go the halliards), and

spill the^sail, taking in the slack of the reef-tackles, haul them out as

far as you want them, haul taut the buntlines, lay aloft and reef.

Q.—You are steering east, the wind is WSW., and you are under

double-reefed fore and main topsails and reefed foresail, how would
you proceed to close-reef the topsails ?

A.—Keep the ship dead before the wind, close-reef the fore topsail

and set it, bring the ship to her course, round on the weather main
and main topsail brace until the sail shakes, let go the halliards and
slack the sheets, haul out the reef tackles, steady tight the buntlines,

and lay aloft end reef. To set the sail, haul home the slack of the

sheets, and take a pull at the halliards to ease the lifts.

Q.—How would you close reef a maintopsail with the wind on the

port quarter, without altering your course ?

A.—Let go the lee brace and brace the yard to the wind, eo as to

shiver the sail, let go the halliards and haul out the reef tackles, and
haul taut the buntline, pass the earing from aft over the yard and
down through the cringle.

CJ.—You are running with the wind on the port (juarter, the fore
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topsail is double reefed, and the foresail is set, proceed to reef the

main topsail,

A.—Haul in the weather main brace and topsail brace, and let go

the topsail halliards. When the yard is down on the cap, ease off

the sheets, haul out the reef tackles, haul taut the buntlines, lay aloft

and reef.

Q.—When close-reefing your main toj^sai], and running before a

heavy gale of wind, what would you take into consideration ?

A.—Bring the wind on the quarter, and take into consideration

the way the sea was running.

Q.—How would you shiit a close-reefed main topsail in a gale

of wind ?

A.—The new sail should be first stretched along the deck, clews

amidships, and reefed on the foot, ready for sending aloft. Set some

of the after sail (the spanker, main trysail, or mizzen staysail), to

keep her from falling off, clew up the main topsail, cast off the reef

points, and reef by the foot, unbend the gear and send the sail down

by a gauntline, and weather reef tackle. Send the other sail aloft

by the gauntline, hook the reef tackles to the sail and h'.ul them out,

bend the sail and reef to the yard.

Q.—You are under double reefed topsails, and you want to shake

the double reef out, what orders would you give to the men before

going aloft ?

A.—To haul the reef tackles taut, slack the halliards a little, and

be sure to haul well taut thereef points of the first reef, before letting

go the earing.

Q.—Proceed to let out three reefs in your topsail.

A.—Settle the halliards, haul out the reef tackles, and haul the

buntlines taut, lay aloft and shake out the reefs, and see all clear for

hoisting. Down from aloft, set the sail, and haul taut the brace.

ACCIDENTS.

Q.—Your ship is on a wind ; it is blowing fresh, and you discover

that your bobstays are carried away, what would you do ?

A.—I would immediately put my helm up and keep the ship off

th'. ,yind to ease the bowsprit, then get a length of my stream cable

and take a clove hitch with it round the bowsprit, and pass each

end in through the hawse-pipes, and set them up to the windlass,

or cross them under the forefoot, and lead in by main chain, and

bowse well taught, then haul the ship to the wind again.

Q.—You are carrying whole canvas on a wind, and your bowsprit

is sprung ; what would you do ?

A.—Get the ship before the wind, get a hawser from the topmast-
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head, and another from the lowcrmast-hcad in throuc;li the hawse-

pipes, and set them up to the windlass, rig in the flying jibboom, and

the jibboom, and send down the fore topgalhint yard and mast. If

necessary, fish the bowsprit with the flying jibboom or spare spars,

reeve the stays through the hawse-pipes and set them up,

Q.—Your bowsprit is carried away, how would you secure the

foremast ?

A.—By a hawser from the mast-head through the hawse-pipes well

parcelled in the chafe, and set up to the windlass, clear away the

wreck and reeve the stays through the hawse-pipes and set them up.

Q.—Suppose you were to carry away the truss of your foreyard,

how would you proceed to secure it ?

A.—Fit two chain strops round the yard with thimble in each

strop, another piece to go round the mast with a round turn, well

parcelled, and the two ends to reeve through the thimbles; set up to

the after part of the trestle-trees with a gun tackle purchase. Put a

large mat between the mast and the yard to prevent chafing.

Q.—You are sending your fore-yard aloft at sea, and the ship is

rolling; what precautions would you take to prevent the yard from

swinging about ?

A.—Get a gun-tackle purchase to the fore-stay, which will steady

the yard when going up ; and keep it clear from the mast while trus-

sing it ; or get a couple of rolling tackles and hook them on to the

strops on the quarters of the yard, hooking the lower blocks into the

ship's sides, the port tackle to the starboard side, and the starboard

tackle to the port side.

Q.—Your ship is on a wind close hauled, with all plain sails set,

and the topmast backstays are carried away ; what is the first thing

you would do ?

A.—Let go the royal, topgallant, and topsail halliards, put the

helm up and bring the wind on the other -^ide.

Q.—Suppose your fore-yard arm carried away at the topsail sheet-

block, and you wanted to make it do till your arrival in port ; what

would you do ?

A.—Get three stunsail booms as ftir out as the original yard arm,

and lash them to the yard, lash a block for the topsail sheets, put the

brace and lift over the three boom ends, and bend the sail to the

yard arm.

Q.—What would you do if the mast-head cap worked loose ?

A.—Wedge it tight again if possible. If I could not do so, I would

pass a good lashing round the topmast and lowermast-head, and frap

it well between the doublings of the mast.

Q.—Suppose the fore-topmast is sprung just above the cap ; how
would vou secure it ?
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A.—Lower it down till the part sprung was below the cap, and

either hang the topmast or cut another fid-hole. Shorten the stay,

backstays and rigging.

Q.—Your weather main-topsail-brace gives way, what would you

do to get the yard down ?

A.—I would ease the lee-sheet to spill the sail, luft* the ship to the

wind, and lower away the halyards.

Q.—If the lower brace should carry away ?

A.—I should lower the topsail, hauling in the weather brace, if

needful ; I should ease oflf the sheet ot the course (siiort of splitting

the sail), and let go the tack ; for the first important duty is to save

the yard. If this accident occurs forward, I should have the weather

helm attended to.

Note.—" One instant mip;lit break the brace, the next would break tlie yard

;

but there Avould be just time enough between them for a quick, ready offloer

to start all the principal gearinc that would relievo the spar."
Almost all large ships now have double topsail-yards, with braces on each,

making the yards more secure ; therefore, it will seldom be necessary to start
the topsail-halyards, on account of a lower brace breaking. Starting the top-
sail-sheet would cause confusion to little purpose.

Q.—If your topsail-brace and parral are carried away, how will

you act ?

A.—If the weather-brace should be carried away when the parral

goes, and the weather yard-arm flies .far forward, it will then be

advisable to put the helm up and bring the wind on the opposite

quarter, keeping the yards braced up as before on the mast to which

the accident has happened, and steer the ship so as to let the wind

blow along the sail of the disabled yard, until it gently returns to the

mast. When done, lash the yard on each quarter to the topsail

rigging and the topsail tye-blocks well round the mast ; then fit the

weather-bracG and parral.

Too much care cannot be taken in keeping fast the topsail-sheets, as upon
Uiat will de^:)end much of the safety of the mast, yard, and rigging, as the
heavy flapping of a topsail will be likely to shake everything to pieces.

Q.—If the topgallant-brace and parral carry away ?

A.—I should brace by the lower and topsail-yards, and if necessary,

sufficiently touch the ship with the helm, to throw the topgallant-

sail slightly aback,

Q,—Suppose you were in a ship, on a wind, and you lost all your

sails, and you wanted to get the ship before the wind, what would

vou do, ship not steering I

A —Pay a hawser out of the lee-quarter., with a spar attached to it.

Q., -Lying-to in a storm, your mainmast goes over the side ?

A.- -Wear round if you can, and bring the wreck to windward, to

1 .vent it injuring the ship ; and get clear of it as soon as possible.

Q.—You are totally dismasted, and consequently quite unman-

ageable ; what will you do to keep the ship from foundering by the

sea striking her astern or amidships '{
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A.—Rig a sca-anclior with three spars, in tlic shape of a triangle,

nud lash a sail across it ; at one corner sling a weight proportionate

to the size of the spars; span it, '.)cnd a couple of your largest hawsers

to the span, launch it overboard, and ride by it until jury masts are

rigged. II unable to move about on deck to do this, let go one of

the bower anchors, with a hemp cable attached, and veer away a

long scope, which will, in some measure, steady the ship by bringing

her head towards the sea.

Q.—One vessel in tow of another ; the headmost one puts her lielm

down to go round : how docs the other proceed ?

A.—When the ship ahead puts her helm down to go round, the

ship in tow puts her helm up, and always endeavours to keep directly

in her leader's wake.

Q.—Your fore-topmast is sprung
;
proceed to shift it

;
give a de-

tailed description of the process. State how you will get the cross-

trees and rigging off in a mass, and point the new mast through,

without stripping the mast, in detail ?

A.—Let the topmasts come down, having cross-trees, rigging, «S:c.,

on the lower cap, put a stop or two round to keep them on, if

necessary ; but their own weight will generally sufRce.

Q.—Suppose the parral of your topgallant-yard carries away ?

A.—In such a case much of the whole force and weight of the yard

and sail are thrown at the mast-head, and the topgallant-mast is

endangered by it. If the ship is by the wind, I should brace the

topgallant-sail aback immediately, and lower it at the same time;

but, if before the wind, I should immediately brace by and lower the

topgallant-yard. I should take care tliat the topgallant sheets are

not started, as that would much endanger the mast by the sail forcing

itself against, and perhaps entangling itself round the topgallant-

stay.

Q.—You carry away the parral of the main-topsail yard, state what

what will you do to get the yard secured i

A.—A topsail-yard parral may be repaired in the same manner, if

carried away in moderate weather ; but, if blowing hard, with, double

ox close reefed-topsails, the returning weight of the topsail-yard, and

force of the sail when thrown aback, might endanger the mast, yard,

or lee-topmast rigging; as however taut the weather-topsail-brace

may be when the parral is carried away, and the ship by the wind,

the yard will surge over to leeward, and consequently swing from

the mast. In either case, first spill the sail without its flapping, un-

bend the clewlines from the clews. If a topgallant-sail, make the

ends fast ou the after trestle-trees. If a topsail, lash the clewline

blocks on the after part of the tojimast cap, crossed ; clew down the

yard, using braces, and secure the parral afresh.
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Q.—If the trestlc-trces were carried away and you were afraid of

the topmast coming down, how would you act ?

A.—I would reeve as stout a rope as the sheave-hole would permit

through it, splice a thimble in both ends, and set it up as tight as

possible to the eye-l)olts in the cap, or to the cap itself.

Q.—When obliged to cut away the masts, which rigging would
you cut away first ?

A.—I would cut the Ice-rigging away first, then the stays, and

afterwards the weather-rigging. If I was riding head to wind, I

would cut away all the rigging on both sides, except the two fore-

most shrouds ; then cut the stays and foremost shrouds together, and
stand by for a run forward as the masts fall on either quarter.

MOORIXG, UNIiEOORING, GETTING UNDER WEIGH
SLIPPING, &c.

Q.—How would you come to in the Bay with light SW. wind, the

tide setting NE ?

A.—Take in all sail except the spanker and mizzen topsail, star-

board the helm, and when head to wind, let go the anchor.

Q.—What would you do then ?

A.—Hold on till she had sternway, then pay out as much chain as

she required, clew up the mizzen topsail and brail up the spanker.

Q.—How would you moor your ship with forty fathoms each way ?

A.—Get all the necessary chain on deck, that is about eighty-five

fathoms on the riding cable, let go the anchor and pay out, &c.

Q,—When you have paid out forty fathoms, suppose you cannot

go any further astern, how would you lay out your other anchor ?

A.—Carry out a kcdge with a stout warp for a hauling line, lower

your anchor down to the stern of the long boat, making it fast with

a good slip rope through the ring, or below the stock, and round the

thwart. Get as much chain in the boat as it can carry, having good

stoppers on the thwarts to keep it from running out too fast, haul out

and let go. Note.—Be sure to buoy your anchor, as most likely you

will have to pick it up with your boat when you get under weigh

again.

Q.—How would you trip an anchor ?

A.—I would take the long boat to the buoy, put a luft' tackle on

to the buoy-rope, and as soon as the anchor is tripped, heave away

on the cable aboard the ship.

Q.—Suppose your buoy-rope breaks, how would you pick up the

anchor ?

A.—I would under-run the chain by the long boat.

Q.—How would you lay a kedge in a boat to carry it out ?
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A.—I would lay the stock over the stem, having the flukes in the

boat on a spar, so as to be easily thrown overboard.

Q.—How would you carry out a bower anchor by the locg boat ?

A.—Few ships have a boat that would do to hang the anchor over

the stern. 1 would, therefore, get a short, stout si)ar across the boat,

lower the anchor by the cat-fall, getting a slip-rope round tlic crown

as it comes down ; liaul it under the bottom of the boat as much as

may be safe, then get a ring-rope over the stern. The weight of the

anchor would then be on the body of the boat. Care must be taken

in letting it go, that all the ropes are clear.

Q.—In getting under weigh, with a vessel on your port quarter,

with a head wind, would you cast to her orfrom her f

A.—I would cast to her and go under her stern, as square-rigged

vessels generally get stern-way on them.

Q.—You are lying off Partridge Island, and want to get under

weigh, your anchor is a-peak, but there is a vessel on each (juarter so

that you cannot clear by canting when under sail ; what would you

do, the wind being right off the land ?

A.—I would run out a kedge on my starboard bow, and bring the

kedge rope aft on my starboard quarter, trip my bower and swing to

the kedge before making any sail. When swung to the kedge, make
sail and run between them before the wind.

Q.—In the same position, with the wind blowing very hard, how
would you get under weigh ?

A.—Trip the anchor and dredge between them, as there would be

a risk of the warp parting when swinging to a kedge.

Q.—Proceed to moor your ship, say in the Bay of Fundy, with a

clear hawser to the SE.

A.—I would have the heaviest chain in the direction of the strongest

wind, and the other anchor in the opposite direction.

Q.—Suppose you are lying in St. John Harbour, with the wind at

N^"". ebb tide, you have both anchors down, you wish to get under

weigh, which anchor would you lift first ?

A.—I would get my lee (starboard) anchor up first ; because if I

tripped my port anchor first, the ship would fall to leeward, and I

would be very apt to hook and foul my starboard chain.

Q.—How would you moor a ship with a mooring shackle ?

A.—Get the boat under the bows and lower the shackle down with

a good rope into the boat. Bend a good hawser to the chain the

ship is riding by. Slack up the chain, unshackle it, and shackle on

the mooring shackle, repeat the same on the other side.

Q.—You are riding head to wind in light winds, proceed to get

under weigh on the port tack.

A.—Heave short ou the cable, set the three topsails, topgallant
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sails anil the niizzcn, then briico up the main iind crojack for the port

tack and the fore yard abox. Ilcavc away on tlie cable, and as soon

as the anchor is weighed and the jibs will take, hoist them. When
the after yards arc full, lot go, and haul the fore yard round and

stand on.

Q.—How would you use the helm '<

A.—Put the helm-a-starboard till she gathers headway, then bring

her gradually to the wind.

Q.—You are lying in a roadstead with the wind two points on the

starboard bow, your ship is driving, and there is land on the port

bow, you wish to get under weigh and ))roceed to sea on the port

tack, what would you do {

A.—Get a warp from tlie port-quarter to the riding cable outside

the hawse-pipe, heave tight and make fast to the timber heads aft.

Buoy the chain. Loose the topsails and double reef them, brace the

after yards for the port tack, and leave the fore yard 'he opposite

way or abox. Sec the chain all clear and ready for slipping, watch

the smooth and slip the chain. As soon as she pays off, and the jib

will take, hoist it up ; as soon as it takes, and the mi/zen topsail full,

attend the helm, haul round the fore yards, cut the spring and trim

her to the wind,

Q.—You are riding with two anchors and no mooring shackle,

how would you clear hawse if foul ?

A.—Get a good lashing round both chains, unshackle, let the end

come down into the boat, pass the end round the other chain the

opposite way. Send the end up, shackle, heave taut, and cast off

the lashing.

Q.—How will yyu know a ship is coming end-on to you ?

A.—By day, I will see the fore and mainmast-heads in one. At
night, the red and green lights.

Q.—How would you tend a ship in a tide-way ?

A.—A light ship to leeward, a loaded ship to windward.

Q.—Why ?

A.—Because the tide has more effect upon a loaded ship than the

wind, and a light ship will not ride to windward.

Q.—Suppose you were ruling in the bay, with an ebb tide, and the

wind right aft ; how would you act ?

A.—I would brace the after yards forward on the same side as the

ship is sheered, brace the fore yard square, and steer as if under

weigh.

Q,—Your ship is lying in Saint John Harbour, with her head North,

and the wind N.W., and the weather tide makes ; what would you

do to swing the ship clear of hoi' anchor ?

A.—I would hoist the fore-topmast stysail, haul aft the starboard

sheet, and put the helm starboard, and shoot her across the tide,

iliiiiii'
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bringing tlio buoy on the starboftrd tiuarter ; and as the tide makes

she will drop astrcnni of licr anchor. I must not torgct to cose tbo

helm as the tide strengthens.

Q.—The tide has made, and you Cnd she will not drup astern of

her anchor, the wind being stronger than the tide ; the buoy is on

the port quarter ; how would you keep her clear of her anchor ?

A.—Put the helm a little a-port, keep the fore-topmast stay-sail up,

brace the fore-yard square, and the after yards to the wind, and

watch that she does not break her sheer.

Q,—Suppose you are riding in a calm ; how would you keep the

ship clear of her anchor ?

A.—By heaving her dead short.

Q.—What keeps the rudder in its place when shipped ?

A.—The woodlock,

Q.—IIow do you know a topsail from a course in the locker ?

A.—By the number of cringles on the leech.

Q.— How do you bend a jib, blowing hard ?

A.—By making it up and sending it out, stowing it on the boom
in the usual way, and leaving the luff clear for seizing to the hanks.

Q.—If she carries too much weather helm ?

A.—I will brace up the head-yards more, and ease the spanker-

sheet.

Q.—If she carries too much lee helm ?

A.—I will brace up sharper aft, and take a pull of the spanker-

sheet, ease the head sheets, or haul down the flying-jib.

Q.—Ship stranded, proceed to get her off?

A.—First, sound the pumps to see if the vessel has sprung a leak,

then sound for the deepest water, lay a kedge anchor in that direction

to haul the boat out by, and get out an anchor for heaving her off

(having a buoy and buoy rope on the anchor). If the boat is too

light, lash a spar on each side of her, and buoy her up with water

casks ; or otherwise, take two boats, lash a spar across the gunwales,

and hang the anchor to the nearest boat—a single block to the ring

of the kedge anchor and a whip will be the easiest way of hauling

the boat out, or you may lead it to the capstan on board.

Q.—Ship on her beam ends ?

A.—Get her up without cutting away masts, if possible, by getting

her before the wind, or head to wind. If that cannot be done, cut

away the lee rigging first, and nick lee side of masts, leaving a good
stump above deck to secure jury masts to ; then cut away to wind-

ward, etc., making a hawser fast first to the wreck, and ride by it on

the weather bow until moderate, then get as much as you can on

board again to rig jury masts, «&c. To keep the ship from rolling in

the trough of the sea when all tlie masts are gone—if the wreck has
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not been secured, take the Iiirjjcst spar you liavc and bridle it, to the

centre of the bridle make fust ii hawser, and havin^f fiist attached to

the centre of tlio spar a kedgn, or llftecn fathom of (;hain to partially

sink the spar in the water, pass over on the weather bow, us the

vessel will drift (juicker than the spur ; it is evident this will keep

her liead to sea.

Q.— In making the land—coming up channel ?

A.—Have anchors and chains, itc, all ready, keep clear of lee

shores by iising the lead freely—especially in foggy weather ; also

got range of cable laid and warps on deck, and ship's ])apcr8 ready

for entering at Custom House, and oflieial log book ready filled up

according to instructions given in that instrument ; the papers re-

quired for entering the vessel is the ship's register, manifest, bill of

health, and light bills, receipted. If not entered within twenty-four

hours, ))enalty—$r)00

Q.—How Avill you rig a Jury mast, the ship rolling about in the

trough of the sea ?

A.—Lay the head of the largest spar I have got, on the talfrail step,

the heel against the aft side of the stump of the lower i.iast, and steady

it with guys. Kig the mast head with shrouds, and fore-stay having

dead eye ready turned in for setting up, a steady strain both sides as

the mast is raised on end with a long tackle from forward on the stay,

having a block at the mast-head for the tie, if no sheave-hole ; and

when erected secure the heel to the stump, get ilie largest yard and

sail I have to fit the hoist ; and if a topsail which has too nuich hoist

I can reef it, prepare a rope parral and braces, bend the sail and set

it, and get up another jury forema&t in the same way, for making all

possible sail.

Q.—How would you endeavour to stop a bad leak outside ?

A.—If I knew where about the leak was, I would stitch oakum or

cotton into a spare square sail, and put it over the side, with lines to

draw it (oakum side) to the ship's bottom, and bind it with several

turns of small lines round and round the ship's outside—the sail and

oakum will then suck into the leak.

Q.—What is the usual rule for finding the length of the lower

masts?

A.—Mainmast equal to two and a half times the ship's beam ;

foremast equal to eight-ninths of the mainmast ; and mizenmast c(iual

to five-sixths of the mainmast.

Q.—What length ought the sheers to be ?

A.—The length of sheers for taking in lowerraasts, ought not to be

less than seven-eighths or three-fourths the length of the longest

spar ; to be taken in, and to be stout enough to stand the weight, or

made so by the assistance of other spars lashed alongside the sheers.

.It..^.,
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Q.—What do pilots' vessels use in a fog on tlieir signal station ?

A.—Pilots' vessola, when to an anclior. upon their signal station

shall use a gonj^ every ten minutes.

Q.—When a steamer is laying a telegraj)!! cable, what will she bo

distinguished by ',

A.—At night she will show two red lights, vertieally under the

white mast-head light, four leet apart, and of tlie same construction

and character as of the before mentioned mast- head lights. Hy day,

between sunrise and sunset, exhibit two opaque black balls vertically,

from the foremast-head : each ball not less than three feet diameter.

Q.—Scudding, you arc suddenly taken by the lee, or broach-to i

A.—Get the head-yards braced round full, to keep headway on

her, that she may answer her helm; and when she comes to I'.er

course again, trim her to steer better, and let no one to the wheel

that would be likely to get her into that position again. "

Q.—How would you reef the topsails?

A.—Slack away the halliards, haul in the weather brace until the

sail shivers; haul out reef tackles, snug up the bunt-lines, then lay

aloft and reef the sail.

(J.—IIow would you send down a royal yard, in a gale, on the

starboard tack ?

A.—'To windward—Having a tripping line on the weather-foot

rope, unbend the gear, stop the tie out to the leo-quarter, watch when
she is steady, and sway taut the lialliards or yard rope, and trip the

yard. olVwith lifts and braces, and tend the yard down carefully on

deck, aud stow it on the booms, Sec.

Q.—How would you act when taken aback on a wind ?

A.—Flattea in head-sheets .ind raise loretack and sheet, brace

round the foreyard, and 1)0.\ her off; but if too late, let the mainyard

run scjuare and let her come round, get her by the wind again, alter

yards not ijuitc so sharp up, and watch her better afterwards.

Q.—If you have stern way, how would you put the helm to cant

her head to port i

A.—Port.

Q.—How do you know she is dragging in a fog '.

A.—By putting the hand lead over.

(-1.—How would you bend a topsail in a gale ot wind '.

A.—Reef the sail at the foot, commencing at the close reef, taking

in each ot the three lower reefs separately, then bight it down, send

it aloft with gautline and bunt-lines, bend the gear on in the top, get

it snug to the yard, reef it to the yard, and bend afterwardc.

Q.—Proceed to set the forctopmast studdiugsail ?

A.—Steady the lower-yard {well trimmed), with lift and braces,

send hands to get the boom out while others are getting the sail ready.
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Q.—How would you ship a rudder ?

A,—Rig a purchase over the rudder trunk, and sling the rudder

•with a ring or eye bolt in the centre of the head, and when up high

'

enough, steady it into its place with ^uys at the heel, and put iu the

woodlock,

Q.—What do the bolsters rest on ?

A.—The trestletrees ; and the trestletrees rest on the cheeks of th c

mast.

Quarter boats should be looked after when In the davits, to cover them in

a hot Bun, and heave water often upon them; also tlie jjlug out iu rainy

weather.

Q.—Wear ship under all plain sail?

A.—Haul up the mainsail, brail in the spanker, up helm, keep the

after canvas lifting. When you have the wind aft, square the head-

yards, haul down the jib. As cLe wind comes upon the other quarter,

brace up the after-yards, set i\\e after canvas. As she comes, brace

up head-yards, hoist jib, board main-tack and aft sheet ; meet her

with the helm.

Q.—How get the trestletrees off the masthead, no sheers near ?

A.—I would get the lower yard on end 'if long enough ; if not, lash

a spar as a derrick up the side of the mast, wedging off to clear the

trestletrees when lifting them with a tackle at head of spar, high

enough above the lower masthead.

N. B.—The trestletrees can be put on by the same means.

DETAILED EXPLANATION OF TACKING, WEARING,
BOXING, &c.

Tacking.—Ease the helm down gradually ; ITehn's a lee! and let go

the jib sheet and fore sheets. As soon as the wind is parallel with

the yards, blowing directly upon the leaches of the square sails, so

that all is shaking, Eaise tads arid sheets ! and let go the fore and

main tacks and main sheets, keeping the fore and main bowline fast.

As soon as the head is within a point or a point and a half of the

wind, Mainsail haul! let go the lee main and weather cross-jack

braces, and swing the aftcryards round. While she is head to the

wind, and the after sails are becalmed by the head sails, get the main

tack down and sheet aft, and right your helm, using it afterwards as

her coming to or falling off requires. As soon as she passes the

direction of the wind, shift your jib sheets over the stays ; and when
the after sails take full, or when she brings the wind four points on

the other bow, and you are paying off sufficiently. Let go and haul!

brace round the head yards briskly, down fore tack and aft the sheet.
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brace sharply up and haul your bowlines out, and trim down jour

bead sheets.

It is best to haul tlie mainsail just before you get the wind right

ahead, for then the wind, striking the weather leaches of the after

sails, forces them round almost without the braces, and you w^ill have

time to brace up and get your tack down and sheet aft, when she

has payed off on the other side.

If she falls off too rapidly while swinging your head yards, so as

to bring the wind abeam or abaft, ''Vast hrncing ! Ease off head

sheets and put your helm a-lee ; and as she comes up, meet her and brace

sharp up. If, on the other hand (as sometimes happens with vessels

which carry a strong weather helm), she does not fall off after the

after sails take, be careful not to haul your head yards until she is

fully round ; and if she should fly up into the wind, let go the main

sheet, and, if necessary, brail up the spanker and shiver the cross-jack

yards.

In staying, be careful to right your helm before she loses head-

way.

To Tack wiTnouT FoRE-iiEAcniNO, as in a narrow channel, wlien

you aie afraid to keep headway. If she comes slowly up to windward,

hii '1 '":">v,n the jib and get your spanker-boom well over to windward.

As you raise tacks and sheets, let go the lee fore-topsail brace, being

careful to brace up again as soon as she takes aback. Also, hoist the

jib, and trim down, if necessary, as soon as she takes on the other side.

Tacking against a iikavy Head Sea.—You are under short sail,

there is a heavy head sea, and you doubt whether she will stay

against it. Haul down the fore topmast stay sail, ease down the

helm, and raise fore sheet. When within about a point of the wind's

eye, let go main tack and sheet, lee braces and after bowlines, and

Mabisailhaul! If she loses her headway at this time, shift your

helm. As soon as she brings the wind on the other bow, she will

fall off rapidly by reason of her sternway ; therefore shift your helm

again to meet her, and Let go and haul! at once. Brace about the

head yards, but keep the weather braces in, to moderate her falling

off. Wlien she gets headway, right the helm, and as she comes up to

the wind, brace up and haul aft.

Tacking by Hauling of all.—This can be done only in a smooth
sea, witli a light working breeze, a smart vessel and strong crew.

Man all the braces. Let her come up head to the wind, and fall off

on the other tack, shifting the helm if she gathers sternway. When
you get the wind about five points on the other bow. Haul off all

!

let go all the braces and bowlines, ana swing all the yards at once,

llight the helm, board tacks, and haul aft sheets, brace up and
haul aft.
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To TuiM TiiR YAims \VHKN Ci>osE-ii.vur,ED.- Ill smooth water,

with a Hglit breeze, brace the lower yards sliarp up, and trim the

upper yards cacli a trillc in abaft the one below it. If you liave a

pretty stitt" breeze, brace the topsail yard iu about half a point more

than the lower yard, and the topgallant yard half a point more than

the topsail yard, and so on. If you have a strong breeze and a topping

sea, and especially if reduced to short sail, brace in your lower yards

a little, and the others proportionally. Tlii^ will prevent the vessel

going off bodily to leeward ; and if she labours heavily, the play of

the mast would otherwise carry away the braces and sheets, or spring

the yards,

MissiNO Stays.—If, after getting head to wind, she comes to a

stand and begins to fall oflf before you have hauled your main yard,

flatten in your jib sheets, board fore tack, and haul aft fore sheet

;

also ease otf spanker sheet, or brail up the spanker, if necessary.

When she is full again, trim the jib and spanker sheets, and when

she has recovered sufficient headway, try it again. If, after coining

head to wind, and after the after yards are swung, she loses headway

and refuses to go round, or begins to fall off on the same tack on

which she was before, and you have shifted the helm without effect,

haul up the mainsail and spanker, stiuare the after yards, shift your

helm again a-lee, so as to assist her in falling off, and brace round the

head yards so as to box her off. As she fills on her former tack,

brace up the after yards, brace round the head yards, sharp up all,

board tacks, haul out and haul aft.

Weauing.—Haul up the mainsail and spanker, put the helm up,

and, as she goes off, brace in the afteryards. If there is a light

breeze, the rule is, to keep the mizzen topsail lifting, and the main

topsail full. This will keep sufficient headway on her, and at the

same time enable her to fall off. But if you have a good breeze and

she goes off fast, keep both the main and mizzen to])sails lifting.

As she goes round, bringing the ,vind on her (juarter and aft, follow

the wind with your after yards, keeping the mizzen topsail lifting,

and the main either lifting or full, as is best. After a vessel has fal-

len oft' much, the less headway she has the better, provided she has

enough to give her steerage. When you have the wind aft, raise fore

tack and sheet, square in the head yards, and haul down the jib.

As she brings the wind on the other (quarter, brace sharp up the

after yards, haul out the spanker, and set the mainsail. As she comes

to on the other tack, brace up the head yards, keeping the sails full,

board fore tack and aft the sheet, hoist the jib, and meet her with

the helm.

To WEAii UNDEii Courses.—Stjuare the cross-jack yards, ease oft"

main bowline and tack, and haul up the wciither clew of the main-
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sail. Ease off the main sheet, and haul up tlic Ice clew, and the

bunt-lines and leach-lines. Square tlie main yards and put tlie lielm

u-weathor. As she fails off, let go the fore bowline, ease off tlie fore

sheet,''and brace in the fore yard. When she gets before tlie wind,

board the fore and main tacks on the otiier side, and haul aft the

main sheet, but keep the weather braces in. As she comes to on the

other side, ease the helm, trim down the fore sheet, brace up and

haul aft.

To WEAR UNDEU A Mainsail.—Vcsscls lying to under this sail,

generally wear by hoisting the fore topmast staysail, or some other

head sail. It this cannot be done, brace the cross jack yards to the

wind, and, if necessary, send down the mizzen topmast and the cross,

jack yard. Brace the head yards full. Take an opportunity when
she has headway, and will foil off, to put the helm up. Ease off the

mainsheet, and, as she falls off, brace in the maiuyard a little. "When

the wind is abaft the beam, raise the main tack. When she is dead

before it, get the other main tack down as far as possible; and when
she has the wind on the other quarter, ease the helm, haul aft the

sheet and brace up.

To WEAK UNDER BARE PoLEs.—SoHic vcsscls, wliich are well down
by the stern, will wear in this situation, by merely pointing the after

yards to the wind, or sending down the mizzen topmast and the

cross-jack yard, and filling the head yards; but vessels in good trim

will not do this. To assist the vessel, veer a good scope of hawser

out of the lee quarter, with a buoy, or something for a stop -water,

attached to Lhe end. As the ship sags off to leeward, the buoy will

be to windward, and will tend to bring the stern round to the wind,

W liuii oiic is belurc it, haul the hawser aboard.

Box-hauling.—Put the helm down, light up the head sheets and

slack the lee braces, to deaden her v,ay. As she comes to the wind,

raise tacks and sheets, and haul up the mainsail and spanker. As
soon as sho comes head to the wind and loses her headway, square

the after yards, brace the head yards sharp aback, and flatten in tlie

head sheets. The helm, being put down to bring her up, will now
pay her off, as she has sternway on. As she goes off, keep the after

sails lifting, and square in the head yards. As soon as the sails on

the foremast give her headway, shift the helm. When she gets the

wind on the other quarter, haul down the jib, haul out the spanker,

set the mainsail, and brace the after yards sharp up. As she comes

to on the other tack, brace up the head yards, meet her with the

helm and set the jib.

Box-UAULiNG suoRT ROUND ; somctiiucs called wearing short-round.

—Haul up the mainsail and spanker, jiut the helm hard a-wcathcr,

square the aftcryards, brace the head yards sharp aback, and tlatteii
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in the bead sheets. As she gathers sternway, shift the helm. After

this, proceci as in box-hauling by the former method. The tirst

mode is preferable when you wish to stop headway as soon as pos-

sible ; as a vessel under good way will range ahead some distance

after the sails are all thrown flat aback.

Few merchant vessels are strongly enough manned to perform

these evolutions ; but they arc often of service, as they turn a vessel

round quicker on her heel, and will stop her from fore-reaching when

near in shore, or when close aboard another vessel.

Club-haulikg.—This method of going about is resorted to when

on a lee shore, and tlie vessel can neither be tacked nor box-hauled.

Cock-bill your lee anchor, get a hawser on it for a spring, and lead it

to the lee quarter ; range your cable, and unshackle it abaft the

windlass. Uelni's a-lee ! and Raise taclcs and sheets ! as for going in

stays. The moment she loses headway, let go the anchor and Main-

mil liaul! As soon as the anchor brings her head to the wind, let

the chain cable go, holding on to the spring ; and when the after

sails take full, cast off or cut the spring, and Let go and haul

!

STOWING CARGO.

Q.—Suppose you are appointed to a ship, what would you do

first ?

A.—Report myself, take a memorandum of the things in the ship

under my charge ; if about to take in cargo, I would sec that the

limbers were clear, the hold well swept, and the dunnage properly

laid, and the pumps were all right.

Q.—Where are the limbers, and what are they ?

A.—They are on each side of the kelson, and are square holes cut

through the lower part of the ship's floor timbers. They form a

channel which communicates with the pumps throughout the whole

length of the floor.

Q.—How would you keep the limbers clear when the cargo was in ?

A.—Before taking in cargo, I would pass a length of small chain

through the limber holes and lead the ends up to sunie place easily

got at, and by hauling backward and lorward, the channel for the

water may be kept clear.

Q.—In what part of the hold would you place most dunnage ?

A.—In the wake of the chr'j plates and scuppers, around the masts,

and pump wells, chain lockers, transoms, »&c.

Q.—Name the general rule for dunnaging a ship ?

A.—Place Ave inches more dunnage in the bilge than on the floors

;

or nine to ten inches on the floor, fifteen inches in the bilge, and three

and a half inches in the wings.
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Q.—What dunnage would you lay for a cargo in baga ?

A.—On the floors, ten inches, fifteen in the bilge, and three or

three and a half in the -wings.

Q.—How would you lay the dunnage in the 'tween decks, and

why?
A.—I would lay it athwart-ships, so that in case of leakage, the

water might have free access to the scupper holes.

Q.—What dunnage would you allow for cases, bales and bags ?

A.—One inch for cases, two-and-a-half inches for bales and bags.

Q.—How do you stow cases ?

A.—With mark and number uppermost.

Q.—Where would you stow bale goods, and how ?

A.—I would stow them in the after hold, mark and number upper-

most, on their flats. Wing bales on their edges.

Q.—Why the wing bales on their edges ?

A.—So that in case of leakage, only part of the bale would be

damaged, and not the edges of each piece in the bale.

Q.—How would you stow an entire cargo of iron ?

A.—I would rig a platform as high as the kelson or higher, then

commence stowing from the fore part of the fore hatch, or from the

heel of the fore mast, to the after part of the after hatch diagonally,

and an inch or two apart, or grating fashion. Carry it over into the

wings, right up both sides, bringing it up from the ends in a slant,

like steps, towards the main hatch. Have bars along the sides to

keep the chafe off the skin. To secure it, drive down pegs between

the bars, and place planks over with good toms from the upper

beams. The iron may be carried further forward and aft, if the trim

of the ship will admit of it.

Q.—How do you raise the entire body of iron ?

A.

—

See alove. By stowing it grating fashion and bringing it up

in a slant from the ends towards the main hatch.

Q.—What is the use of raising the body of iron ?

A.—By doing so, the violent rolling of the ship is prevented, and

she is more easy in a seaway.

Q.—You have a quantity of iron (200 tons) to take in; how would
you stow it 'i

A.—Stow from the after part of the fore hatch to the fore part of

the after hatch, each side of the kelson, till level with it, and then

diagonally, but not hring it up to a point.

Q.—You have bale goods to go on top of it, what precaution

would you take ?

A.—Place an inch or an inch and a-half of planking on the iron to

keep off the chafe.

Q.—What is *' dead weight," and why have it in a ship ?
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A.—The heavy portion of the cargo—such as iron, copper, lead,

and other metals, constitute " dead weight," and is nsed to ballast

the ship.

Q.—If the cargo to be stowed, consists of machinery and liquid in

casks, where would you stow each ?

A.—The machinery amidships, and the casks towards the ends of

the vessel.

Q.—Where would you stow oil, resin, tar, &c.

A.—In the fore peak.

Q.—'yhp- - "uld you stow provisions ?

A.—In the r.iter hold.

Q.—How many kinds of acids are there ?

A. Two ; liquid and solid.

Q.—Where would you stow acids ?

A.—On dv'-;.. o. , lUng over the taffrail.

Q.—W iiy

A.—So that il ii ,1 r, ii, might readily be thrown overboard.

Q.—The holu is r iaily full with cargo at each end, and some

hogsheudd of b jr are to ' r sti/ivoil
,;
how would you lay the ground

tier fore and afi ai(>r -the : i

A.—Bilge and cunthui.

Q.—Where would you commence to ptow casks ?

A.—In the midships, and stow towards the wings.

Q.—When would you stow casks from wing to wing ?

A.—When by so doing I can get another cask in the tier.

Q.—Supposing you had to stow a whole cargo of beer, in hogsheads,

how would you form the lower tier ?

A.—Bung up and bilge free and well quoined. Begin amidships

and stow towards the ends till one longer is finished, then stow

towards the wings. The bilges of the second, longer from the kelson

in the cuntlines of the first longer.

Q.—How would you block oflF the ground tier in the wings ?

A.—By dunnage wood, keeping the bilges free at the wings.

Q.—How would you stow the riding tier ?

A.—In the cuntlines of the lower tier.

Q.—How would you secure the riding tier ?

A.—By four quoins at the quarters of the casks.

Q.—How many heights of pipes, of puncheons, and of hogsheads,

would you stow ?

A.— Three heights of pipes, /<?«?• ofpuncheons, and sw; of hogsheads.

Q.—How many gallons arc there in a pipe, a puncheon, a hogshead,

and a tun ?

A.—In a pipe there arc 13G gallons ; in a puccheon, 84 gallons ; in a

hogshead, 63 gallons ; in a tun, 253 gallons.
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Q.—How many lieiglits of beef tierces and flour barrels would you

stow ?

A.—Six of tierces and eight of barrels.

Q.—How would you stow a single pipe of wine?

A.—Fore and aft, with bung up, and bilge free, well (juoincd, with

three inches of soft wood beds under the quarters.

Q.—Where are the quoins placed, and what are they for?

A.—They are placed on the beds on each side of the cask, to pre-

vent it rolling.

Q.—How do you keep the bilge free, and how do you know when
it is so ?

A.—The bilge is kept free by the beds beneath the quarters. I know
the bilge is free when I put my hand or a stick between it and the floor.

Q.—What are Lloyd's regulations regarding the depth to which a

ship should be loaded ?

A.—A vessel bound over the sea ought not to l)e loaded deeper

than when she presents three inches of side for every foot immersed.

Q.—Who is responsible for stowage ?

A.—The master.

Q.—How many tarpaulins are you compelled to cover the hatches

Avith ?

A.—Not less than two.

Note.—In stowing a cnrgo of grain, dnnniigo from 10 to 10 inchcn, have good
shifting boards, vcntilatoi'!*, and a jiassuge for a man down to the pump-well.
Four hundred tons is the urcatest ([uantity you arc allowed to stow in bulk, or
two thirds in the case of larger vessels ; sharp bottom vessels, one third less

dtiunuge.

THE LOG LINK AND (JL.\SS.

The log consists of a piece of wood in the shape of a quadrant,

with the arc loaded with lead to make it swim in an upright position,

and of sufficient weight to cause it to be immersed without sinking.

The log line usually consists of about one hundred iathoms, and after

allowingj^/'^<^/i or twenty fathoms for stray line, is divided into knots,

and sometimes tens of knots.

Q.—What is the principle of the log line.

A.—The principle of the log line is, that the number of feet in a

knot is the same part of a nautical mile ad the numlter of seconds the

sand is running is of an hour.

Q.—How many feet are there in a nautical mile I

A.—G080 ; but 6000 is usually taken when iinding the length of

knot, BO that the ship will always be behind the position by dead

reckoning.

The length of knot to any class may be found thus :—to the number of
seconds the sand is running, aflix a cypher, and divide by fi, the result is the
7iur.ibcr of feet in a knot, and any remainder doubled will give the odd inehes.

'%
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Q.—What is the length ot a knot to a twenty-eight scconil glass ?

6)280

46—4 X 2 = 8

A.—46 feet 8 inches.

Q.—Suppose all your log glasses are broken, what would you use

instead ?

A.—A watch, with a hand for seconds.

Q.—Supposing your line was measured for a twenty eight second

glass, and you were running it with a fourteen ; how would you find

the correct distance ?

A.—By doubling the quantity run off the reel.

Bu lif

!il::n

THE LEAD LINE.

Q.—How is the lead line marked ?

A.—The lead line is marked thus :

—

At 2 fathoms Leather with two ends.

At 3 do do. three ends.

At 5 do White rag.

At 7 do Red rag.

At 10 do Leather, with a hole in it.

At 13 do Blue rag.

At 15 do White do.

At 17 do Red do.

At 20 do Cord, with two knots in it.

The deep sea lead is marked in the same manner up to 20 fathoms,

after which there is a piece of cord with an additional knot for each

10 fathoms, and leather for every 5.

Note.—If the mark at 5 fathoms, and that at 15 fathoms, be canvas ; that at
7 and 11 bunting; and that at 13 cloth, the distinction of one from the other
during a darlt cold night is evident from the feel by the hands or lips.

Q.—How would you proceed to get soundings with a deep-sea

lead line ?

A.—I would first get the lead line passed along the weather side

outside the rigging, taking the lead forward and ready for use.

Station the men along the side with coils in their hands, according

to the depth of water expected. Then bring the ship to the wind,

with main yard aback, putting the helm down at the same time.

When the vessel's way has quite stopped, call out "A«aw," each man,

as the line runs from his hand, calls out "tf«icA," to an officer sta-

tioned aft to take correct soundings.

!'!,Ml
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To sound with the hand lead, a man standa in the weather main

channels, with a breast-rope secured to the rigging, and throws tije

lead forward, while the vessel has headway on. If the depth corres-

ponds with the marksupon the line, as if at 5, 7, or 10 fathoms, he

calls out, '' By the mrtr^^fc/" &c. If it is a depth the fathoms of

which have no mark upon the lice, as G, 8, or 9, he calls out, " By
the dee}) si.vP'' &c. If he judges the depth to be a quarter or a half

more than a particular fathom, as, for instance, 5, he calls out, "And
a quarter," or, " And a half, five !" «fcc. If it is 5 and three quarters,

he would say, " Quarter less six !" and so on.

T
!l

%
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Q.—What is a charter party ?

A.—A written contract by which a ship is let and liircd for one or

more voyages.

Q,—By whom may a charter party be contracted ?

A.—The merchants and owner at home, and the master and agent

generally when abroad.

Q.—Name the principal clauses in a charter party ?

A.—The intended voyage, the freight, lay days and demurrage, and

the penalty for non-performance.

Q.
—

"What makes a charter party binding ? i.'

A,—The penalty for non-peiformance.

Q.—What makes it legal ?

A.—Its being stamped, signed, sealed, and witnessed.

Q.—What are lay days?

A.—The number of days specified in the charter party for loading

and discharging.

Q.—Suppose the charterer informed you that he could not find

you a cargo, what would you do ?

A.—Give him notice in writing when the ship was ready to take in.

Q.—What next ?

A.—Lay out the lay-days and days of demurrage, claim the demur-

rage day by day. and finally protest against the charterer. Then send

a copy of the protest to the owner that he may recover damages. I

should then do the best I could to get another charter.

Q.—How do you claim demurrage ?

A.—Day by day in writing ou Saturday for Sunday.

Q.—You are about to charter your ship to a port not much fre-

quented by shippin<j, what particulars would you be anxious to as-

certain ?

A.—Ifthe port was safe, and the expenses of the jjort were moderate.
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Q.—What arc the expenses?

A.—Harbour ami liglit dues, towage, cost for provisioning,

watering, A:c.

Q.—State at length the particulars you would ascertain before

chartering '\

A.—I would ascertain from some competent authority if there was

sufficient water to admit the ship, that the nature of the port will

allow the ship to be loaded and iniloaded in all weathers, otherwise

I would insert a special clause clearing the owner of all loss in case of

delay. If the expenses were moderate, if the season of the yi'ar was

favourable, what the customs of the port were, whether the goods

would be ship])ed by wci[^'>tor measurement, and what articles would

be objectionable, also at wliose expense the cargo would be loaded

and discharged, that is in bringing it alongside and taking it to the

consignees. I would have specified the (juantity of dead weight and

light freight to be taken. I would stipulate to have the ship loaded

according to Lloyd's regulations, viz., three inches of side for every

foot immersed. I should also be careful to ascertain the respecta-

bility of the charterer.

ml' '
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INVOICE AND MANIFEST.

Q.—What 19 an invoice, and wliat docs it contain ?

A.—An invoice is an account of goods sold or consigned. It con-

tains a description of tlio goods, with the quantity, quality, marks

and numbers, with the prime cost, and all charges, such as freight,

insurance, entry bond duty, dock charges, lighterage, commission,

stamps, &c., also the name of the ship, of the master, export mer-

chant, and of the consignee.

Q.—What is a manifest ?

A.—A document signed by the master, containing particulars rela-

tive to the cargo on board, such as the marks and numbers and quan-

tity of the different articles as cargo, the names of the shippers and

consignees, also the master's name, the tonnage of the ship, port of

loading and discharging, lists of stores, crew, and passengers.

Q.—Where do you obtain the items for making up the manifest ?

A.—From the bills of lading.

Q.—What is done with the manifest ?

A.—It must be handed over to the Custom House on the arrival ot

the ship at the port of destination.

PROTEST AND SURVEY.

fe

)uld

ill as

Ition

un-

ci.—If, on your arrival in jiort, you anticipate your ship or cargo

damaged, on account of bad weather experienced during the passage,

"what would you do fli-st ?

A.—Note a protest.

Q.—How ?

A.—By going to a notary and informing him that I anticipate

damage to the cargo, and he makes a note of it.

Q.—If, after you have discharged part of your cargo, you find it

damaged, what would you do then ?

A.—Call a survey, consisting of two ship-masters.

Q.—What would you require of them ?

A.—To certify that the cargo is properly stowed and duunaged,

and that it was damaged by sea water.

Q.—What would you do then ?

A.—Extend the protest.

Q.— How would you do that ?

A.—By taking my log book and certificate of survey to the no-

tary, and leave them with him till the freight was paid, and all busi-

ness was settled between the owner or charterer, and the shippers or

their agents.
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Q.—Your cuigo is discharged ftud on th« (juay, what do you do

thon '{

A.—Call a survey of two respectable tncrchants not iutorcstcd iu

the cargo.

Q.—What would you ro([uirc of them ?

A.—To certify the amount of damage.

Q.—What must the surveyors be able to certify in order to enable

the shipper to have a claim on the underwriters ?

A.—That the goods have been damaged by sea water.

Q.—What would you do with the certificate they gave you ?

A.—Send a duplicate to the owners.

Q.—When abroad who is the agent for the underwriters as well as

for the owners ?

A.—The master. ,

HOTTOMllY liOND.

\A

Q.—What is a l)Ottomry bond ?

A.—A contract whereby a ship is pledged on security of money ad-

vanced for the use of the ship.

Q.—Under what circumstances is a master authorised to borrow

on bottomry ?

A.—When entering a port in distress, and he has no other way of

raising money.

Q.—What is the authorised mode of getting money on bottomry ?

A.—By advertising, and taking the lowest amount of interest

oflFered.

Q.—For what purpose must money so obtained be expended ?

A.—For the benefit of the ship.

Q.—After obtaining a bottomry bond, you find you have not suffi-

cient money to complete repairs, what would you do ?

A.—Obtain a second bond.

Q.—And then suppose you had not sufficient ?

A.—Obtain a third if possible, or borrow on the cargo.

Q.—Under these circumstances, which is the first to be paid ?

A.—The last bond obtained, and backwards, according to date.

Q.—Is anything payable before a bottomry bond ?

A.—Yes ; seamen's wages.

Q.—When does the owner become liable for the amount borrowed

on bottomry ?

A.—On the safe arrival of the ship at her destination.

Q.—^If the ship is lost, is the owner liable then ?

A.—No ; the lender loses his money and interest.
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Q.—Wlmt is Mortgage ?

A.—Wlien the ship is pledged by the owner himself, the transac-

tion is termed a mortgage.

Q.—Wluit is the difference between mortgage and bottomry ?

A.—In the first the money obtained may bo used by tlie owner any

way ho wishes, while in bottomry it must bo expended entirely for

the ship's use.

Q.—If the ship has been mortgaged and a bottomry bond has been

raised, which is paid first ?

A.—The bottomry bond.

IlESPONDENTIA.

Q.—What is respondentia ?

A.—Money lent on security of cargo.

^ed

OFFICIAL LOG.

Q.—What is an ofHcial Log Book ?

A.—A book supplied by the Board of Trade, in which the master

if a ship is compelled by law to make certain entries, to be returned

to the shipping office at the termination of each voyn-^.

Q.—What are the entries to be made in the official i.>g ?

A.—A list of the crew, convictions, offences, punishment, conduct,

character and qualification of each of the crew, illnesses and injuries,

medical treatment, deaths, births and marriages, wages of seamen

entering the navy, wages of deceased seamen, sale of deceased sea-

men's effects, collisions, and the circumstances attending the same.

Q.—Suppose an entry had to bu made against a man, what would

you be careful to do ?

A.—To enter the offence at the proper time, have it witnessed, and

read over to the man, within twenty four hours of the occurrence.

Q.—In the event of the man making a statement, would you enter

it into the log ?

A.—Yes, and have it properly signed.

Q.—What would you do with the effects of a deceased seaman ?

A.—If possible, sell them ; if I could not, I would deliver them up

to the shipping master on my return.

Q.—What would you do with the balance of wages of a deceased

seaman, and the proceeds of the sale (if any) ol his property ?

A.— Deliver thorn to the shipping muster.

o

M
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Q.—On your anivul home, what is to bo done with the official lo^'

book?

A.—It must be handed over to the shipping master within twenty-

four hours after arrival.

Note.—Tlio iini)ortiince of kiv'pinii' tliiji book properly, unci duly makiii!; nil
entries at the pn)i)er time, witli the strictest rey;iu'd to" form, eaimot be' too
Btrongly impressed on ship masters. By ne.slceting to do so, they Hul)jcct them-
selves to lieavy iteuaities, and their owners to loss and inconvenience. No
fine or forfeiture can be deducted, and no punishment inllieted for any ollenee,
unless the entries are properly made and attested.

CHARTERING.

When about to charter a vessel, there are several points which it

is necessary to ascertain : for instance—if the port or porta to which

the ship is to be sent ai-e safe ; If the expenses are moderate ; if the

season of the year for going or returning be favorable; what are the

customs of the port; whether the goods are to be shipped by

measurement or weight ; and what articles arc objectionable. Specify

the quantity of dead weight, and light freight, which the vessel is to

receive on board; and stipulate to have the vessel loaded according

to Lloyds' regulations—three inches of side for every foot immersed.

If the vessel is to be loaded at a port where light freight may run

more than 50 cubic feet to a ton, endeavor to obtain a compensating

rate of freight on the particular goods.

Any intelligent shipmaster who has been to the port before, will

be able from his experience to give the requisite information in these

matters. Such is the uncertainty, however, attending all mundane
operations, that even after the most careful inquiries have been made,

and every precaution hps been supposed to be taken, some hitch may
be discovered that was never contemplated ; and shipowners too

frequently blame their captains for an accidental oversight such as

they are themselves every day committing. How many hundreds of

vessels, for example, are chartered in England for the East Indies,

without the provision of saving clauses for objectionable goods ?

When the vessel arrives home, and her cargo is discharged, the

owner, probably, has little reckoned that he has been giving 70 cubic

feet to the ton ; he feels surprised that his ship should not have

carried more cargo, imagines there is some blame attaching to the

captain, perhaps picks a quarrel with him about any trifle, and dis-

charges him. More caution in the first instance,, and a little reflection

and consideration, would obviate any such disagreeable incidents.
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The Sextant is a sector of a circle made of metal. The upper face

is called the phiJie of the iitstntnifiit, and tlie circular part the limb

or arc. This arc has let into it a slip of white metal, usually silver

or platina, which is divided into degrees and parts of dej^rces.

Full Sextants are divided to every 10 minutes, that is, every de-

gree is sub-divided into six parts ; half Sextants, to 15 minutes, that

is, the degree is divided into four parts ; and Quadrants to 20

minutes, or the degree is sub-divided into three parts.

The frame of the instrument carries on its face two glasses; one

fixed, called the horizon ghiss, because it is through it we look at the

liorizon when taking an altitude; the other, called the inchj; glass, is

attached by means of a Hat brass rod to the Vernier, and is made to

revolve with it to the extent of the arc.

This Vernier, or as some prefer to call it. Nonius (both names

being after dilferent men who claim to have invented it), is a contri-

vance for subdividing small portions of arc into much more minute

ones ; thus, in a Sextant divided to 10' or 15', we can, by the Vernier,

read to 10 seconds or 15 seconds, as the case may be.

The Vernier is divided from right to left, exactly as the arc is, and

is fitted with two screws ; one underneath to fasten it with, called

the damp scrcic ; and the other at its end, forming a tangent to the

arc, and hence called a tangent scrcic, is used for moving the Vernier

after it is clamped.

On tlie right hand side of the Sextant face, and opposite to the

liori/.ou ghis;5, is fitted a ring juade double, the two parts being

brought together by means of two screws in tho front of the ring.

This is for holding the Telescope. It can be raised or lowered by a

screw underneath, so that the centre of the Telescope shall agree with

the line between the silvered and unsilvered parts of the horizon-

glass.

The Sextant, when in perfect order, should have its index and ho-

rizon glasses perpendicular to the plane of the instrument. These

glasses also should be parallel to each other when the instrument is

clamped at ; and the inverting Telescope should have its axis pa-

rallel to the plane of the instrument.

N'^OTE.—In these tlirec Ailjiistnients, the .sun, a plar, or any distuut object,

will doiis well as the horizon.

y;

ADJUSTJMENT OF TIFE SEXTANT,

Tht.e arc four adjustments to the Sextant'

The First Adjustment is: To set the ^k/c.^ yZas-s perpendicular to

the plane of the instrument. To do it, place the index to about the
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middle of the arc, and holding the instrument horizontally, look ob-

liquely into the index glass, and see if the true and reflected portions

of the arc form one continuous arc ; if they do, the index glass is

perpendicular to the plane of the instrument ; but if they do not, it

must be made perpendicular by the screws at the back of the glass.

The Second Adjustment is: To set the horizon fflass perpendicular

to the plane of the instrument. To do it, set the index to O, and hold-

ing the instrument horizontally, look through the horizon glass to the

horizon, and see if the true and reflected portions of the horizon arc

in one straight line ; if they are, then the horizon glass is perpen-

dicular to the plane of the instrument ; but if they are not in the same

straight line, the horizon glass must be made perpendicular by a

screw at the back of the glass.

The Third Adjustment is : To set the horizon gkm parallel to the

index glass when the index is at O. To do it, set the index at O,

and holding the instrument vertically, look through the horizon glass

to the horizon, and see if the true and reflected portions of the

horizon are in one straight line ; it they are, then the horizon glass

is parallel to the index glass ; but if they are not in the same straight

line, the v^'^rizon glass is made parallel to the index glass by a screw

at the back of the glass.

Note.—Many instruments arc made without this screw ; in such a case the
INDEX ERKOii must bc fountl.

TO FIND THE INDEX EIlllOR BY THE HORIZON.

Hold the instrument vertically and look at the horizon ; if the true

and reflected portions of the horizon are not in the same straight

line, move the tangent screw until they arc. The reading on or oil"

the arc is the index error. To be added if the reading is o^\ but

suhstracted if on.

TO FIND THE INDEX ERROR BY THE SUN.
Place the index to about thirty miles on the arc, and holding the

instrument vertically look at the sun. On doing so, two suns will

be seen. Bring them edge to edge, one above the other, by the

tangent screw, read ott', and mark it down. Put the index to about

thirty miles off the arc, and bring the suns into contact again, and

note the reading. Subtract the less from the greater, and divide the

remainder by two, and the result is the index error. It must be added

to altitudes &c., taken by the instrument when the greater reading is

oflF the arc, but subtracted when the greater reading is on the arc.

If both the readings are on or both off, half the sum instead of half

the difference, is the error. To prove the accuracy of the observa-

tions, when one reading is on and the other oft' add them together,

and divide the sum by 4 (four), the result should be the sun's semi-

diameter, within a few seconds for the given day in the nautical al-
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manac
; but should both readings be on or both off, one fourth their

difference will be the semi-diameter. If it docs not corres])ond, the

observations must have been inaccurately made, and will have to bo
repeated,

KXAMl'LK.

(Ist.) To find the Index Error. (2d.)

1st Rending 32' 10" on.
|

2d do. 31' 10" off. \

'

Divide b}' 2)1' oO"

;ubt.
1st Reading 5' 10" on.

}

2d Reading 08' 3i)" ou.

Divide by 2)73 4()"

- add.

Index error subt. 0' 30 ' because Inde.x error subt. 36' 5u" because both
greater leading is on the arc. readings are on.

(3d.)

1st Reading S2' 10" off. > , .

2d Reading 31' lo" on. \
^""^•

Divide by 2)1' 00"

Index error add. 0' 30 ' because greater reading is off arc.

(1st proof.) To prove the contacts. (2d proof.)

1st Reading 32 lo" ) ^,,_ 1st Reading 6' lo"
|

2d do. 31' 10
'

f

Divide by 4)i)3' 20"

Sun's semi-diam. 15' GO"

sum.
2d do. 6S' 30"

f

Divide by 4)63' 20"

Sun's semi-diam. 15' 50"

(3d proof)

difference.

1st Reading 3i' 10"

2d do. 31' 10"

Divide by 4)6^20^

}'sum.

Pun's semi-diameter, 15' 50"

The FounTii Aimtstment is : To set the axis of the telescoi^e parallel

to the plane of the instrument; to do it, screw in the inverting te-

lescope, turn the sliding piece until two of the wires in it are parallel

to the plane of the instrument. Then measure the angular distance

between two stars, not less than 90 degrees apart, bring them into

contact on one of the wires just mentioned, then by slightly raising

or lowering the instrument, the star will appear on the other wire.

If they are in contact on that wire as on the first, then the axis of

the telescope is parallel to the plane of the instrument ; if not, it is to

be made adjust by the screws in the collar or socket holding the

telescope.

MERCATOR'S CHART AND ITS USE.

Tofind the latitude and longitude in.

TO FIND THE LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF ANY PLACE.

To find the latitude—Insert one leg of the compasses in the spot

where the ship is, and the other leg on the nearest parallel of latitude,

which, carried to the margin of the chart and read from the least pa-

rallel, will give the latitude of the ship. To find the longitude—In-

sert one leg of the compasses in the spot where the ship is, and the
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other leg on tliu nearest mcrulian, which, carriod to thelongitude side

of the chart, and read from least meridian, will give the longitude in.

TO ESTABLISH THE SHIP'S POSITION LV A GIVE.V LATITUDE
AND LONGITUDE.

Place one leg of your compasses on the given degree of latitude,

and tiic other on the miles, then take your parallel rulers, and place

them on the given degree of latitude, and move them back until

they are parallel with the miles, where they are to remain. Next

take your compasses, aud place one leg on the given degree of lon-

gitude and the other on the miles, thon cairy them on the same

meridian up to the parallel rulers, and the spot where the leg of the

compasses touch, is the ship's position.

TO FIND THE COURSE AND DISTANCE BliTWEEN TWO PLACES.

To find the distance—Lay your parallel rulers so that the edge

will just touch both places, then take your compasses, and measuring

—say twenty or thirty miles on the latitude side of your chart—(and

us nearly on a line with the two places as possible), then see, by repeat-

ing the number of times this distance will go between the two places,

which summed, will give the distance required. To find the course

—

Slide the parallel rulers back to the nearest compass, will give the

course magnetic. If the compass be magnetic, but true. If the com-

pass be true, which may readily be made magnetic, or compass course

to steer, by applying the variation the reverse way, viz:—easterly to

port, and westerly to starboard.

TO FIND THE SHIP'S POSITION BY CROSS-BEARINGS.

Place your parallel rulers on the bearing by compass of the first

object, slide them up to that object aud draw out a line ; next place

the rulers on the bearing of second object, slide them up to this

object, from which draw a line now where the two lines intersect, is

the exact position of ship.

TO FIND THE SHIP'S POSITION BY TWO BEARINGS OF ONE OBJECT.

Lay your parallel rulers on the first bearing of the object, to which

slide them up aud draw out a line ; next lay your parallels on the

second bearing by compass, slide them up to the object, aud draw

out another line, then take the course tlie vessel has steered, and the

distance sailed during the interval, upon both these lines, and where

the legs of the compasses touch, is the distance from the object at

both first and second bearings.

TO FIND THE COURSE YOU WOULD REQUIRE TO STEER IN A
CURRENT.

First, establish the ship's position by cross-bearings or otherwise;

from which place draw a small line in the direction the ship is going
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with your parallcia, lay off from where the ship is, the set of the

current, for the one hour (in the direction it is setting), iind nmke n

uiarlc; then tal\e the rate tlie ship is sailing tlirough tlie water, on

your compasses, and insert one leg in the mark of where the current

set, and the other, where it Avill touch on the line of the direction the

ship is going. Your parallels placed on a line with these marks, and

carried to the nearest compass, will give the course to steer.

TO FIND THE SHIP'S DISTANCE FKOM A POINT OF LAND OR LIGHT,

WITHOUT A TABLE, CHART, OR DIVIDERS.

This problem is of good service, soniutiines wlieii s:iiliii<^ up or down llic

coast, in dear weatlier, when yoii are unable to work your chart, from being
muflled up, wet or cold.

Suppose Point Lepkeaux l/cars four points on your port bow, then

let the ship keep on her course, urtil it bears tlic .same number of

points to the left of the first, bearing the distance, per log, the ship

has run in the interval, will be your distance off the light at the last

bearing. Any number of points will answer as well as four ; but there

must be the same number of points between the first and second

bearing, as between the first bearing and ship's head.

EXAMPLE.

Ship sailing east, Point Lepreaux bears N. E., let your ship sail

alon^ until the light bears north ; the distance, per log, the ship has

sailed to alter the bearings four points, is the distance she is oft'

the light,

EXPLANATION OF MARKS AND SIGNS ON CHART.

On Mercator's charts, parallels of latitude run cast and west,

while meridians of longitude run north and south (true). This may
be employed in readily distinguishing the latitude from the longitude

side of a chart, or portion of a chart, whose geographical position

you are not acquainted with. The latitude side of Mercator's charts

may also be known by an increase in the measurement of the miles

as you rise the poles, while the longitudes remain equal. The figures

placed on the chart, are soundings in fathoms, at low water, ordinary

springs. Small anchors indicate anchorage ; circles round the lights,

is the range or distance the light can be seen; a waved line along

coast, show in shore soundings, &c. ; letters, such as M., St., &c.,

indicate the nature of the bottom—mud, sandstone, &c. ; arrows

show the rate and direction of the currents. On the majority of

Mercator's charts now published, for all parts of the world, the

variation is allowed, which at once gives the magnetic or compass

course to steer. Should the true be rccjuired, the variation at the

place mu.st be allowed. If westerly, to the right ; if easterly, to the

leit, of the compass course.

I'
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LEADING LIGHTS OF ST. GEORGE'S CHANNEL.
IRISH SIDE.

Name of Light.

Skelligs

CalfRock
Fastnet Rock
Old Head, Kinsalc.

.

Roche Point

Ballycotton
Mine Head
Hook Tower
Saltees Light Ship.

.

Tuskar

Lucifer Shoal L.Ship

Blackwater L. Ship

South Arklow L.Ship

NorthArklowL.Ship

Wicklow Head

Coding Bank L. Ship

Kish Light Ship...

Bailey (Howth)....
Rockabill
Haulbowline Rock,

St. John's Point,.

,

South Rock
Copeland
Maidens

Rathlin

Fixeil, Flash,

or Revolvinn;.

1 Fixed, - -

1 Flash, 15 seconds
1 Rev. 3 minutes.
1 Fixed, - -

1 Rev. red, 1 min.

1 Flash, 10 sees,

1 Intermitting,

1 Fixed,
2 Fixed, unequal

heights, -

1 Rev. 2 minutes,

1 Fixed, red,

1 Fixed, - -

1 Rev, 1 minute,

2 Fixed, - -

1 Intermitting,

1 Rev. red, 20 sees.

1 Rev, 1 minute,

1 Fixed, - -

1 Flash 12 seconds
1 Fixed, - -

1 Intermitting,

1 Rev, H minutes
1 Fixed, - -

2 Fixed, unequal
heights, -

1 Fixed, and one
Intermitting, 50
and 10 seconds.

Description.

Upper Light discontinued.
Shown over the Sea Horizon.
All round the Horizon.
Red in wake of Horse Rock.
Bell in Fog, and 1 Fixed light

(in wake of Daunt's Rock)
Bell in Fog.
Seen 50 seconds and obscure

10 seconds.

2 Bells in Fog.
Ball at fore and mainmast

head, and gong in Fog.
Twico white and once red.

Bell in Fog every half min.
Ball at mainmast head. Gong

in Fog,
2 Balls at main, and gong in

Fog,
^- Ball over Ball, and gong in

Fog,
Unequal heights. Ball at fore

and main.
Seen 10 seconds and obscure

3 seconds.

Ball and half Ball under,

gong in Fog.
Ball at main. Gong in Fog,
and gun fired when Mail is

expected,

Horn in Fog.
Red and Bright,

Light and Ball shown from
halfflood to half ebb. Fog
Bell.

Red. 1 min, dark 15 sec.

bright 45 sec.

Bell in Fog,
Bell in Fog.

Gun every 20 minutes in Fog,

Note.—The Lightships on the Irish coasts, have three masts, and are painted
blaelv with white strealv. The Lightships on tlie Enfclisli side, except N. W.
Lightship, arc Red, and have balls the colour of Uiu siiii)t.
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LEADING LIGHTS OF ST. GEORGE'S CHANNEL,

WELSH AND ENGLISH SIDE.

Name of Light,

Trevose Head, .

.

Lundy Island,..

Nash
Mumbles,. . .

.

Caldy Island,

.

St. Ami's,

Smalls,

South Bishop,

Cardigan Light Ship

Bardsey,

Caernarvon Bay,, .

.

South Stack,

.

Skerries

Point Lynus,

.

Ormes' Head,

.

Air,

Hoylake

Leasowe, . .

.

Bidston, ....

Black Rock,.

N.W. Lightship,.

Formby Light Ship,

Crosby Shore,

Crosby Light Ship,

Morecambe, L. Ship

Walney Island,. ...

St. Bees,

Bahama Light Ship,

Point of Ayre,,.

Douglas llead,.

Calf of Man...

Fixed, Flash,

or Revolving.

2 Fixed
1 Rev. 2 mine. &

Fixed under.

2 Fixed

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed,

2 Fixed unequal

heights

1 Fixed,

1 Rev. 20 seconds

1 Rev. red, 30 sees

1 Fixed,

1 Rev

1 Rev. 2 minutes,

1 Fixed, .... ...

1 Flash 10 sees.,

I Fixed,

1 Fixed,

2 Fixed unequaH
heights, 1

1 Fixed,
(

I Fixed, J
1 Rev. 1 minute,

1 Rev. 1 minute,

1 Fixed, red, . .

.

1 Fixed,

3 Fixed, vollow,.

(Triangular,)

I Rev. red,30 sees

1 Rev. 1 minute.,

1 Fixed,

2 Fixed, unequal

heights,

1 Rev. 1 minute,

1 Fixed,.

2 Rev. 2 minutes.

Description.

Unequal heights.

Gun every 1 6 minutes in fog.

Bell in Fog.

In one clear the Crow and Toe Rocks,

and Red in wake of Chapel Rocks.

Red in wake of Hats and Barrels.

Gong in fog.

Ball at main, and Gong in fog.

White and Red, flash every 20 seconds,

twice white, once red ; small ball over

large one at masthead.

Bell in Fog ; Gun .vhen Mail is expected

and small revolving light every 1^ min.

Red in wake of Coal and Ethel Rocks.

Seen 8 seconds and obscure 2 seconds.

Red from West to W. f N.

Red from NW to E by S i S. Bell in fog.

Marks for the Rock Channel.

Twice white and once red. Tide-light

when 11 feet. Ball by day, and Bell

every half minute in fog.

Bell and gong alternately in fog. Ball

at foremast head. Black ship with

white streak.

Ball by day, and Bell in fog.

Ball by day.

Gong in fog. Ball by day, and Gun tired

when vessels are approaching danger.

And red tide-light fixed.

Ball at each mast. Gong in fog, and
Gun fired when vessels are approach-

ing danger.

Red and white alternately.

Blue.

Unequal heights. In one lead

Chicken Rocks.
on

Note.—The Lightships on the Irish Coast have three masts, and are painted
black with white streak. The Lightships on the English side, except N. W.
Lightship, arc Red, and have Balls the colour of the ships.

'i
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LEADING LIGHTS OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.
ENGLISH BIDE.

Name of Li^'ht.

Bishop Rock, Scilly

Island,

St. Agness,

Sevenstonea L. Ship,

Longships,

Wolf Rock,

Lizard,

Eddystone,

Start Point,

Portland, Bill of,.. .

.

Outer Needle., ....

St. Catherine,

Beechy Head,

Dungeness,

Casquets,

Cape La Hague

Ushant, N. E. point.

Do. N. W.
South Foreland,, .

.

North Do.

Fixed, Flash,

or Revolving.

Fixed,

Rev. 1 minute,

Fixed, unequal

heights.

Fixed,

Rev....

Fixed, unequal
heights,

Fixed,

Fixed & Flashes,

Description,

Fixed, unequal
heights,

Fixed,

Fixed,

Rev. 2 minutes,

Fixed,

Revs. 20 sees..

Fixed

Fixed, )

Rev, 20 sees.,
J

Fixed,
j

1 Fixed, S

Bell in fog.

Ball at fore and mainmast head. (Jong

in fog, and gun fired when vessels arc

a[)proaching danger.

Red in wake of the Rundlestone.

Flash red and white every ;50 seconds
;

shown all over the hori/ou. Fog bell.

In one clear the Manacles East, and
Wolf Rocks Westward.

I3ell in fog proposed.

Every niiimte ; also a fixed light in

direction of Berry head, to cover the

Skerrie Rocks. Fog Bell

In one they load between Race and
Shambles.

Shows red from N. W. -J N. to E., and
from E. S. E. to S. W. b W. Bell in fog.

Fog-horn ; blast 5 see ; interval 15 sec.

16 sees, bright, and 1 niin. 45 sees. dark.

Electric light ; 1 red light to mark the

anchorage. Fog-horn blast 5 seconds

interval 20 seconds.

Triangular bell in fog.

On the Rock Gros du raz, one-third of a

mile from shore.

Twice white ; once red.

Electric Light.
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Name of Light.

(';ipe Sable,.

Henl Island,.

Cape Fourchu,.

('ape St. Mary,
IJryer Island,

(irand Passage, Peters

Island,

Petit Passage, Boars
heed,

Prim Point, Digby Gut,

Port Wm. Marcball's

Cove,
Margarctville,

lilacK Rock Point,

Horton Bluff, 1

Burnooat Head, ....

Partridge Id., Parsbo- \
ro, N.S., Basin Minas,

|

Apple River,Hetty ?t. J
Cupe Enrage,

Grindstone Island,. .

.

Quaco Head,
Partridge Island, Saint

John, N. B.,

Point Lepr-^aux,. . .

.

Bliss Island,

Wolfs,

Saint Andrews,
Campobello Island, . . .

.

(Jrand Manan, Swallow-

tail,

(iannet Rock,

Dcacriptlon.

1 Rev.,..

I Fixed,.

1 Rev. Im. 45s.,..

1 Rev. I minute, .

.

1 Fixed

2 Fixed, Horz., . .

.

1 Rev. 1 minute,.

.

1 Fixed,.

2 Fixed, Vertical,

.

2 Fixed, Vertical,

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed, ,

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed,,

1 Fixed,.

1 Fixed

I Rev. 21) seconds,

1 Fixed

2 Fixed, Verliual,.

Macbias Seal Island,.

West Quoddy Head, .

.

Little River,

Moose Peak, .

.

Nash's Island,.

Petit Manan,

Mount Desert Rock,.

.

Baker's Island,

Bass Harbour,

1 Fixed,.

1 Rev.,..

1 Fixed,.

1 Fixed,.

1 Fixed,.

1 Rev.,

2 Fixed, Horz.,. .

.

1 Fixed,

Romarka.

Bright 16 sees., eclipsed 26 sees.

;

on the Cape.

Shown over Sea Horizon. Steam
Whistle, b. Ss. ; interval 58.

;

sees.6 s. ; then interval 46

1 Fixed & Flashes I On the Island.

90 seconds, . . . . {

I Rev. every 30s.,

1 Fixed, Red

Bright 1 m. 16 8.; eclip. SO s. ; S.

Whistle, blast 10 sees. ; inter-

val 50 sees.

Rev. SO s. ; Bright 80 s. ; alternt'ly.

N. W. Side of Island.

West Side of South Entrance.

Red and White alternately.

West Side of entrance, and Steam
Whistle.

Upper Light, white ; Lower, green.

Upper Light, white ; Lower, red.

On the Point.

West Side of Avon River.

South Side of Cobequid Bay.
On the East end of Sandy Spit.

North Side of the Entrance.

On the Cape North Side Chignecto
Channel.

On the West part of the Island.

On a Ledge of rocks, foot of Tower.
In the middle of the Entrance. S.

Whistle ; b. 10 s. every minute.
On the extremity of the Point. S.

Whistle ; b. 5 s. ; interval 5 8.; b.

6 8. ; interval 45 sees.

Red on the Island.

Bright, on South side, 1 minute.
North side of entrance Channel.
At the North end of Island.

At the N. E. end of Island.

Fixed 45 sees. ; eclipsed 5^ aec.s.

;

Flash 4^ sees. Gun in Fog.

On the largest of the Islands.

Steam Whistle.

South side of entrance to Bay. S.

Whistle ; b. 8 s, : interval 52 s.

Fog Bell.

1 Fixed & Flashes

2 minutes

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed & Flashes

90 seconds,

1 Fixed, Red, . .

.

On Mistake Island.

Off the Mouth of Pleasant River.

Fog Bell.

On the South end of Island. Steam
Whistle.

Shown all round the Horizon. Fog
Bell.

South of the entrance to Frencli-

man's Bay.

On the Head.
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NOVA SCOTIA—EAST COAST.

Remarks.Name of Light.

Soutteri,

Louisberg,

GrceD Island, .

.

Cape Canso, . .

.

Hart Island,

White Head Island,.

Beaver Island,

Egg Island,

Devil Island

Chebucto Head, . .

.

Sambro,
St. Margaret's Bay,.

Cross I.sland,

West Iron Bound Island,

Liverpool,

Little Hope Island,

Ragged Island Harbour,
Shelbourne Harbour, . .

.

Barrington,

Cape Sable,

Seal Island,

Description.

1 Rev. \ minute,.

I Fixed
1 Fixed, Red, . . .

.

2 Fixed,

1 Fixed, Red,

1 Rev. 20 seconds,

I Rev. 2 minutes,

.

1 Rev. 1 minute,.

.

1 Fixed,

1 Rev. 1 minute,..

1 J'ixed,

1 Fixed, Red,

2 Lights

In one Tower. Steam Whisth*

;

blast 8 seconds every minute.

10 sees. Flush ; 10 sees. EolipKi-.

Red and White alternately.

Dull Red to scawaril.

Gun in Fog.

On Peggy Point.

Upper— Rev. 45 sees, briglit ; 1.")

sees. durU. Lower— fixed.

1 Rev. 30 seconds,

1 Rev. 2 minutes,.

!

1 Rev. Red, Every minute.

1 Fixed,
I

2 Fixed, In one Tower.
I Fixed, Red,

|

1 Revolving, JBright 15 seconds ; dark 25 sees.

1 Fixed,
I

THE ST. LAWI
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The, St. Ldwt'cnre— {Conthnied.)

THE ST. LAWRENCE—(CoNTiNUKD.)
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Name of Light.

Capo Mngiliilen,.

Seven Islands,

E^'f^ Isliuid, . .

,

Cajje Cliutto,.

.

Description. Rcniarlis.

1 Rev,.

Point do Monte,.

Fixed
IJcv., 1 JmlnutoH
l-'lasli

lied iuid wlilte every 4 minntos

iled ir> HUCH. ; wliite '20 sees.

Manicoiiagiui Siioal, Ligliti2

vessel,

Father Point, |l

I{ic(iuette Island, ! 1

Fixed,

Fixed,

Fixed,

llov., 2 minutes.

Rod Island Reef, Light vessel! 1 Fixed,.

Red Islet, . .

.

Green Island.

Brandy Pots,

Pilgrims,

,

Kamouraska,
St. Roque Shoal, Light vecscl.

Lower Traver.sp, Light vessel 2 Fixed, .

.

Fixed,.

Fixed,

,

Fixed, .

Fixed,

,

Fixed,

,

Fixed, .

Upper Traverse, Light vessel 2 Fixed,

Stone Pillar,

Crane Island,

Belle Chasse,

Point St. Lawrence,
Monte du Lac, ....

Rt. Antoine,

St. Croix,

Port Neuf,

1 Rev., \\ minutes

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed,

1 J'ixed,

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed,

1 Fixed,

2 Fi.xed,

Interval of 30 seconds between
cai'li Flash.

\ gun every halfhour in fog or

snow.

On dilferent Masts ; Steam
Whistle in fog or snow.

A gun every halfhour in fog or

snow.
Moored in 10 fatlioma. A
Steam Whistle; blast 10

seconds in every mmutc.

(Jim every hour during fog

or snow.

On separate masts. Bell in fog

or snow. If the light vessel

should be out of position the

light on the foremast only

will be exhibited, and du-

ring the day the ball on the

foremast will be taken down.
Main light 4 feet higher than
the other. ^Vhen the Light

ship is out of place, the ball

at the mainmast head is taken

down during the day, and she

exhibits one light instead of

two during the night. A bell

tolls during fog or snow.
Main Light 8 feet higher than

the other. Ifthe vessel should

bo out of place, the light on
the foremast only will be ex-

hibited, and during the day
the ball on the foremast head
will be taken dnwn. A bell

tolled during fog or snow.

Three lights in one lead up
Richelieu Channel to the

light on Richelieu Island.

A ib
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54 Management of S/u'jis ut Singb: Awhor,

MANACIKMKNT OF SHIPS AT SINGLE ANCIIOII.

No. 1 is at anclior, hciiil to wind and tide ; in line wentlier notiiiiiff

is roquircd !)Ut to j^ivc her n Hliglit slioor to kcc[i licr stoivdy. It is

wlien slie takes the phice of No. 2 tlmt tlic iiUHfliicf l)egin«, Tiio

prime object is to ^<'<7> the cable taut^ tlmt hlio may not tumble over

her anchor.

Orders should bo given to call tlio ofllcor when she " tends tide"

or begins to cant, the yards being S(iuare will bo laying aback, then

lioist the staysail, liauling the weather staysail sheet al't. When she

has brought the wind abaft the beam, and the yards arc full, let draw

the staysail sheet and steer her taut a-hcad of her anchor and cant the

afteryards forward ; when the wind comes aft and the anchor astern,

or a little on the starboard quartei , haul down the staysail, and brace

the head yards bye, and drawing her to, put the helm hard, a star-

hoard ; she will then be No. 2, riding "weather tide," the wind a

little on the port quarter, and the anchor on the starboard quarter.

No. 2 swings " lee tide" to resume the position of No. 1. When
the tide begins to break she may get unsteady, the staysail should

be hoisted, letting draw the sheet, and it may be necessary to steer

her, but generally she will fall gradually round as the tide turns, and

the staysail is Iiauled down. When she comes head to wind, give

her a small sheer, and cither S(iuare the yards or leave them, according

to the weather, and not the look of the thing.

No. 3 has anchored with the ind blowing across the tide, and a

shoal on her starboard side. The rule is, when the wind is he/ore the

heam, the ship lays to leeward of her anchor; and when it is ahaft the

learn, she lays to windward of her anchor—see Nos. 3 and 4. But in

the case of No, 3 the wind is abeam, and it is doubtful which way

she ought to be laid ; however, as there is a danger near, she is

according to another rule sheered towards the danger, that if she

breaks her sheer she may go from it. In this case the helm is put

up, the yards braced aback, and the staysail set with the weather

sheet hauled aft—see No. 3. The wind veering a little, and coming

abaft the beam No. 3, " breaks her sheer,''"' and she nuiy foul another

ship, or run away with her anchor and go on the shoal, or p

her cable. The same things may occur with No. 1, when she

assuming the position of No. 2, if she is not attended to. No. ^

haying " broke her sheer," hoist the staysail, _fill all the yards, and

steer her ahead of her anchor; and when you have got it astern;

brace forward the after yards, haul down the staysail, brace the head

yards, and, drawing her to, put the helm a-starboard— see No, 4.

No, 5 is supposed to be wind-rode, bloAviug heavy, her yards

pointed to the wind, and the helm a little a-starboard. In tliis case
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Vctailed Ex2jlanatlon ofgetting under Way, t&c. 55

it is blowing too much to allow her to come near her anchor on

either tide, but she may tail roimd with the tide, and bringing the

wind on her side, may require all the yards pointed to the wind to

case her ; she is then the reverse of No. 3.

DETAILED EXPLAXATIOX OF
WAY, &c.

GETTING UNDER

Unmoou.—Pay out on your riding cable, heaving in the slack of

the other. ^Yllcn the oilier is short, trip it, cat and fish, and heave

in on your riding cable. Instead of this method, the anchor which

you are not riding by may be weighed, if it is a small one, by the

long-boat. Send the long-boat out over the anchor, take aboard th(!

buoy-rope, carrying it over the roller in the boat's stern, or through

the end of a davit, clap the w.atch-tackle to it, and weigh it out of

the ground. This done, and the buoy-rope and tackle secured to the

bout, heave in on the chain on board, which will bring the anchor

alongside, the boat approaching at the same time. When under the

bow, cast off the fasts to the boat, heave up the anchor, cat and fish.

Getting undeu Way from a Sixcilk Anchor.—It is the duty of

the chief mate to see all ready forward for getting under way ; the

rigging fair for making sail, the cat and fish tackles rove, and the

fish-davit at hand. Heave sliort on your chain and pawl the windlass.

Loose all the sails, if the wind is light, and sheet home and hoist

up topsails, topgallant sails and royals. If there is a stifi" bieeze, set

topsails alone, whole or reefed. You should always, if it will answer,

cast on the opposite side from your anchor ; that is, if you are riding

by your starboard anchor, cast to i)ort. Brace your head-yards

aback and your after-yards full for the tack you mean to cast ujion.

The sails being set, man the windlass again, give her a sheer with the

helm, and trip your anchor. The mate reports when it is away. As
soon as it is away, hoist the jib. The fore-topsail aback will pay her

head off. Put the helm for stern-board. When her head is off

enough, till away the head yards and haul out the spanker, shifting

the helm for headway. Trim the yards for your course, and make
sail on her. If the Avind is light and the sea smooth, you may cat

and fish your anchor after you get under way ; but it is best in a rough

sea to keep the vessel hovc-to until the anchor is catted and fished.

To Cat and Fish an Anciiou.—When the anchor is lifted and
brought under foot, pawl the windlass, keeping a good hold on the

chain. Overhaul down the cat-block and hook it to the ring oi the

anchor. Stretch along the catfall and let all hands tally on. Set

taut on tlic cat-tuckle ami pay out a little chain. Hoist away the

anchor to the cathead, and belay the fall. Pass the cat-stopper

H'
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through the ring of the anchor, through the chock, belay it to the

cat-tail, and seize it to its own part. Overhaul down the fish-tackle,

hook the lower block to the pennant, and hook the fish-hook to the

inner fluke of the anchor, llig out your fish-davit across the fore-

castle, and put the bight of the pennant into the sheave-hole. Get a

guy over it, near the outer end, to keep it down, and another at the

inner end to keep it out. Get the shoe over the side, to fend off the

bill of the anchor. Hoist the fluke well up, pass the shank painter

under the inner arm and shank, bring it inboard, and belay and stop

it to the timber-heads. Rig in the davit, unreeve tlie cat-fall and

fish-tackle.

A vessel may sometimes be got under way to advantage with the

jib and spanker
;
particularly if the wind is blowing directly out of

the harbour. Heave the anchor up at once. When it has broken

ground, hoist the jib, and, as she pays off, haul out the spanker.

Keep her under this sail until the anchor is catted and fished, then

make sail and stand out.

To Get Undek Way, with a Wikd Blowing Directly out, and
Riding Head to it.—Suppose the ship to have her starboard anchor

down. Heave short and clear away the jib, and put the helm to

port. Heave again until the anchor is up to the bows. Cat and fish_

When the anchor is a-weigh, hoist the jib. Let her pay off under the

jib. When she gathers head-way, shift the helm, and let fall the

sails. When she gets before, sheet home and hoist the topsails, set

the foresail, and haul down the jib. Make sail aloft.

To Get Under Way, Riding Head to the Wind, w^tii a Rock or

SnoAL Close Astern.—Suppose you wish to cast the ship on Lhu

starboard tack. Heave in a safe scope on the chain, and run out a

kedge with a hawser from the starboard bow. Cast off the yard arm

gaskets and masthead the topsails, keeping the bunts fast. Heave

taut on the hawser, and brace the yards up for the starboard tack,

fore and aft, hauling the jib sheet to windward. Heave up the

anchor, taking in the slack of the hawser, cat it, pass the stopper and

have all ready for letting go. Haul ahead on the hawser, and as

soon as the kedge is short apeak, or comes home, sheet home the

topsails, run up the jib, and put the helm a-starboard. As soon as

the jib tills, run the kedge up and take it in. When the topsails take

and she gathers headway, draw the jib. set the spanker, board tore

and main tacks, haul aft sheets and right the helm. If she falls off

too rapidly when the topsails take, give her the spanker and mainsail,

casing off the jib sheet. When she comes to, haul aft the jib sheet

and board the fore tack. If, when the kedge is a-weigh, she fall oft'

on the wrong side, let go the anchor.

To Get Under Way, Riding Head to Wind and Tide, and to
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Stand out Close-hauled.—Suppose you wish to cast to port.

Heave short, keeping the helm a-starboard. Set the topsails. Brace

up the afteryards for the starboard tack, and back the liead yards.

Man the windlass and heave up the anchor. When the anchor is

a-weigh, hoist the jib. 'When she has paid oif sufBciently, fill away

the headyards, shift the helm for headway, set the spanker, and make

sail. Cat and fish, either before or after filling away.

If you have no room to cast on either side, but have a vessel on

each quarter, heave short, set the topsails, jib, and spanker, brace all

the yards half up for the starboard tack, weigh the anchor and put

the helm to port. The tide acting on the rudder will sheer her head

to starboard. When the sails take aback and give her sternway, the

rudder and aftersails will act against the head sails, and she will

drift fairly down between the two vessels. Keep her oflF or to, by

the spanker and jib. When you are clear, cast to port, or, haul up

the spanker, shiver the after yards, and let her go off before it.

To Get Under Way Wind-kope, with a Weather Tide ; that is,

a tide setting to windward.—Suppose you wish to cast to port.

Heave short, loose the sails, and set th„ topsails. Square the after

yards, and haul in the starboard head braces. Heave again, and

when you are a-weigh, put the helm to port and hoist the jib. When
she has paid off enough, fill away the head yards, and shift the helm

for headway.

To Get Under Way, Tida-rode, Casting to Windward.—Sup-

pose the wind to be a little on the starboard bow, and you wish to

cast to starboard, standing out on the port tack. Having hove

short and set the topsails, brace up the afteryards for the port

tack, and brace the headyards aback. Weigh the anchor, keeping

your helm to port, and hauling the spanker boom well over to star-

board. When she comes head to the wind, hoist the jib with tJie

sheet to port. Shift the helm for sternway. As she falls off, draw

the jib, fill the head yards, and shift the helm for headway.

To Get Under Way, Tide-rode, Wearing Round.—Suppose you

have the wind on your starboard (juaiter, and are obliged to wear

her round and stand out on the port tack. Set the topsails.

Square the head yards, and shiver the after yards. When the anchor

is a-weigh, put the helm hard a-starboard, <ind give her the foresail

if necessary. Having headway, she will go round on her heel, and

you may proceed as in wearing.

If a vessel is in a coufiued situation, without room to cast by her

sails or by the tide, she may be cast, by a spring upon her cable,

leading in at that which will be the weather quarter. The spring

may be bent to the ring of the anchor before it is let go, or it may be

seized to the cable just outride the hawbe-hole.

J
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It will be remembered that when a vessel is riding head to the

tide, the helm is put as though she had headway ; and when the tide

sets from astern, as tliough she had sternway. But you should be

reminded, that when you have the wind and tide both ahead, if the

vessel, after you weigh your anchor, goes astern faster than the cur-

rent, the helm must be used as for sternboard.

Keeping WATCir. —The officer, when relieved, should point out to

liis successor the bearings of lights or any objects in view, give him

the soundings alongside, the time at which the ship is expected to

swing if in a tide-way, how the cable grows, as well as any order or

direction that may be passed as to tending the ship. The deep-sea

lead should be kept over the side, and the soundings tried fre(iucntly,

and the bearings of the lights or other objects taken repeatedly. lie

should enter in the night order-book, as well as on the log-slate, the

bearing of the different lights and soundings when ho leaves the

deck, signing his name to the same at the time, and he who relieves

him should see that these entries agree witli his own observation.

He should look at the cable occasionally, and see how it grows, and

also see that the spare anchor is ready for letting go, and chain clear

for running.

REGULATIONS FOR PREVENTD^G COLLISIONS,
AT SEA, &c.

Preliminai'y.

Art. 1.—In the following Rules, every Steam Ship which is under

sail and not under steam, is to be considered a Sailing Ship ; and

every Steam Shi]) which is under steam, whether under hail or not,

is to be considered a Ship under Steam.

liulcs concering Lights.

Art, 3.—The Lights mentioned in the following Articles, num-

bered 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 8, and 9, and no others shall be carried in all

Weathers, from Sunset to Sunrise.

Art. 3.—Seagoing Steam Ships when under weigh shall carry :

(rt) At the Foremast Head, a brif'H White Liglit, so fixed as to

show an uniform and unbroken LighL vcr an Arc of tlic Horizon of

30 Points of the Compass ; so fixed as to throw the Light 10 Points

on each side of the Ship, vi/., from right ahead to 3 Points abaft the

Beam on cither Side ; and of such a Character as to be visible on a

dark Night, with a clear Atmosphere, at a distance of at least Five

Miles :

(&) On the Sturhoard Side, a Green Light so constructed as to show

an uniform and unbroken Light over an Arc of the Horizon of 10
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Points of the Compass ; so fixed as to throw tlic Light from right

ahead to 2 Points abaft tlie Beam on tlic Starboard Side ; and of such

a Character as to be visible on a dark niglit, with a clear Atmos-

phere, at a Distance of at least Two Miles:

(c) On the Port Side, a Red Light, so constructed us to show an

uniform and unbroken Light over an Arc of the Horizon of 10

Points of the Compass ; so fixed as to thiow light from right ahead

to 2 Points abaft the Beam on the Port Side ; and of such a Charac-

ter as to be visible on a dark Night, with a clear Atmosphere, at a

Distance of at least Two Miles :

{(l) The said Green and Red Side Lights shall be fitted with in-

board Screens, projecting at least Three Feet forward from the Light,

so as to prevent these Lights from being seen across the bow.

Art. 4.—Steam Ships wlien towing other Ships, shall carry Two
bright White Mast-head Lights vertically, in addition to their Side

Lights, so as to distinguish them from other Steam Ships. Each of

these Mast-head Lights shall be of the same Construction and

Cliaracter as the ilast head Lights which other Steam Shii)S are re-

(juired to carry.

Art. 5.—Sailing Ships under weigh, or being towed, shall carry

the same Lights as Steam Ships under weigh, with the exception of

the White Mast-head Lights, which they shall never carry.

Art. G.—Whenever, as in the case of small Vessels during bad

weather, the Green and Red Lights cannot be fixed, these Lights

shall be kept on deck, on their respective sides of the Vessel, ready

for instant exhibition ; and shall on tlie approach of or to other Ves-

seL^, 1)0 exhibited on their respective sides in sufficient time to pre-

vent collision, in such manner as to make them most visible, and so

that the Green Light shall not be seen on the Port Side, nur the Red

Light on the Starboard Side.

To make the use of these portable Lights more certain and easy,

the Lanterns containing them shall each bo painted outside with the

Colour of the Light they respectively contain, and shall be provided

with suitable Screens.

Art. 7.—Ships, whether Steam Ships or Sailing Ships, when at

anchor m Roadsteads or Fairways, shall exhibit where it can best be

seen, but at a height not exceeding twenty feet above the Hull, a

White Light, in a globular Lantern of eight inches in Diameter, and

so constructed as to show a clear, uniform and unbroken Light visible

all round the Horizon, and at a distance of at least One Mile.

Art. 8.— Sailing Pilot Vessels shall not carry the Lights required

for other Sailing Vessels, but sliall carry a White Light at the Mast-

head, visible all round the Horizon—and shall also exhibit a Flare-up

Lii^ht cverv fifteen minutes.

lilr:
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Art, 9.—Open Fisliiug Boats and other open Bouts shall not be

required to carry the Side Lights required tor other Vessels ; but

shall, if they do not carry such Lights, carry a Lantern having a

Green Slide on the one side, and a Red Slide on the other side ; and on

the approach of or to other Vessels, such Lanterns shall bo exhibited

in sufficient time to prevent Collisions, so that the Green Light shall

not be seen on the Port Side, nor the Red Light on the Starboard

Side.

Fishing Vessels and open Boats -when at anchor, or attached to

their nets and stationary, shall exhibit a bright White Light.

Fishing Vessels and open Boats, shall however, not be prevented

from using a Flare-up in addition, if considered expedient.

Rules concerning Fog Signals.

Art. 10.—Whenever there is Fog, whether by day or night, the Fog
Signals described below, shall be carried and used, and shall bo

sounded at least every Five Minutes, viz. :

—

(a) Steamships under weigh shall use a Steam Whistle jilaccd

before the funnel, not less than eight teet from the deck

:

(b) Sailing Ships under weigh shall use a Fog Horn

:

(c) Steamships and Sailing Ships when not under weigh sliall

use a Bell,

Steering and Sailing Rules.

Art. 11.—If two Sailing Ships are meeting End on or nearly End
on so as to involve Risk of Collisions, the Helms of both shall be put

to Port, so that each may pass on the Port Side of the other.

Art. 13.—When two Sailing Ship are crossing so as to involve

Risk of Collision, then, if they have the Wind on different Sides, the

Ship with the Wind on the Port Side shall keep out of the Way of

the Ship with the Wind on the Starboard Side ; except in the case

in which the Ship with the Wind on the Port Side is closed hauled

and the other Ship free, in which case the latter Ship shall keep out

of the Way ; but if they have the Wind on the same Side, or if one

of them has the Wind aft, the Ship which is to windward shall keep

out of the Way of the Ship which is to leeward.

Art. 13.—If two Ships under Steam are meeting End on or nearly

End on, so as to involve Risk of Collisions, the Helms of both shall

be put to Port, so that each may pass on the Port Side of the other.

Art. 14.—If two Ships under Steam are crossing so as to involve

Risk of Collision, the Ship which has the other on her own Starboard

Side, shall keep out of the way of the other.

Art. 15.^—If two ships, one of which is a Sailing Ship, and the

other a Steam Ship, are proceeding in such directions as to involve
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Risk of Collision, the Steam Ship sliull keep out of the wny of the

Sailing Ship.

Art. 16.—Every Steam Ship when approaching another Ship so as

to involve Risk of Collision, shall slacken her speed, or, if necessary,

stop and reverse ; and every Steam Ship shall, when in a Fog, ejo at

a moderate s]ieed.

Art. 17.—Every Vessel overtaking any other Vessel shall keep out

of the way of the said last-mentioned Vessel.

Art. 18.—Where by the above Rules one of two Ships is to keep

out of the way, the other shall keep her Course, subject to the Quali-

fications contained in the following Article.

Art. 19.—In obeying and construing these Rules, due regard must

be had to all dangers of Navigation ; and due regard must also be

had to any special circumstances which may e.\ist in any particular

case, rendering a departure from the above Rules necessary in order

to avoid immediate danger.

Art. 20.—Nothing in these Rules shall exonerate any Ship, or the

Owner, or Master, or Crew thereof, from the consequences of any

neglect to carry Lights or Signals, or of any neglect to keep a proper

look-out, or of the neglect of any precaution which may be required

by the ordinary practice of Seamen, or by the special circumstances

of the case.
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"Whereas there has been doubt or misapprehension concerning the

cft'ect of the said two articles

:

And whereas the Admiralty and the Board of Trade, have jointly

recommended to Her Majesty, to make the following additions to

the said regulations for the purpose of explaining the said recited

articles, and of removing the said doubts and misapprehensions :

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue of the power vested in Her,

by the said recited Act, and by and with the advice of Her Privy

Council, is pleased to make the following additions to the said regu-

lations by way of explanation of the said two recited articles ; that

is to say

—

The said two articles numbered 11 and 13 respectively, only apply

to cases where ships are meeting end on or nearly end on in, such a

nianmr as to invoice risk of coUisbii. They conse(|UCutly do not

apply to two ships which must, if both keep on their respective

course, pass clear of each other.

The only cases in which the said two ai tides apjily, arc when each

of the two ships is end on or nearly end on to the other ; in other

words, to cases in which fry day, each ship sees the masts of the other

ii i
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in a line or nearly in a line with lior own ; and hj niyht, to cases in

which each ship is in such a position as to see both the side lights of

the other.

The said two articles do not apply ly day to cases in which a ship

eces another aliend crossing her own course ; or hy night to cases

where the red light of one ship is op])osed to the red light of the

other ; or where the green light of one ship is opposed to the green

light of the other ; or when a red light without a green light, or a

green light without a red light, is seen ahead; or where l>oth green

and red lights are seen anywhere but ahead.
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TIIK RULE OF THE UOAD AT SEA,

AIDS TO MEMORY.

BY THOMAS GRAY,
fkct'ftnrii of the Board of Tnulc, ImhIoti.

lit. Two Steam ShipH mectmj.

When both side lights you sec alicad,

Port your liehn and show your TUd.

2n(Z. TiDO Steam Ships passiiiff.

Oreen to Orcen^ or lied to Red,

Perfect safety—go ahead !

'ird. Two Steam Ships erossiruj.

Note.—This is tlic position of greatest danger ; tlicre is notliing for it but a
good look-out, caution, and Judgment.

If to your Starboard Red apjiear,

It is your duty to keep clear
;

To act as judgment says, is proper,

To Port, or Starboard, Back, or Stop her !

But when upon your Port is seen

—

A Steamer's Starhoard light of Green ;

There's not so much for you to do,

For Orcen to Port, keeps clear of you,

A^th. All ships must keep a good hoh-out, and Steam Shtps must stop

and go astern, if necessary.

Both in safety and in doubt,

Always keep a good look-out

;

In danger, with no room to turn

—

Ease her ! stop her ! go astern I
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In lief/uldtions rctfpcctinr/ Li(/hts (ind JAuj Sir/nals, and in the

iStcerinf/ luid Sdilijig Hides,

1.—What light or lights arc rc(|uiro(l by the regulations to bo c.v-

Iiibitcd by sailing vessels at anchor in a roadstead or fairway ?

A.—One light only, viz., a white light.

3.—What light or lights are required by the regulations to be cx-

liibited by steam ships in a roadstead or I'airway at auchor.

A.—The same as tor sailing vessels.

!{.—Where is the anchor light to be exhibited 'i

A.—Wlnsre it can best bo seen. It must of course be placed whore

there is the least possible chance of obstruction from spars, ropes,

ite. ifec.

4.—To what height may the anchor light bo hoisted ?

A.—It may bo exhibited at a height of 20 feet above the deck, but

not higher.

5.—What is the description of the lantern containing tho anchor

light required by the regulations ?

A.—Globular.

0.—In what direction or directions must the anchor light show ?

A.—It must show a clear, uniform, and unbroken light, visible all

round the horizon.

7.—At what distance must it be visible ?

A.—At least one mile.

8.—What is the number of lights required by the regulations, to be

earned by sailing ships when under weigh at night,

A.—Two.
9.—Of what colour are these lights, and how are they to be placed

on board the ship ?

A.—A green light on the starboard aide, and a red light on the

port side.

10.—What description of light must be shown from the sides of

sailing vessels under weigh ; and over how many points of the com-

pass, and in what directions, and how far, are they required to show ?

A.—Each light must be so constructed as to sh. :ui uniform and

unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of 10 points of the com-

pass ; so fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two j)ointa

abaft the beam on the starboard and port sides respectively ; and of

such a character as to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmos-

phere, at a distance of at least two miles.

11. -What light .ue tlicy to carry when being towed at night ?

A.—Tho saiiic.

K
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12,—Are the side lights required to be fitted with screens ; and if

80, on what side, and of what length, and how ?

A.—Yes, on the inboard side : at least three feet in length, mea-

suring fonvard from the light. Tiicy are to be so fitted as to prevent

the colored lights from being seen across the bows.

13.—What is the number of lights required by the regulations to

be Carrie^ by steam ships when under steam at night ?

A.—Three lights,

14.—Ofwha' colour are these lights, and how are they to be placed

on board the ship ?

A.—White at the fore mast head, green on the starlx>ard side, and

red on the port side.

15.—Over how many ix)intsof the compass, in what direction, and

how far, is the foremast head light of a steamer required to show ?

A.—Over 20 points, viz., from right ahead to two points abaft the

beam on both sides. It must be of such a character as to be visible

on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere at a distance of at least

five miles.

16.—Ar< they required to be fitted with screens; and if so, on

•which side, and of what length ?

A.—The green and red lights are to ])e fitted w.th screens on the

inboard side, extending at least three feet forward from the light, as

la the case of sailing vessels.

17.—Over how many points of the compass, in what direction, and

howfar, are the colored side liglits of 3tean»ers required to show ?

A.—Each light must be so constructed as to show an imitorm and

unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of 10 points of the compass

80 fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two j)oint3 abaft

the beam on the starboard and port sides respectively, and of such a

character as to be visible on a dark night with a cle^r atmosphere at

& distance of at least two miles.

18.—What description of lights arc steamers required by the regula-

tions to carry v. hen they are not under steam, but under sail only ?

A.—Side lights only, the same ps sailing vessels.

19.—What exceptional lights are to be carried by small sailing

vestels in certain cases ?

A.—Whenever, as in the case of small vessels during Ixil weather,

the green and red lights cannot be fixed, these lights shall be kept on

deck, on their respective sides of the vessel, ready for instant exhi-

bition, and shall, on the approach of or to other vessels, be exhibited

on their respective sides in sufficient time to prevent collision, in such

manner as to make them most visible, and so that the green light

Bball not be aeen on the port side, nor the red light on the star-

board ijide.
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To luake the use of thost^ portable lights more certain and easy, the

lutiterns coutainiiig them sliull ouch be painted outside with the

colour ot the light they respectively contain, and shall be provided

with suitable screens.

21.—What description of light are .billing pilot vessels required

to carry {

A.—Sailing pilot vessels are not to carry coloured side lights, but

a white light like an anchor ligiit, and to Inini a flare up every 15

uiinutes.

22.—Wiiat lights arc open boats and fisiiing boats roiiuired to carry ?

A.—Open fishing boats and other open boals shall not be recjuired

to carry the side lights re(]uired for other vessels; but shall, if they

do not carry such lights, carry a lantern having a green slide on the

one side, and a red slide on the other side ; and on the approach of

o*- to other vessels, such lantern shall be exhibited in sufficient timo

to prevent collision, so that the green light shall not be seen on the

port side, nor the red light on the starboard side.

Fishing vessels and open boats when at anchor, or attached to

their nets and stationary, shall exhibit a bright white light.

23.—May open boats use a i\hrc up ?

A.—Yes, if considered expedient.

24.—Is the flare up to be shown by open boats instead of or in

addition to the lantern with the colored slides?

A.—Tlie flare up must be in addition to the lantern with the two

colon.'d slides.

25.—What lights are steamships required to carry when towing

otiier ships?

A.—Steam ships, when '.owing otiier ships, shall carry two bright

white mai^t-head lights vertically, in addition to their side lights, so

as to distinguish them from other steam ships. Each of these mast-

head lights shall De of the same construction and character as the

mast-iiead lights which other steam ships are required to carry.

20.—Are sailing vessels required to use any signals when at anchor,

or when sailing in thick weather, or in a fog; anil if so, what are they '{

A.—Yes; a fog horn and a bell.

27.—When is each sort of signal to be used ^

A.—The fog horn is to be sounded when under weigh in a fog, and

the bell when in a fog, and not under weigh.

28.—How often are the fog signals of sailing vessels to be sounded ?

A.—As often as necessary, but every five minutes at least.

29.—Are steam ships required to use any signals in a fog or in

thick weather; and if so, what are they ?

A.—Yes; a steam whistle and a bull.

30.
—
"When is each signal to be used ?
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A.—The steam whistle to be sounded when under woigli, luid tlx'

hell when not under weigh.

31,—IIow often are the fog signals of steamers to be sounded ?

A.—As often as necessary ; but every live minutes at least.

33.—At what height above the deck is the steam whistle to be

placed ; and where ?

A.—Not less than eight feet above the deck. Before the funnel.

33.—What other precaution is to be observed by steamers when
steaming in a fog ?

A.—Tiie regulations require the steam ships in a fog sluiU go at a

moderate speed.

34.—Wiiat jirecaution is to be taken by steamers a]iproaching

anotlier vessel ?

A.—If there is risk of collision, the steamer is to slacken speed, or

if necessary stop and reverse.

35.—If you see a white light alone, what does it denote as regards

the ship carrying it?

A.—It denotes the presence of a vessel at anchor, or a pilot vessel,

or a fishing vessel attached to her nets ; or it may be the forenuist-

head light of a vessel, under steam, with her side lights not uithin

sight on account of distance, fog, ».tc.

36,—If you see a green -or red light without a white light, or both

a green and a red lij^'ht without a wliite light, is the vessel carrying

the light or lights seen, a vessel under steam or a •cssel under sail i

A,—A vessel under sail.

37.—IIov,' do you know ?

A.—Because there is no white liglit at the foremast head.

38.—If you see a white light over a colored light, is the vessel a

vessel under sail, or a vessel under steam ?

A vessel under steam. The mast-head light denotes that the

vessel is under steam.

[The Examiner will tlu'Ti take oiiu model of a m'ssi-I, wliicli lir will place on
the table, and eall it A. He will tlieii take the mast or stand with a whiU' ami
a red ball on it, and place It at the other .-iid of the table, and call it B.]

[The Examiner i^liould l)e careful that tiie model of one vessel only is used
when the (pie. lions numbered ?,> to 41) ;ire asked.]

30.—A is a steamer going nortli, seeing a white light and a red

light ahead at IJ. Are A and the vessels showing the two lights iJ

meeting end on or nearly end on, or is B ])assing A, or is B crossing

the path of A, and in what direction ; and how do you know <•

A.—Passing to port, because if I see a red light ahead, I know
that the head of the vessel carrying that red light juust be pointing

away in some direction to my own port or left hand. The ship

showirg the red light has her port or left side more or less open to A.

40.—If A is going north, within what })oints of the compass must

the vos&el B showing the white and red lights be steering ?
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A. — P) must be pjoiiig from a iiltle W. of S. to ^V. N. W.
41.—How do YC/Li know this ]

A.—Because, tliu sciet'iis being projjerly fitted, I could not see tlic

rod light of B at all, with tl'.e vossers head in any other direction.

4C.—Is the steamer A to starboard, or to port, or to keep on ?

A.—To do neither suddenly, but, if anything, to port a little.

4:?.—Why ?

A.—To bring the red light o<' A to the red light of the stranger B.

[Till- Examiner should then explai 1 thiU if tlic steiinu-r A starboiirds, slic

will run acros.-. the path of the vef;i>e' earryuiu' the lights 15, bceuuse tlie, ves^i'l

f-iMnvin;;- the, red lisilit must Ite passin;: to jioft.]

i'llic Kxiuiiiuer j-liould now substitute the mast with the Whitehall and <:reen

hall fr,r the nuist with the Whitehall and red ha';!. One ship only in still to

he used.
|

44.—-^ is a steamer going north, and seeing a white and green

light :diead. Are A and B meeting, or in B passing A, or is B
crossing the course of A, and in what direction ; and how do you

know i

A.—B is passing to starboard of A, because if I see a green light

«.' ad, I know that the liead of the vessels carrying that green light

J...- 'c pointing away in some direction to my starboard or right

h:!iu The shi]> showing the green light has her right or starboard

aide more or less open to me.

45.—As A is going north, within what points of the compass must

the vc««cl showing the white and green lights bo steering ?

A.—B must be going from a little I'], of 8outh to E. N. E.

46.—How do you know ?

A.—Because, the screens being pro])erIy litted, I cannot see the

green light at all with the vessel's head in any other direction.

47.—Is the stennier A to starboard, or to port ?

A.—To do neither suddenly, but, if necessary, to starboard,

48.—And why i

A.—To show her green light to the stranger's green light. There

can be no danger of collision when the green of one vessel is opposed

to the green light of another.

40.—What would be the r(\sult if you ported to a green light

ahead ?

A.— I should prolvibly run right across the path of the vessel

carrying the green light.

[The Examiner should then explain that A must not port, because as lh<'

vessel show in;^ the ^\hile and screen lights B, niust ln' jiassing to starlajard, A
Wi)uld run across th.e path of L> by porliiiL;;.

|

[The Exaiuiner sliould mw place the models of two steamer* 'X the table
mcetiui? end on. One he should cull A, and the other H.]

50.—If a steamer A sees the three lights of anotl>er steamer B ahead

or nearly ahead, arc the two steamers meeting, passing, or crossing ?

A.—Meeting end on, or nearly end on.
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ol.—Do tlic regulations expressly require the liclm of a ship to bo

put to port in any case ; and if so, when <

A.—Yes ; in the case of two steamers or two sailing vessels meeting

end on, or nearly end on.

53.—Do they expressly require the helm of a ship to be put to

port in any other case; and if so, what other?

A.—No. The use of the port helm is not in any other case ex-

pressly required by the regulations.

[Tlie Exiiniiner should then exj)lain thut the only case in which port-helm
is luuntioiiud in tliu rcjj;ulalioTis, is in Article 11 and Hi, for two sliips meeting
end on.]

53. —If you port to a green light ahead, or anywhere on your star-

board bow, and if you get into collision by doing so, do you consider

that the r ^ulations arc in fault ?

A.—Xo ; because the regulations do not expressly require me to

port in such a case, and because by porting I know that I should

probably and almost certainly run across the other vessel's path, or

run into her.

J
The Examiner should see tlic candidate put the models in the positions
icat ;d by the questions 54 and followhii;.]

54.- If a steamer A sees another steamer's red light B on her own
starboard side, are the steamers meeting, passing, or crossing ; and

how do you know ?

A.—Crossing; because the red light of one is opposed to the green

light of the other ; and whenever a green light is opposed to a red

light, or a red light to a green light, the ships carrying the lights

are crossing ships.

55.—Is A to stand on ; and if not, why not \

A.—A has the other vessel B on her own starboard side. A knows

she is crossing the course of B, because she sees the red light of B on

her (A's.) starboard side. A also knows she must get out of the way
of B, because Article 14 expressly requires that the steamer that has

the other on her own starboard side, shall keep out of the way of

the other.

56.—Is A to starboard or to port in such a case ?

A.—A must do Avhat is right, so as to get herself out of the way of

B ; she must starboard if nece?safy, or port if necessary; and she

must sto[) and reverse if necessary.

57.—If A gets into collision by porting, wid it be because she is

acting on any rule ?

A.—No; the rule does not re<iuirc her to port. If she ports, and

gets into collision by porting, it is not the fault of any rule.

58.—If a steamer A, sees the green light of the steamer B on her

own (A's. own) port bow, are the two steamers meeting, passing, or

crossing; and how do you know *.
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A.— Section 27 of " tlio Morcliant Sliipping Act, 18Gli," provides

timt owners iiml iiiiisters shall be bound to obey the reguhitions, and

it also provides than in case of wilful default by the master or

owner, he shall be deemed to be guilty of a misdemeanor for eacl»

infringement.

08.—What do l)reachcs of the regulations imply ?

A.—If an accident hiippens through non-observance of the regula-

tions, it implies willul deiault on the part of the person in charge of

the deck at the time, unless it is shown to the satisfaction of the

court hearing the case, that the special circumstances of the case

rendered a departure from the rules necessary.

09.—If collision ensues from a breach of the regulations, •'who is to

be deemed in fault for tlie collision ?

A.—The persons by whom the regulations arc infringed, unless the

court hearing the case, decides to the contrary.

70.—Do the regulations apply to sea-going ships in harbours and

in rivers?

A.—Yes ; unless there is any rule to the contrary made by a com-

petent authority.

71.—Do they apply to British ships only "i

A.—No ; to foreign ships as well.

73.—When did the present regulations come into operation ?

A.—On 1st June, 18(i8.

73.—Do you know where the present regulations are to be found ?

A.—Yes; in "• the ^lerchant Shippmg Act Amendment Act, 1802,"

and the Order in Council of the 9th January, 180:]. Copies arc given

away on application to the Board of Trade.

74.— Is one ship I 'und to assist anoth.r in case of collision ?

A.—Yes.

75.—What is the penalty for default ?

A.—If the master or person in charge of the ship, fails to render

assistance without reasonable excuse, the collision is, in absence of

l)roof to the contrary, to be deemed to be caused by his wrongful

act, neglect, or defaidt.

70.—Is there any other penalty attached to not rendering

tissistancc ?

A.—Yes. If it is afterwards proved that ho did not render assist-

ance, his certificate may be cancelled or suspended by the court

investigating the ease.

77.—Is it not exi)ected that you should i ndcrstaud the regulations

before yoti take charge of the deck of a ship ?

A.—It is.

78.—Whv .'
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A.—If I do not inulerstand them and am guilty of default, the

conscijuencc Avill be very serious to me.

79.—What would be a serious offence ?

A.—To cause a collision by porting the helm when not re(]uired to

port by the regulations and without due consideration.

Q.—Two vessels on opposite tacks, which ought to give way?

A.—The one on the i)ort tack.

Q.—You are standing on the starboard tack, and a vessel is coming

right for you on the port tack, and he wont brace up; what will

you do ?

A.—The only way to avoid damage is to tack.

Q.— Suppose you are going before the wind, and that a vessel is

attempting to cross your bows ; how will you act ?

A,—Go under her stern.

Q.—Two vessels meeting—one by the wind and the other going

free ; which must give way ?

A.—The one with the wind free, must give way to the one close

hauled.

(i.—Two ships—each with the wind a point abaft the beam, and

standing towards each other, and will inevitably come into collision,

if they continue their course ; one is steering E. by S., and the other

W. by S. with the wind at north ; what is the duty of each ?

A.—When ships having the wind large or abeam, meet, they arc

to pass on the port side of each other ; therefore, the ship standing to

the eastward keeps away, and the other ship hauls up.

BOARD OF TRADE INSTRUCTIONS

F^or the Guidance of Masters and Seamen, ichen using the

Morter and Rocket Apjjaratus for ISavinxf Life.

In the event of your vessel stranding on tb.e coasts ot the United

Kingdom, and the lives of the crew being placed in danger, assistance

will, if possible, be rendered from the shore in the following manner,
namely :

—

1.—A rocket or shot with a thin line attached, will be fired across

your vessel. Get hold of this line as soon as you can, and Arhcn you

have secured it, let one of the crew be separated from the rest, and,

if in day time, wave his hat or his hand, or a flag or handkerchief ;

or, if at night, let a rocket, a blue light, or a gun be fired, or let a

light be displayed over the side of the ship, and be again concealed,

as a signal to those on shore.

3.—When you see one of the men ou shore separated from the rest,

wave a Red liag, or (if at night) show a lied light, and then conceal

h
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it; you are to haul upon tlic rocket line until you get a tailed block

with an endless fall rove through it.

;}.—Make the tail of the block fast to the mant nJmit fifteen feet

above the deck, or if your masts are gone, to the highcHt accurc part of

the vessel. When the tail block is made fast, and the rocket line

unbent from the whip, let one of the crew be separated from the rest,

and make the signal required by Article 1 above.

4.—As soon us the signal is seen on shore, a hawser will be bent to

the whip line, and will be hauled off to the ship by those on shore.

5.—When the hawser is got on board, the crew should at once

make it fast to the same part of the ship as the tailed block is made
fast to, omy about eighteen inches higher, taking care tJuit there are no

turns of the whip line round the huwuer.

0,—When the hawser has been made fast on 1x)ard, the signal

directed to be made in Article 1, above, is to be repeated.

7.—The men on shore will then pull the hawser taut, and by

means of the whip line, will haul off to the ship a sling life-buoy,

into which the person to be hauled ashore is to get and be made fast.

When he is in, and secure, one of the crew must be separated from

the rest, and again signal to the shore as directed in Article 1 above.

The people on shore will then haul the person in the sling to the

shore, and when he has landed, will haul back the empty sling to

the ship for others. This operation will be repeated until all persons

are hauled ashore from the wrecked vessel.

8.—It may sometimes happen that the state of the weather and the

condition of the ship will not admit of a hawser being set up ; in

such cases a sling life-buoy will be hauled off instead, and the ship-

wrecked persons will be hauled through the surf, instead of along a

hawser.

Masters and crews of stranded vessels should bear in mind that

SUCCESS in landing them in a great measure DEPENDS UPON
THEIR COOLNESS, AND ATTENTION TO THE RULES HERE
LAID DOWN ; and that by attending to them many lives are annu-

ally saved by the mortar and rocket apparatus on the coasts of the

United Kingdom.

The system of signalling nnnt be stl'ictly adhered to; and all

women, children, passengers, and helpless persons should be landed

before the crew of the ship.
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COMMEKCTAL CODE OK SIGNALS.

ill

Gencritl Ej'planation of Sirftuil Book:

The number of Flays required for the " Commercial Code" is

Eighteen, to which is added a Pennant, adopted as a " Code Signal."

Tiie Code Flags arc represented by the following Eighteen Letters

or Signs :- IJ, C, D, F, O, H, J, K, L, M, N, \\ Q, U, S, T, V, W.

Tlie Flags to be hoisted nt one time never exceed Four.

A Signal is always made in one hoist, in one place.

Each Siijnal composed of Two or more of the P^lags or Signs employed

Jias throughout the Code but one siynijication.—No iJlatinyaiithing or

JJivisional Flag or Pennant « ' /</ to give the same series of Signals,

or combination of Signs, a Jitli.'rent moaning.

Single Flags are not used for Code Signals, with the exception of

the " Affirmative," " Negative," and " Answering" Pennants.

The nature of the Signals is indicated by the number of the Flags

hoisted, whether Two, Three, or Four together; thus,

Two Fla{/s together denote Urgent and Imj>ortant Signals.

Three Flags together denote Signals relating to general topics of

information and inquiry.

Four Flags together denote Geographical and Vocahitlarg Signals, and

Shijjs' Names.

By the arrangement of tlie Flags—that is Burgee, Pennants, and

Square Flags—a distinctive character is given to Signals, as explained

at pages 78 and 79.

All the Signals of Part I, of the Code are made in hoists either of

Two Flags together, or Three Flags together, with tho exception of

the Geographical Table. These Signals arc made in hoists of Four

Flags together.

An Alphahetical Index to tlie Geographic<il TaUe is added at the end

of the Book.

Distinct Signals are provided for Compass Signals; Latitude,

Longitude, Time, and Numeral Signals; with Alphabet and Spelling

Tables,

A margin for additional Signals is left; but the blanks do not

appear in the Signal Book. The Signals omitted must not be appro-

priated without authority.

The Autliority and Seal of Office of the Board of Trade is alone

granted to English Editions sul)jected to the supervision of that

Department.
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ARKANGKMKNT OK SIGNAL HOOK.
TIic Signiil Book proper is divided into Two Parts ; viz., the

condensed Code, Part I, ; tlic enliirged Vocabulary and Index, Piut II.

The Signals are expressed by the various coinbin-vtions of the

Eighteen Signs H, C, I), F, (i. II, J, K, F., :\I, N, P, (I K, S, T, V, W.
arranged throughout in the j)rogressive order which they naturally

follow.

The combinations commence with BC, being the Jird combination

of the fimt and second Signs taken together ; then BI) (the ^fl'rst und

third Signs) ; and next, the Jirxt and fourth, frst and fftli—and so

on until all the combinations of Two Signs togetlier are exhausted, in

which the Sign B HtandHjii'd.

The second Sign, 0, and each sueceeding Sign, is then taken

separately in its turn, and the combinations of Two Signs together,

in which they severally standJlrnt, arc worked through in like manner.

The combinations of Three Signs together, and of Four Signs

togetlier, are similarly treated in order of rotation ; as,

BCD, liCF. &c. ; CBD, CBF, ice.

BCDF, BCDG, &e. ; CBDF, CBDG, &c.

By this method a series of 78,042 distinct combinations (or Signals)

may be formed from Eighteen Flags or Signs, taken two together,

three together, and four together.

PAIIT I.

Part I. forms by itself a condensed Code consisting of such words

and sentences as are usually required for general communications and

enquiries by Signal.

In this Part the words and sentences placed opposite to the Signal

Letters are arranged in groups, so that a number of ])hrases bearing

on one subject are found together,—the General Index for reference

being the Vocabulary, Part II.

PAIIT II.

Part II. of the Signal Book commences with the Spelling Table,

which is followed by the Vocabulary and Index, alphabetically

arranged, for reference to any Signal required to he made. This Part

contains the whole of the Universal Signals in Part I., but in the

alphabetical arrangement many additional Signals are inserted which

are not included in Part I. These additional Signals torm, as it were,

an extended C'od<;, and are represented by hoists of Four Flags or Signs.

The Signals of Part II. will in all Signal Books commence with the

combination CBDF.
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It will 1)P seen, on rctcniii<,' totlic Book, tliat the Four-llaj,' Sij^iuils

in Part II. are continued at intorvals, but in regular onlcr throufflioul

to tilt' Ijjf, and tliat whore the Ii/^iii/,h or intcrvalrt appear Sij^ns arc

nflixed (a the, Uujht (the Letters heing in Hinallcr type). Tliese Small

Letters refer to the Two and Three Flag Signals in Part I. The
Signals (Four Signs) to the Left arc aHixeil to such words and

sentences as are ttut to hefmind in Purt f.

The distinguishing character of the Signals of Part II. is this :

—

The njijtcnuoul Flag of the Faiir con»i)osing the hoist will throughout

bo a Pennant, cither C. D, or F.

pAirr III.

DISTANT SIGNALS AXI) SKMAPIIOUHS.
A Code for making Distant Signals has Ijcen added in the present

Code for communicating from a distance when the colours of the

Code Flags are not distinguishable.

The Symbols employed for the purpose are JWo hlnrk JitiJls, ulth

Two Pcinmntfi, itml Tiro FIikjh, of itny Colour.

Each Signal consists of a Hoist of 2 or ;5 Symbols, one of which is

ahvavs a Ball—the IhiU thus marking the character of the Distant

Signal. By a simple method (hereafter explained) this system of

signalling has been adapted for use hy SemojiJwres, of which upwards

of too are already established on the Frencli coasts.

It is i)ossible that facilities of a like kind may in course of time !»e

aflbrded to shipping by the establishment of similar Signal Posts on

some of the salient points of our own coasts.

BOAT SKJNALS.
A Code for Coasting Crafts and Boats that may not have the Signal

Flags is given in this Part.

LIVERPOOL SIGNALS.
A Code is now added comprising the Pilot Signals, the Port

Signals, and the Pilot Boats of Liverpool.

TAUT IV. (Annex.)

CODE LIST OF SHIPS.
In order to give Shii)masters every facility for reporting Passing

Vessels there is published annually a " Code List" containing the

na:me and distin(4uishing signal
of every British Vessel that has obtained from the Registrar of Sea-

men, or other authorized person, the Four Letters composing her

distinguishing Signal, as well as her Official Number.

This " List" is independent of the Mercantile Navy List, and is

printed in u cheap and convenient form.
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COMMERCIAL CODE OF SIGNALS.

Q.—How many flags docs the Coinmorcial Code ofsignals consist of ?

A.—It consists of a •' Code Signal," or " Answering Pennant,*' and

eighteen .lags—viz. : 1 Burgee, 4 Pennants, and 13 Square Flags.

NoTR.—Tiie eighteen ^a^a rupruscnt the condunanta of IIk: ulplmbct from

Q.—Desqribc the whole of the Flags 'i

A.—Code Signal, ur Answering Pennant, is lied and White, in

vertical stripes.

B is the Burgee—a Red Flag with a swallow tail.

C is the White Pennant, with a Red spot.

D is the Blue Pennant, with a White spot.

F is the Red Pennant, with a White spot.

O is the Yellow and Blue Pennant—vertical.

H (^"^'') is White and Red—vertical.

J " is Blue, White and Blue—horizontal.

K " is Yellow and Blue—vertical.

L " is Blue and Yellow—four cheques.

M " is Blue, with a white cross from corner to corner.

N " is Blue and White—sixteen cheques.

P " is the Blue Peter -Blue, with a White centre.

Q " .a the Quarantine Flag—Yellow.

R " is Red, with a Yellow cross from side to side.

S " is White, with a Blue centre.

T " is Red, White, and Blue—vertical,

V " is White, with a Red cross from corner to corner.

W " is Blue, W'lite, and Red—Outer border Blue, inner

border White, and centre Red.

Q.—You want to signal by the Commercial Code—what would you

hoist up ?

A.—The ensign with the Code Signal underneath.

Q.—Is the Code Signal used for any other purpose ?

A.—Yes ; it is also used for an answering Pennant.

Q.—When used for this purpose, where is it to be hoisted ?

A.—Where it can be best seen.

Q.—What are the other One-Flag signals besides the Answering

Pennant ?

A.—•' Yes" and " No."

Q.—What is " Yes ?"

A.—The White Pennant (C.)

Q.—What is " No ?

'

A.—The Blue Pcunaut (D.

)
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TO DISTINGUISH THE SIGNALS.

Q.—What are the Two-flag Signals ?

A.—Attention, Compass, and Urgent Signals.

Q.—How do you know an Attention Signal ?

A.—It consists of two Flags, the Burgee being uppormo»t.

Q.—How can you tell the quadrants of the Compass by any

particular characteristic in the hoist ?

A.—From N. to E. \ N. the Pennant C is uppermost.

From £. to S. i £. the Pennant D is uppermost.

From S. tu W. \ S. the Pennant F is uppermost.

From W. to N. \ W. the Pennant O is uppermost.

Q.—What docs a Two flag Signal, with a Pennant uppermost, and

the Flag W. below, signify ?

A.—It is a meteorological weather forecast.

Q.—How do you know an Urgent Signal ?

A.—It consists of two Flag?!, a square Flag being uppermost.

Q.—What are the Three-flag Signals ?

A.—They are all general Signals.

Q.—What do they relate to ?

A.—General subjects of inquiry or communication, including lati-

tude, longitude, time, and numeral Signals.

Q.—What are the Four-flag Signals ?

A.—Geographical, spelling and vocabulary, names of men-of-war

and merchant ships.

Q.—What sort of a Signal would you hoist up fur the port you are

from, or the port you are bound to ?

A.—A Geographical Signal.

Q.—How do you know a Geographical Signal ?

A.—It consists of four Flags, the Burgee being uppermost.

Q.—How do you know a Spelling or Vocabulary Signal ?

A.—It consists of four Flags, the Pennants, C, D, or F, being up-

permost.

Q.—How do you know when a man-of-war signals her name i

A.—The hoist consists of four Flags, the Yellow and Blue Pennant

(G) being uppermost.

Q.—How do you know when a merchant ship signals her name ?

A.—The hoist consists of four Flags, a square Flag being upper-

must.
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KXAMIXATIOX OF CANDIDATES.
Thu cxamintitiun should tend to elicit wlictlicr the caudidatu

posscsacH

—

Ist. A knowlcd{rc of the distinctive features of the Code.

2nd. The power of /««/•«//« and intciyretiug with facility, Signals

made with flags, as well as Distance and Boat Signals.

3rd. The power of iuUn'/iretiiitj Signals made by the Semaphore.

For this purpose the cxaniinurs will be supplied with models of

masts, flags, and semaphores.

The examiner should see that the candidate when called upon to

m<!ie a Signal with Flags

—

Ist. Hoists the Knsign with the Code Pennant under :

—

2nd. Seeks for the Signal to lie made, in the Vocabulary ami

Iiuler, Part II.

The following examination paper has been prepared tv. an illus-

tration of the mode in which the examination of candidates should

be ccmductcd :

—

1. How many flags are re-iuired for the Signals of the Com-
mercial Code t

2. Describe them ?

il. "What is the object of the Code Pennant, and how 's it used ?

4. How many flags arc there in a hoist for an Attcntio i Signal,

a Compass Signal, and an Urgent Signal ; and how do you

distinguish one from the other ?

7. What do Signals of 3 flags in a hoist principally relate to ?

8. How many flags arc there in a hoist for a Geographical

Signal, and how do you distinguish this Signal from others

made with the same number of flags ?

9. How do you know when a M&n-of-War is signalling her name ?

10. How do you know when a Merchant Ship of any nation is

signalling her name ?

If the candidate answers the foregoing questions satisfactorily, the

examiner should require him to make a few Signals with 2, 3, or 4

flags. The following are given as a few illustrations of the Signals

the candidate should be required to vuikc. The Signal Letters arc

added for the convenience of the examiner.

11. What ship is that ? (BD).

12. The "Golden Fleece" of London. Official No. 13,904

(LKDV).

13. Direct me how to steer? (MDS).

14. S.W. by S. (FK.)

1."). Starboard the helm (KV).

10. llurd-a-port (KT).

\ TheCiitulidatemaylm

I
required to make these or

7* (iny other of the

\ tiiynah hj the DUtnncc
* Sitjiiah,
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17.

18.

1».

I shall abandon my vessel nnlcas you will keep by us (RCQ).

I shall call at- (BPJ).

•Falmouth (BDTN).

Can I take or forward any letters (BlU}).

20. Captain is ill (DIIM).

21. Send for passengers (I)LS).

22. What is your longitude ? (FOII).

28. The- (CFPD).

. -mas (CDPU).

. will sail- (DltPW).

. in the- (DFQU).

.
-" Renown." Official No. 28,781 (QBIU).

The candidate should be ]>ractiacd in the use of the Spelling Table,

by being required to spell his own name, or some word not in the

Vocabulary Code.

When the candidate has satisfied the examiner that ho understands

how to male Signals by the ordinary Flags and by the Distance

Code, his ability to interpret Signals should be tested by the examiner •

With this view the examiner should place a few of the various Flag

Signals on the board. The candidate should at once bo able to tell

the character of each Signal from the nature of the houts, and ho

should afterwards be required to find the interpretation ot them in

the Signal Book.

His ability to interpret Signals made by the Distance Code, and by

tbc Semaphores, should be tested in the same manner.

All candidates must pass the above examination satisfactorily, but

candidates for Masters' Certificates, should in addition, be able to

answer the following questions :

—

24. IIow can you tell the Quadrants of the Compass by any

particular characteristic in the hoist ?

(Anttcer.)—From N. to E. ^ N. the C Pennant is uppermost.

From E. to S. i E. the D " "

From S. to W. i S. the F " «

From W. to N. i W. the G " '•

25. What is the meaning of a Two Flag Signal with a Pennant

U)>permost and the Flag W below ?

(Answer).—It is a Meteorological forecast.

20. What Flag in the Spelling Table is common to every syllabic ?

(Answer).—The C (white) pennant uppermost.

27. IIow is the Commercial Code applied in making Boat Signals ?

(Answer).—The Distance Signals are used. The symbols of

Square Flags, Pennants, and Balls, can be made with

handkerchiefs and hats. These Signals arc made from

right to It/t. uud read from left to ri</ht.
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28. What means arc there for reporting Ships passing along the

Eaglish Coast ?

{Amwer).—Signal Stations have been established at many
of the salienb points of the coast, and on Ships passing

and making their names known by Commercial Code

Signals, the OfHcors in charge ot the Stations forward

reports to the Shijiping Gatette for publication.

SO. How are Signal Letters for the purpose of making a Ship's

name at Sea, to be obtained for British Registered Ships ?

(Answer.)—By applying to a Registrar of Shipping at one

of tliu Custom Houses, or to the Registrar Qenoral of

Seamen in London.

l)fii

I
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DISTANT SIGNALS.
In PaH m. of the Signal Book is given a set of " Distant SignaU,"

which tho Candidate is expected to have a knowledge of, and thore*

fore it would be well if he made himself proficient in the Alphabet,

and tho few particular signalc given below.

The symbols employed are two black balls, two pennants of any

colour, and two square flags of any colour. These are combined in

eighteen different ways, so as to represent the eighteen letters of the

Universal Code. The charaeUristk ot the " Distant Signal" is the

BbQ—one Ball at least appearing in every Hoist.

This Code is arranged as follows :—

The Fmt Column contains alt the combinaticms having the BM or

BaXUJint or t^^ptrmoti in the Hoist.

The Stoond Column contains all the combinationshaving the Ball or

Balh teoond or $eparaUd in toe Hoist.

The nird Column contidna all the combinations having the Ball oi

BalU Itut or lotoermott in the Hoist

These Signals are only used when distance or haze prevents the

distinguishing of the Colours of the Flags.

StOHiviOATiOM of the DimAMT Signals when made tingly, which will be
indicated by the **»lop" following esob Boiat

B« AtkB name of Bhip or Signal StaUon
In IghLC Yes.

D. No.f. fiepeat Signal, or hoist it in a more
eonsplonous place.

0> OannoidtBtinguiHhvoarFlaKS. Come
nearer, or mnlte Distant Signals.

XI* Ton may communicate by tl>o Sema-
phore, if yon please.

J. Stop, or bring to. Something impor-
tant to eommuaioate.

K« Have you any Tdegranu or dcs-
pntohMforme?

XJ. Want a Pilot Can I have one f

M.* Want a Tag. Can I have one?
PC. What is the MeU^orologieal Weather

Forecast t

lo audition to the above, the following IMstant Signals, composed of Turn-

SymboU, have the special signiflcaUon indicated beneath.

P. Calls attenUoD of Signal iUUen to
sight.

Q. Vessels asks fsr orders by T^*«gnph
limn Owner, Mr. at .

(.Sss «, Fart I, and ItulnuiUomt

n. Beport me by Telegraph to my
Owner, Mr.— at .

18»$ Qif, Part 1, and TtutruaUoiu
thittto.)

ei. Send the firilowinf; message by Te-
legraph,

T» Sena the fellow inp raoswisc by the

Siffnat Ml3r» tliroiiKli tlu: Te>
Icgraph.

V.
"W.

)iii nil itiiiniufwli Hiauffi- Fill , (I- l.nili W'liiil

immnfiii/f aasiiliinrf

\hlllil I'loviyililiX

>ltllHli,"

.l^'niiinit lliui/

wimedidlr intutniirf
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ALPUABKT FOR COMPOSINQ DISTANT SIGNALS
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ALPHABET FOR SEMAPHORE SIGNALS.

B

l-l
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SEMAPHORES.

A system of Signals consistiiig of a Tortical post with throe more*
able projecting arms, is extensively used at Signal Statioiis on the

French Coast, and is known as the " Stimaphore.** The moyeabla

arm of the Semaphore is equiraleut h> the ball (rf the distant Signal

when horiiontal, to the pennant when oblique and pointing down-^

wards, and to the square flag when the ead is paiatiag upwards ,

thus :—

\ '

i"i i

III ^
'

m

The am in the
positioB pointiag

dowHwardt
represents a

raWNANT

The arm in the
AorwMite/ podtioo

represents a
BALL.

Thti arm in the
position pointiog

vpwtrdi
represents a

FLAG.

/
M

MIKJ. " Leave the Buoy or Beacon to Port."

N
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BOAT SIGNALS.
The S3rmbo1s to be employed are—

1. Two sqaare flags or pieces of cloth, i ^k*— -«i^—
2. T\70we(t8 or strips of cloth. 'JWanycolow.
8. Two balls, bundles, or hats.

By means of the above Symbols, all the Signals of the Distant
Hignal CotU may be made as shown below. Hankerchiefs, Hats,
Buckets,or Baskets, may be used in making these Signals ; and if no
mast, pole, or spar is' bandy, these Signals can be made by holding
the hat, bundle, or other symbol at arm's length. The Signals will
l)c made from rigM to left, and be read from l^ to right.

EXAICFUBS
1

Signifies —" You are running into danger."

.71

B

Signify—-JB " Accident ; want a surgeon."

h
" Stop" or Finish after each complete Signal

Note.—It is necessary, however, in using the proper means to attract

attention, to avoid those which may occasion confoaion.

V -
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MST A,

DEFINITIONS IN NAUTICAL ASTUONOMY.
The candidate is to write a short dcftnitiou ayaiust so viany o/thefoH.i ifi;/ terms

as nuxg be marhtl vsith a cross by the Kxaminer. The Examiner tcUl vot mark kss

than lu. The wnting should be clear and the spclUmj shmdd not be disregarded,

Q. 1.—The Eouator.

A.—The Equator is a Circle passing round the Earth equally dis-

tant from the Poles dividing the Globe into the Northern and

Southern Hemispheres.

Q. 2.—The Poles.

A.—The Poles are the extremities of the Earth's Axis.

Q. 3.—A Meridian.

A.—A Meridian is a Great Circle passing through both Poles

crossing the Equator at ri^ht angles, and dividing the Globe into

two parts, called the Eastern and Western Ilemisplieres.

J Q. 4.- The Ecliptic.

A.—The Ecliptic is the apparent annual path of the Sun in the

Heavens.

Q. 5.—The Tropics.

A.—The Tropics is that portion of the Earth between 331' N.

and 23i° S.

Q. 6.—Latitude.

A.—Latitude is that portion of the Meridian contained between the

Equator and the given place, and is reckoned in
"

'
" It is named

North or South, according to the Hemisphere in which it is situated.

Q. 7.—Parallels of Latitude.

A.—Parallels of Latitude are Circles parallel to the Equator.

Q. 8.—Longitude.

A.—Longitude is an arc ot the Equator, intercepted between the

first Meridian (Greenwich), and the Meridian of the place.

Q. 9.—The Visible Horizon.

A.—The Visible Horizon is the Circle that bounds the observer's

view at sea.

Q. 16.—The Sensible Horizon.

A.—The Sensible Horizon is the Circle tliat passes tiirough the eye

of an Observer whose Poles are in the Zenith and Nadir.

Q. 11.—The Rational Horizon.

A.—The Rational Horizon is the Circle parallel to the Sensible

Horizon, but passing through the centre of the Earth.

Q. 13.—Artificial Horizon and its use.

A.—An Artificial Horizon consists of a Reflecting Plane parallel

to the Natural Horizon, on which the rays of the Sun, or any other

Celestial Object falling, are reflected back to an eye placed in a

proper position to receive them ; the angle between the real Object
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Hucl its roHcctcd Imago being measured with a Sextant, is douhlo

the altitude of tlio Object above the Horizontal Plane.

Q. 13.—True course of a Ship.

A.—The True Course of a Ship is th.e Compass Course corrected for

Deviation, Leeway, and Variation.

Q. 14.—Magnetic Course.

A.—Magnetic Course is a Compass Course corrected for Leo-way

and Deviation.

Q. 15.—Compass Course.

A.—A Compass Course is the Course steered by a Compass.

Q. 16.—Variation of the Compass.

A.—Variation of the Compass is tlie Angle between tlictrue North

and the Magnetic North.

Q. 17.—Deviation of the Compass.

A.—Deviation of the Compass is the Angle between the Magnetic

North and the Compass North.

Q. 18.—The Error of the Compass.

A.—The Error of the Compass is the Deviation and Variation

combined.

Q. 19.—Lee-way.

A.—Lee-way is the Angle between the Ship's Course l)y Compass,

and her path through the water.

Q. 20.—Meridian Altitude ot a Celestial Object.

A.—The Meridian Altitude of a Celestial Object is the highest

Altitude it attains, or its Altitude when on the Observer's Meridian.

Q. 21.—Azimuth.

A.—An Azimuth is an arc of the Horizon contained between the

North and South point of the Heavens, and a Vertical Circle passing

through the centre of the object.

Q. 22.—Amplitude.

A.—An Amplitude is an arc of the Horizon contained between the

centre of the object when rising or sotting, and the East or West

points of the Horizon.

Q. 23.—Declination.

A.—The Declination is the number of
"

'
" tiie Sun, Moon, Planet,

or Star is North or South of the Equator; similar to Latitude.

Q. 24.—Polar Distance.

A.—The Polar Distance is the number of »
' ", an Object is from

the Elevated Pole, or Ship's nearest Pole.

Q. 25.—Right Ascension.

A.—The Right Ascension is the Distance the Sun, ]\[oon, Planet, or

Star is from the First Point of Aries, measured in time Eastward on

the Equinoctial.
~ ssionQ. -Dip or Depress
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A.—The Dip or Depression of tlie Horizon, is the An<(le rontaiiidl

between tlic Sensible nnd the Visible Horizon.

Q. 27.—Refraction.

A.—Ilcfraction is the difference between tl»o Real and Apparent

Places of the Heavenly Bodiet*, as affected by the passage of the Rays

of Liglit through the Atmosphere ; or is that Variation which Hea-

venly Bodies have when viewed Obliquely through the Atmosphere.

Q. 28.—Parallax.

A.—Parallax is the Difference between an Altitude of a Celestial

Body observed at tlic Centre of the Earth, and on the Surface of

the Earth.

Q. 20—Semi-diameter.

A.—Semi-diameter is half the diameter of tlie Heavenly Bodies

which appear to an Observer on the Earth.

Q. 30.—Augmentation of the Moon's Semi-diameter.

A.—The Augmentationof ^[oon's Semi-diameter is a Correction to be

added to Moun''8 Semi- diameter, as given in the Nautical Almanac ; on

account of the Moon being nearer to the Earth when above the Ho-

rizon, than when on the Horizon ; and is most when she is in the

Zenith.

Q. 31.—Observed Altitude.

A.—An Observed Altitude is the Height ot the Sun, Moon, Planet,

or Star above the Horizon, as measured by a Quadrant or Sextant.

Q. 32.—Apparent Altitude.

A..—The Apparent Altitude is the Observed Altitude corrected for

Index Error and Dip.

Q. 33.—True Altitude.

A..—The True Altitude is the Apparent Altitude corrected for

Refraction and Parallax.

Q. 34.—Zenith Distance.

A.—Zenith Distance is the Distance an Heavenly Body is from

that Point of the Heavens which is perpendicular over our heads.

Q. 35.—Vertical Circles.

A.—Vertical Circles are Great (.'ircles passing through the Zenith

and Nadir
;
perpendicular to the Horizon.

Q. 30.—Prime Vertical.

A.—The Prime Vertical is a Great Circle, passing through the

Zeuith and Nadir ; cutting the Horizon in the East and West points.

Q. 37.—Civil Time.

A.—Civil Time is that used by the generality of mankind ; it

])egins at Midnight, and ends at Midnight following : the first 12'""

called A. M. ; the lust Vl^"- called p. m.

Q. 38.—Astronomical Time.

A.—Astronomical Time is the Time between two successive Transits

of the Mean Sun's centre over the same Meridian ; which always
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begins at noon (0 Mean Hours) and is reckoned through the 24'>"- till

Noon returns ngnin.

Q. 39.—Sidereal Time.

A.—Sidereal Time is the hour angle which the First Point of Aries

is Westward of the Meridian.

Q. 40.—Mean Time.

A.—Mean Time is the hour angle of the Mean Sun Westward of

tlio Meridian.

Q. 41.—Apparent Time.

A.—Apparent Time is the Interval between Sun's departure from,

and his return to the same Meridian ; or Time shewn by the Sun,

according to his Altitude, reckoned Westward of the Meridian.

Q. 43.—Equation of Time.

A.—Equation of Time is the Difference between Mean Time and

Apparent Time.

Q. 43.—Hour Angle of a Celestial Object.

A.—The Hour Angle of a Celestial Object is an Arc of the

Equator contained between the Meridian of the Place and that of

the Celestial Body.

Q. 44.—Complement of an Arc or Angle.

A.—The Complement of an Arc or Angle is what that Arc or

Angle is short of being 90".

Q. 45.—Supplement of Ditto.

A.—The Supplement of an Arc or Angle is what that Arc or

Anglo requires to make it 180".

LIST B. '

DEVIATION OF THE COMPASS.
The candidate vt to answer at least ciijht of such of thefoUotPhijj questions as are

tnarkcd with a cross by the Ejcamiiier. The Examiner wUl lutt mark less than 13.

Q. 1.—What do you mean by Deviation of the Compaas ?

A.—Deviation of the Compass is the Error caused by Local

Attraction.

Q. 3.—How do you determine the deviation (a) when in port,

(and b) when at sea ?

A—Deviation is determined in Port by Reciprocal Bearings, or the

Bearings of a known Object ; and at Sea by Amplitudes and

Azimuths.

Q. 3.—Having determined the deviation with the Ship's head on

the various points of the Compass, how do you know when it is

Easterly and when Westerly ?

A.—Wc know Deviation is Easterly when the Real Magnetic

Bearing is to the Right of the Bearing from the Ship; Westerly, when

contrary.
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Q. 4.—Why is it necessary, in order to attcertain the deviatioDB,

to bring the Ship's head in more than one direction ?

A.—Because the Deviation alters as the direction of the Ship^s

head is changed.

Q. 5.—For accuracy, wliat is the least number of points to which

the Ship's head should be brought ?

A.—Eight Ecjui-distant points arc the least to be used lor ac-

curacy, from wliich, with the aid of Napier's Diagram, a tolerable

good Deviation Curve may be formed.

Q. 6.—How would you find the deviation when sailing along a

well-known coast ?

A.—By getting Two known Objects in one, take their Bearings,

and compare it with the known Correct Magnetic Bearing. The
Objects should not be less than G or 7 Miles distant from the Ship.

Q. 7.—In the following table give the correct magnetic bearing of

the distant object, and thence the deviation :

—

Ship's Bead
by standard

Compass.

North
N. E.

East

S.E.

Bearing of

distant object

by Standard

Coin pass.

S86°
8 67°

S62»
8 63°

45'

E

45'

E

16' E
46* E

Deviation

required.

4" 16'

17" 46'

22" 16'

13' 45'

W
£
E
E

Ship's Head
by standard

Compa.^.

South
S. W.
West
N.W.

Bearing of

distant object

by Standard

Compass.

8 44"

8 82-

8 17"

8 16"

16'

E

16'

E

46'

E

16'

E

Deviation

required.

4" 16' E
7" 46' W

28* 46' W

A.—The sum of the bearings on the above Equi-distant Points

is 320" 0', which divided by 8 gives 40" 00' for the correct Magnetic

bearing (appro.ximate) of the distant object ; then the difference be-

tween the correct Magnetic and Compass bearing on Each Point is

the Deviation for direction of Ship's head.

Q. 8.—With the deviation as above, give the courses you would

steer by the Standard Compass to make the following courses, cor-

rect Magnetic ; S E and East.

A.—S 58° 45' E., and N 67° 45' E.

Q. 0.—Supposing you have steered the following courses by the

Standard Compass, find the correct magnetic courses made from the

above deviation table ; N W and S W.
A.—By drawing a Deviation Curve the Standard Compass courses

are N 68" 45' W, and S 37° 15' W.
Q. 10.—You have taken the following bearings of two distant ob-

jects by your Standard Compass as above ; with the Ship's head at

N E, find the bearings, correct magnetic, S W and 8. E.

A.—By the Deviation table or curve, the Deviation for Ship's head

N E is 17° 45' E, applied to bearings gives S 62" '45 W and 8 27° 15' E.

Q. ll.~Namesomc suitable objects by which you could readily
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I

obtain the Deviation of the Compass when sailing along the cousts

of the Englitih Channel ?

A.—English Channel. The South Foreland Lighthouses in one

;

or any prominent Point of Land or Lighthouse. St. George's Channel.

Coal Rock, and Skerries Light in one. Skerries and South Stock iu

one. In the Uivcr Mersey, by marks on the Dock Wall, and Vaux.
hall Chimney in one line.

Q. 12.—Do you expect the Deviation to change; if so, state under

>vhat circumstances 'i

A.—Yes, it changes rapidly for several months after the Ship is

launched; an nlteration also takes place by changes of Magnetic

Latitude, and in Ship's running long upon one course, and then

changing the course ; by the heeling of the Ship, and by taking in a

Cargo of Iron.

Q. 13.—How often is it advisiblo to test the accuracy of your tabic

of deviations ?

A.—As often as convenient ; at every opirartunity ; and after taking

in a Cargo likely to attract the Compasses.

Q. 14.—State briefly what you have chiefly to t^uard against io

selecting a position for the Compass ?

A.—As far as p ssible from any considerable Mass of Iron, and

should not be near the extremity of any Elongated Mass of Iron,

especially if Vertical ; such as the Spindle of the Capstan, Iron Stan-

chions, Iron Quarter Davits, and Iron Funnels.

Q. 15.—The Compasses of Iron Ships are more or less affected by

what is termed the heeling error ; on what courses does this error

vanish, and on what courses is it the greatest ?

A.—Greatest at North and South. Least at East and West.

Q. 16.—State to what side of the Ship, in the majority of coses, is

the North point of the Compass drawn in the Northern hemisphere
;

and what effect it has on the assumed position of the Ship when she

is steering on Northerly, and also on Southerly courses ?

A.—To the Weatherside.—To Windward on Northerly courses.

—

To Leeward on Southerly courses.

Q. 17.—The effect being as you state, on what courses would you

keep away, and on what courses would you keep closer to the

wind, in order to make good a given Compass course ?

A.—Keep away on either tacks on Northerly courses. Keep closer

to the Wind on Southerly courses.

Q. 18.—Docs the some rule hold good in both hemispheres with

regard to the heeling error ?

A.—No. Ships which have a large heeling error to Windward in

Northern Latitudes, will probably have as large a heeling error to

Iccwurd iu high Suuthuru Lotitudob.
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HEAVING DOWN.
Q.—You nrc in a lorcign port and ready for soa, but getting your

vessel on a rock or reef, her bottom is so much injured, that you will

have to discharge hor cargo and heave her down ; how would you

proceed, supposing you had no assistance from ashore?

A.—I would first send down all yards, masts, and rigging, except

the lowermasts and bowsprit. Got everything moveable out from

between decks, lower hold, and upper deck, keeping on board such

spars as I may require for shores and outriggers, also preventive rig-

ging for the masts.

Q«^-Proceed to secure the mainmast ready for heaving down.

A.—Place the outriggers abreast the mast on the side to be hove

out first, either on the upper deck, or through the 'tween deck ports,

if the ship had them. Strip off a sheet of copper abreast the mast,

as low down as possible, drive bolts into the ship's side with a good

spread and clench them inboard. Secure the outriggers by strong

stays set up to the ring-bolts. Lash the heels of the outriggers well

down, and have guys from their ends leading fore and aft. Get

sufHcient preventive rigging over the mast-head to secure the mast

by the outriggers. Slack up the lee rigging, and knock out the

wedges in the partners, letting the mast go close over to wind-

ward. Set up the preventive and weather rigging, and just take in

the slack to lee-ward.

Q.—How would you secure the mast on that side to be hove down,

or on the lee-side ?

A.—By double shores placed sheer fashion, the cross under the

trestle-trees with a strong lashing round the mast, not forgetting to

have plenty of parcelling, taking care that they do not touch tho

trestle trees, as the strain may injure or displace them. Have good

hardwood shoes under the heels, placing them over beams, and lash

them to ring bolts. Have a cross lashing between the heels to keep

them from spreading fore and aft. Having the shores securely placed,

wedge them up sufficiently to take part of the strain off the weather

rigging.

Q.—Proceed to lay out your anchors for heaving down ; and there

being no hulk, nor wharf for your lower blocks ; how would you

secure them, all your resources being such as you have on board the

ship?

A.—First moor the ship head and stem, then lay out th« tripping

anchors on that side to be hove out, bringing tho chains under the

ship's bottom, and in-board on the lee-side. Have good warps to tho

same anchors brought on board to the weather side. Take the

anchors for the lower blocks on shore, and place one behind the

N
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other in aline with the main mast, poBS lashing through the ring of

the hindermost anchor and round the flukes of the other, and bury

them well down in the ground, placing on the top of all, such heavy

materials as are at hand. Drive two spars down before, and two

behind the stock of the hindcnnost anchor, and pass a good lashing

round them. Lash the upper purchase block aloft, reeve the fall,

and hook the lower block on the ring of the foremost anchor

Q.—Before heaving down, what necessary precautions would you

take?

A.—Top sides calked fore and aft, rig pumps down the hatches to

the bilges in case of leakage, with platforms rigged to them. If

spare pumps are not on board, take the ship's main pumps for the

purpose. Have floating stages with plenty of oakum, pitch, tar, ond

shipwrights, so as to commence work immediately the ship is hove

down, that the ship may be strained as little as possible.

Q.—What precaution would you take to prevent the ship from

going right over ?

A.—Stretch a stout hawser along the side to Iw; hove down, in the

direction of the lower channels, and to this lino lash a number of

empty water casks well bunged. If there are no casks, use water

tanks instead.

:|i

i

IF REQUIRING HEAVY REPAIRS ABROAD.

When putting into a port abroad for repairs, after noting his pro-

test, the first thing to be ascertained by a shipmaster, is the terms on

which he can procure money ; and having called a survey, he must

get estimates of the probable expense attending such repairs ; much
after trouble may be saved by doing so. There are so many nice

little pickings to be had from a vessel that reaches a port abroad in

a distressed state, and requires her cargo to ha discharged, that ad-

vantageous terras may generally be made with an agent ; and instead

of the ruinous 25 per cent, for bottomry bond, he will be satisfied

with 5 per cent, commission, and a bottomry bond eflFected at 10 per

cent., given only as a collateral security. On the other hand, with

no cargo on board, and being obliged to put into a port for repairs,

a shipmaster may frequently find much difficulty in procuring the

necessary funds ; and it would be well, if previous to leaving port,

you induce your owner, if not well known abroad, to give you a

letter of credit, informing all whom it may concern, that the captain

is authorised to draw iTpon the person whose signature appears at

the bottom of the letter, for a certain sum, if for necessary repairs

done to his vessel, to enable him to proceed on the voyage. A letter

of this kind carries some weight, and u shipmaster having such an

I :.

'
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autliority to show will not find it difllcult to get l>5s bill accepted.

Of course, these obacrvatioas refer to a case wiiun the owner has no

accredited agent abroad.

In cases wlicro a loaded vessel encounters heavy weather, and puts

into port for repairs, there is both general and particular average ;

the former is where anything has been done for the preservation of

the vessel, such as cutting away spurs or sails, slipping from anchors,

or throwing cargo overboard ; and afterwards the landing, carting,

storing, and shipping of cargo, it lauded, to cnublo the ship to com<

pleto repairs. These, together with some other items, the under-

writers of the cargo all contribute to make good, ns well as the

uudci writers of the ship and freight: consciiuently, with a valuable

eurgo, there is very little loss to a shipowner when a general average

occurs. But in all cases of damage through stress of weather, get-

ting ship ashore, &c., &c., when heavy repairs for hull and spars are

retjuired, such repairs come under the denomination of particular

average, and the underwriters, if the vessel is insured, pay for it, less

one-third, which it is customary for the owners of the ship to bear

the loss of, upon the supposition that their vessel gets a large quantity

of new articles in room of old ; but as there are many expenses the

owner cannot recover, such as detention, &c., it may generally be

calculated that the owncr^s loss in a particular average, amounts to

«ne-balf, or nearly so; consequently, the system is unfair for honest

men, and opens a Held to dishonest ones for the display of their

ability.

It sometimes happen, that the estimate for repairs amounts to

almost as much as the ship is insured for, and it is better for all

parties to sell the vessel.

If there be a probability of getting a ship home (especially if the

owners arc uninsured), without entering largely into repairs abroad,

the master should do so. For instance, suppose a ship to S])rlng a

leak on the passage home, and it be tound that she makes no more

water in rough than in calm weather; you put into port with a viev,'

to discover the leak, and find this cannot be effected without dis-

charging the cargo, going into dock, or heaving the ship iown ; one

pump constantly at work, probably keeps the ship free. Now, it

would be better to ship some extra hands, and proceed with the

voyage; and if there be any doubt about the pumps, have an extra

one or two fitted. There are generally some condemned ycssers

pumps to be purchased in most ports. Lloyds' agent may probably

object, but he is not infallible ; and if you do what you think is

right, having the opinion of a respectable merchant, and a shipmaster

or two, which coincides with your own. Then no insurance officers
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can blamo you afterwardB; as what you did H'ah fur t!ic l)cneHt ulnll

coDcorned.

CTl

TO GET MACHINERY IN OK OUT.

If machinery is heavy, the beat plan in to cant the nmin-ynrd a

little; untruas, and lash it to the niainiunst, then have a Hpurc Hpar,

M'ith a piece of plank under the heel, fur a siiore from the duck,

lashed to the yard about a foot inside where the yard tackle conies.

Over the main hatchway a pair of shears should bo rigged, with

planks under the heels, which should be on the bonm before tiieniain

hatchway, and the beam should be well shored in the between decks.

According to size of shears, and strength of purchase, almost any

weight can be lifted out in this manner ; and I would recommend

young officers, when getting heavy machinery out, to use the yard

tackle over the hatchway, as well as the other in case of accident

;

and in lowering over the side, use the tackle on the shears to lower

with, au well as the yard tackle.

TO MAKE A STEllN-BOAlU).

This raantruvre is of great utility, and ought to be more generally

practised, when a ship will not stay. It i» extremely simple, and,

when it is important that no ground should be lost, preferable to

wearing ship in the usual manner, as the watch at night can always

manage it.

Suppose a ship to be under double reefs, foresail, main trysail, and

fore topmast staysail ; the best plan is to haul the foresail up, and

take the main trysail in ; then station hands at the after braces
;
])Ut

the helm down, and when the ship comes head to wind, or as close

as she will come, haul the afteryards square, and she will imme-

diately pay short round on her heel ; when she gathers headway, shift

the helm, haul the staysail sheet over, and trim as requisite ; the

foresail and main trysail can be set at leisure.

It need not be pointed out to the experienced scanian how prefer-

able this plan is to that of putting the helm up at once, probably

with the foresail set, and allowing the vessel to run for miles out of

her course; and then the fore-yard flies round with a jerk, the fore-

tack goes into the staysail netting, and the foresheet cannot be hauled

aft, and you are absolutely compelled to keep the ship running, that

the slack of the fore-tack and fore-sheet may be gathered in, or pro-

bably the foresail would be split to pieces. The only objection that

can be raised to making a stern-board is, that seamen do not like

stem-way in a gale of wind, especially if the vessel has much over-
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linnp;l)»it tlicy iiifiy rest Htwurcd tliat tlicrc \* not the sliglitcst

iliingci— tlic vessfl ^jetsvcry little steiu wuy, roiuiiig rouiul ulinoHt in

luT own lcnj,'th ; they need not ho nfraid of nny hcn injuring the

vessel, by u<loi)ting the ahovc mnnu'uvre.

FIRE—TO SMOTIIEU IT.

ITaviiig nscci't;iincc1 where tho firo is situnted, secure all the hatchrs

nnd scuttles, in order to prevent, as much as possible, air getting

into the hold. Then, boro with tho largest augurs on board, three or

four do/en holes, nearly through, in the deck, over the place where

the lire is situated ; and whilst this is being done, plug up tho scup-

pers; nnd if the bulwarks are not tight, put plank or sails against

the stanchions, in order to remedy this as far as practicable. When
everything is ready, fill the deck to the height of six or eight inches

with water, and then finish the Ijoriug of tho holes. Tho reason for

not boring the holes quite through in the first instance is obvious :

tho water being on deck keeps any current of air from rushing down,

and by having the holes partially bored before tho water is thrown

on the deck, the persons boring will bo enabled to avoid the beams.

There will be no ditticulty in finding the holes with eight inches of

water washing about on the deck, as the hand can trace them under

tho water—the space occupied by the holes will not probably be more

than five or six square feet. The great object is to get water to the

fire without admitting a current of air ; and if a vessel has a poop

and top-gallant forecastle, the air holes in them must bo blocked up.

It would also be advisable to paste paper or cloth of any kind over

the seams at the sides of the vessel, if smoke be found issuing from

them. All hands can bo employed pumping and drawing water to

throw on the deck, so as to keep the water sufficiently above the

holes to prevent air getting down ; and when it is considered that

enough water has been allowed to run into the hold, the holes

should be plugged up immediately, and an hour sufl'cred to elapse

before taking off one of the hatches, in order to ascertain the result.

I think the plan here proposed is preferable to that of boring holes

in the ship's side ; for the wuter, pouring down upon the fire, without

admission of air, creates a steam or vapor which iu some measure

destroys tho oxygen in the atmosphere, that constituent part of it

which keeps up combustion.
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Man Overboard.

MAN OVERBOAUD !

Thi3"3tartrmg cry causes more excitement on board ship, than even

" Breakers rlglit ahead i" Everybody ruslies aft to save a shipmate :

too frequently a scene of confusion ensues, and much valuable time

is lost. Every officer patrolling the weary hours of his watch, should

mentally ask himself, what would be the best plan to adopt under

certain circumstances ; and then he would be prepared to arrest the

progress of those who rush heedlessly aft without auy well-defined

object in view, except to lower a quarter-boat down. In light winds

a rush aft to lower a boat is of little importance, as the helm may be

put down without dau, •ar ; but, in a strong breeze, the masts may go

over the side, if something be not done before the vessel comes up in

the wind. Suppose her to be running with a strong breeze, and

studding sails set, the tacks and outer lower-halliards should be let

go, royal, and top-gallant halliards, and weather-head braces ; the

yard will go forward as the vessel rounds to, and the slack of the

lee-bracv's can be taken in. Whilst this is being done, some hands

will be getting the boat ready ; and tlie officer of the watch should

bear in mind that the whole duty of preventing, in every possible

way, the loss of spars, devolves upon him ; there will always bo

plenty of help, and frequently too much, to save the man. If a ship

has no studding-sails set, and is on a wind, call the handy aboutship;

the crew will answer to the call at such a time with alacrity, and in

five minutes you will have the ship's head turned to the drowning

man ; or if going round gives a weather side for lowering a boat, do

not do so, but throw all aback. Under double-reef-topsails at night,

no boat should be allowed to leave the ship. If, by going about,

you can bring the vessel anywhere near, so as to see your shipmate

(suppose on a moonlight night), then Heaven forbid that any obstacle

should be thrown in the way of volunteers ; but endeavour, if pos-

sible, not to let impulse govern you at such a time, but judgment.

The most useful boats for lowering at sea are little Deal punts, as

their lightness prevents injury in lowering, for if dashed against the

aide of the vessel, they will give to it, whereas a cutter would pro-

bably be stove in. It is a pity that all ships are not furnished with

one of these useful boats.

Quarter-boats are often improperly secured. There are frequently

so many lashings, and too often the falls are taken —which custom
cannot be too strongly condemned—that it requires a long time to

get them ready for lowering. In addition to the gripes, a bit of.old

rope for steadying fore and aft to the davit-heads, is lashing enough
for any boat, and soon cut if required ; but the falls should be always

kept coiled in the boat, clear: four oars ought to be secured to the
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thwarts, a cork or two in the landing, and thole-pins (if there are no

rollocks) should be always ready at the holes to be shipped.

RIDING AT ANCHOR IN A GALE OF WIND.

There are many who think that when a cable is veered to the

clinch, that nothing more can be done to assist the vessel. Perhaps

a few hints on this subject may prove useful. ' <

A vessel when riding at anchor should never have a short scope of

cable out, if the wind be strong. It is too much the practice to ride

with forty-five fathoms of cable, blowing half a gale, and, in conse-

quence, when more cable is given to the vessel, the jerking of the

chain loosens the ground about the fiuke ot the anchor ; all seamen

know that when once an anchor has started in u gale of wind, it will

seldom get good hold again.

Windlasses are frequently torn to pieces by the chain tightening,

then slacking round, as the vessel is drawn ahead or drops astern,

when riding in a roadstead in a heavy gale of wind ; and many an

accident would be avoided if the following plan were adopted :

—

Reeve a good luflf tackle, and hook the single block on to the chain,

close to the windlass on the fore part, the double block to be booked

to a toggle in the hause-pipe ; have this hove well tight. Then put

another tackle on the chain abaft the windlass, and heave it tight

also ; the two tackles acting against each other will keep the chain

always tight round the windlass, and prevent that dreadful surging

so trying to a windlass, and straining to a ship. It is much better

than all the shores used to support the windlass, even if they were as

thick as the mainmast; and no man will have reason to repent giving

the plan a trial. The windlass will not only be better supported, but

the ship will ride easier. • .

It is-* general opinion among seamen, that ships will ride better

with one anchor, and a long scope of chain, than with two anchors

down, and less chain ; some have suggested that veering both cables

to the end, on one anchor, would be the better plan. Now, as no

man likes to set his life on the hazard of a die, a second anchor

should be kept in reserve. A defective link causes a chain to break,

and sad disasters would have been the result if the second anchor

had not brought the ship up.

When riding out a heavy gale, of course, seamen get their top-

gallant masts and yards on deck ; and in addition to these spars

being sent on deck— if going on shore be inevitable, should the vessel

part from her anchor—the lower yards should be brought as low as

the lifts will admit, and the topsail-yards canted up and down the
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topmasts. This will be of material assistance to the vessel in riding,

and perhaps save the necessity for cutting away masts; no gear

being cast adrift except the trusses, slings, and parrels, the yards

can be got into their places again in an hour after the gulc is

over.

Should a vessel be driving, and it be necessary to let go a second

anchor, if time will admit, the backing of the second anchor to the

first should never be omitted ; tor it is too much to expect that the

second anchor will hold if the first is coming home, with, perhaps,

one hundred fathoms of cable out.

When a cable is veered to the clinch, there are times when it would

be advisable to keep the second anchor ready backed to the first, by

taking a length of stream chain, and bending one end to the chain

the vessel is riding by, outside the hause-pipe, the other to the

crown of the anchor intended to be let go if necessary ; or two

parts of a good hawser may be used for the same purpose.

These suggestions are intended for vessels that cannot be beat off

a lee shore, or riding in bays,—the vessel probably discharging cargo,

r.nd not fit to go to sea,—for instance, at such places as Table Bay, or

Algoa Bay.

.)'•' !•

I RAFTS—TO CONSTRUCT SAME.

When these are wanted, it is too frequently at a time when they

cannot be made ; however, it may not always be so, and every seaman

should have some idea how to prepare one. Lay the two largest

spare spars on board over the taflfrail, the ends projecting a little

more than one-third over, and as wide apart from each other as one

side of the ship will admit of; now lash cross pieces of studdingsail-

yards, or booms, on the top of these, about every two or three feet

;

then lay two more of the largest spars in the same manner fe the

first were laid, on the top of these cross pieces, and lash them to the

underneath spars and cross pieces ; now lay cross pieces on the top

of these every two or three feet, and between the other cross pieces;

afterwards lay two more spars on the top of the cross pieces in the

same manner as the first two were laid, and lash them to the two
centre long spars and cross pieces. This process of laying spars may
be repeated as long as there are spars to use ; and having now, it is

presumed, expended nearly all the spare spars on board, all the old

planks, bulk heads, &c., must be collected to form a deck, which nail

to the upper cross pieces, and, in addition, lash cross pieces of spars

athwart the deck to keep it from the rude assaults of the waves. A
tolerably good raft is now formed, and having two ropes fast to it,

Ii
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raft vvoukl be washed almost high aud dry upon the beach; no cur-

rent, no breakers, can capsize it, or force it adrift, if common ])recau-

tion be used iu securing the lashings; and twenty minutes will rig

one.

CUTTING MASTS AWAY.

Always cut the lee rigging away first, then the stays, and after-

M'ards the weather rigging. If riding head to wind, cut away all the

rigging on both sides, except the two foremost shrouds, then cut thu

stays and foremost shrouds together, ant? stand loy for a nni forward,

as the mast falls on either quarter.

it

SCUDDING IN A HEAVY GALE OF WIND.

A ship should have plenty of canvas when scudding in a heavy

gale, and experience seems to teach that a close-reefed main topsail,

doxiMe-raeicA fore topsail, reefed foresail, and a fore topmast staysail,

is the sail that a vessel will steer under the best ; in fact, she would

tteer better without a main topsail, but it is prudent to carry thi»

sail in case of having to round to.

ERROR IN THE COURSE OF A SCUDDING SHIP.

When the shij} is scudding in a gale, and a high sea running, with

the wind on the quarter, she is generally lound to have been run oft'

to the leeward of the course intended to have been steered. This is

sometimes unavoidable, to prevent the sea falling on board, but more

frequently caused by bad steerage, that is, by the helmsman hanging

on to his weather helm when the ship is on the top of a sea, in tiic

room of easing it, as he ought to do, the consequence of which is,

that the ship is yawed off nearly before the wind, and runs for some

time so before she can be brought up to her coarse again. In this

case the officer of the watch should mark on the log-board the course

the vessel is supposed to have made good by compass ; this will sel-

dom amount to more than one point to leeward of the given course,

unless the vessel has been wretchedly steered, l)ecause we may sup-

pose she has been kept some part of the time at or even to windward

of the given course. When the vessel is running in a narrow channel,

or in the vicinity of a danger, it becomes of the utmost importance

that this yawing off should be guarded against, by steering a point,

or whatever allowance may be deemed sufficient, to windward of the

given course, or by yawing her to windward as much as she has been

run off, so as to make the course good. This yawing of the vessel

about necessarily cuts off a considerable portion of the distance siie
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quarter (taking care that the crossing has been retained), and passed

forward, are hauled taught abreast of the main rigging, and the cor-

responding marks on the chain arc then placed at an equal diutancc

from the rails on one side. After the pintles of the rudder arc

shipped, then clap tackles on the guys and haul them taught, whicli

will bind the lower part of the rudder to the ship's stern-post, and at

the same time allow it to act freely.

The guys should be cleeted to the ship's side on the first calm day,

to prevent them chafing about in the wash of the sea.

The reason why the rudder is not required the whole length is,

that the lower part of it, is of no use to the ship for steering pur-

poses, and it is only the upper part of it that is acted upon by the

water, and which has been proved in cases where a ship, having had

the lower part of her rudder broken off at the lower gudgeon, lias

been steered as well ns if nothing had been amiss with it.

This can be easily accounted for, when we consider the immense

pressure of the ship on the water, and that as she advances, this

water, being set free from under her, rushes up her run at an angle

of about 45°, and must necessarily strike the upper part of her rudder

with a force greater than the actual velocity at which she is going

through the water.

Another, and better plan of constructing a temporary rudder, which

I should more strongly recommend for simijlicity of construction and

efficiency : Take, say a spare topmast, or other spar of equal size (if

you have not a spare spar, one of the topmasts must be taken, for a

topmast can be done without, but not a rudder), ascertain by the

sounding rod where the gudgeons are situated, and make corres-

ponding marks upon the topmast for notches, so that the spar may
lie close to the stern-post when overboard. If the topmast has been

taken, the top may also be taken to form a rudder with. If not,

build one the shape and size, with the best materials at hand, well

parcelled, and bolted through. Next, bore holes in this rudder, op-

posite to the notches in the topmast or spar, through which and

round the spar work grummetts, well parcelled and served to prevent

chafing. Next, have guys leading from the back of the rudder to

leading blocks attached to a smaller spar across the taffrail, or to the

bumpkins, either will do, to lead into the barrel of the wheel, if it

remains. Two guys (mooring chains will do) must lead from the heel

of **'
: topmast, as far forward as possible, say to the main chains ; then

n'\'^»i ;ou have all ready for launching overboard, attach a kedge

< i sight to the heel of the topmast, with a slip rope to sink it close

to vr^a stern post ; the bight of a rope may also be sent down through

Lhe V' r .or case, and taken up with a boat hook, and made fast to a

ring-Dolt drove in to the head of the spar. Now, having all ready.
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consult tlic sailing tlircrtions, so as to form some idea beforehand of

its appearance, or the character of the lights he may expect to sec,

so that when the land is seen he may compare it witii the description

given of it, and also its outline on the Chart. But to remove p.U

doubt, the bearing of three objects on shore should be taken, and a

cast of the lead ; then if those bearings laid otf on the chart meet at

4 point as a common centre, and the soundings also agree, there can

be no farther doubt but that the landfall is correct. This sometimes

is a matter of much importance to a stranger in making the land,

because by mistaking the land or a light for some other on the same

coast, fatal errors have been often committed. It is therefore pru-

dent to test it as above mentioned, before shaping a course to any

other part of the coast.

A ship on approaching a coast in thick blowing weather, where

shoals lay otf some distance, would naturally keep sounding as she

stood in, but by mistaking the soundings so obtained for those out-

side of the shoals, when they were in fact those near the beach, and

in standing off has run aground on the inside of the shoals. This is

of frequent occurrence, and caused by an error in the reckoning ; and

the only remedy to guard against such an accident is to keep the

lead going until the ship has made an offing equal to the distance at

which the shoals lay off from the shore.

When a ship is caught by thick weather in a narrow channel, be-

tween shoals, and it is not considered prudent to anchor, she is put

under easy sail, and tacked or wore round every hour or half hour, as

the circumstances of the case require, until the weather clears up, and

she can extricate herself.

w

m

m

SIG^ti OF LAND.

There arc some signs whereby it may be known when a ship is ap-

proaching land—the most infallible is that of the change in the color

of the sea from a deep blue to a pea green (a sure indication of being

on soundings), and from that to a muddy color as she approaches

the coast, where tree-roots and other drift-wood may be met with

floating about, and the coasting and fishing vessels of the country.

The bearing of the land may also be known from the direction in

which a flock of sea-birds arc seen flying at sunset. Ducks, and

other kinds of diving-birds, which do not fly far, are a sign of being

near the land.

Land is seen at the greatest distance off at sunrise or sunset, before

the vapors begin to collect around it, in the form of clouds, which

frequently hide it from view in the day-time. This is called by sea-

men the looui of the land.
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getting uuJcr the loo of the bulwark, or boat, lie will stand uciir tlio

man at the Avliccl, and have the helm put down when he sees a

towering wave rushing onwards, and likely to break on board, many
a fearful disaster would be avoided.

The practice of lashing the wheel chains, or wheel, cannot be too

strongly condemned. I once saw a vessel nearly foundering from

this cause ; the only plan that ought to be allowed, with a view to

assist tho helmsman, is to piss a couple of round turns with a twig-

ling line on one of the spokes of the wheel, and allow him to hold

the end in his hand : this is sufficient to keep him from being thrown

over the wheel, and at the same time can be let go instantly when
required. If there be much jerking from the wheel chains being

slack, put a watch tackle on the standing part ; it can be let go im-

mediately when necessary.

The practice of putting tho helm hard down is a very bad one,

many a rudder having been broken from this cause. When a ship is

to, she is supposed to have no head way, but as all vessels will natu-

rally forge ahead, it seems right that the helm should be put down
a little. Sharp-built vessels will frequently, if proper canvas be set

in a gale of wind, forge ahead with the helm amidships, and keep

close to the wind by the hour together, without requiring the helm

to be moved.

m

SQUALLS.

It is well known to seamen that there are three kinds of squalls

—

the white squall, the arched squall, and the descending squall. The
white squall is seldom experienced by vessels trading to India, but

is common enough in the Mediterranean, and as it only gives notice

of its approach by a ripple on the water, great expedition is neces-

jsary to reduce canvas. A small white cloud is sometimes seen at

night rising rapidly when a white squall is approaching. It cannot

be said for certain that this is the case ; however, it seems probable,

and is worthy of attention.

The arched squall, as its name indicates, rises in the form of an

arch, and if the edges are well defined, and show one unbroken cir-

cular line, it is the signal that something severe may be expected.

The descending squall is a block cloud without any regular shape,

the wind from which is never felt till nearly over the mast-heads. If

this kind of scjuall, when first seen on tho horizon, rises rapidly, it is

a sign that wind may be expected, and the sooner sail is reduced the

better. It may be taken as a general rule, that when the clouds are

broken, the edges ill-defined, and the horizon or stars seem under-

neath, no violent wind may be auticipatcd ; but as there arc cxcep-
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tions to all rules, the careful officer, especially at night, will not no-

gleet to reduce sail. Aiirial currents are sometimes formed by tho

breaking up of a squall, which wi" take a topmast out of a ship, and
the next minute all is calm, so that it is sometimes impossible for the

most experienced seaman to Judge of tho weight of a squall. Always

be on the safe side, especially at night time, and let the first burst of

a squall strike the ship on the quarter ; if it is violent the vessel will

be under command, and it is better to run for a quarter of an hour

out of the course than lose the topmasts. Tho weight of wind in a

squall should never be judged of by the apparent extent of the squall,

as a small black cloud will frequently bring as much wind as a large

one. At daylight, the violence of a squall can be ascertained better

than at night, by the ripplo on the water, or by seeing through it, as

sailors term it.

Ian

;ir-

CAUGHT IN A SQUALL WITH STUDDINQSAIL8 SET.

The best plan is to let fly studdingsail tacks, and outer lower hal-

liards, and get the spanker in, if set. This will give command over

the vessel to keep her before the wind if requisite. In letting go

royal and topgallant-halliards in a squall, never start a sheet ; even

the topsail-halliards may be let go, and the yard will come down
without the topgallant-sheets being slacked ; many a sail is split to

pieces by attempting to clwe it up in a squall, whereas if the halliards

only are let go, and the yards clewed down, till the first burst of the

squall is over, there would be little danger of losing anything. Let-

ting go the halliards of square sails, of course refers to a time when
no studdingsails are set, as the studdingsail-halliards would prevent

a yard from coming down ; but if the squall is very severe, then the

studdingsail-halliards should be let go, that the yards may come

down, as it is better to lose a studdingsail than a topmast, and the

studdingsails after the squall is over, will generally be picked up

across the stays.

If
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CROSSING A SHIP'S BOW AT ANCHOR.

It is not generally known among young officers that in crossing a

vessel's bow riding at anchor in a tide way, the moment the vessel's

masts appear in one—suppose you are looking from the poop c

;

quarter-deck—all danger from collision is over.
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IlEAVIXO-TO, TO COMiMUNICATE.

When Iicaving-to, to coinnuinioato with nnothor vessel at sou, It In

advisftblo that tho windwijrcJ ship should iiiy withtlic forc-topsiiil to

the mast. The renson for which ia, thuL .liu will f;iM olV, and come-

to less, under tliiw nrrnngement of her canviis than otherwise, wiilcli

arises from tlic exteiit of snil-^iuface exposed to the wind to iinsrst in

keeping her to ; while tiie forward sails, by bting smalN.'r in propor-

tion, are more rcacUIy filled, in the event of liaving to slioot ahcnd.

If to leeward, with the mniu-tojwail to the mast, it i» only ncce;*Hary

to Bhivcr the mizen-topsail, shift the helm, and fall off.

WHEN IN (^riAIlGE OF BOATS.

1. Acfjuirc the habit of sitting down in a boat, and never »tand to

perform any worl< which may be done sitting.

3. Never climb the mast of a boat, even in sn>ooth water, to reeve

halyards, or for any other purpose, but unstej) and lower the mast;

many boats have been upset, and very many lives lost by doing so.

The smaller the l)oat the more necessary is this and the foregoing

precaution.

3. All spare gear, such as mmsts, sails, oars, Ac, which are stowed

above the thwarts, should bo lashed close to the sides of a boat, and

any heavy articles on the boat's floor to be secured as well as possible

amidships, to prevent them falling to leeward together on a heavy

lurch of the sea.

4. On a vessel getting stranded, or otherwise disabled in a heavy

sea, or an open coast where there is a high surf on the beach, the

crew should remain by their vessel as long as they can safely do so,

in preference to taking to their boats. As a general rule much more

risk is incurred in a boat than in a ship, providing the latter will

hold together. Indeed, in a moderate wind on a iee-sbore, in open

situations, and even in a calm, there is frequently more surf than any

ordinary ship's boat can with safety attempt, however well managed

she may be.

5. After being compelled to desert a ship in an ordinary ship's

boat, too great precaution cannot be taken before attempting to land.

Viewed from seaward, a surf has never so formidable an appearance

as when seen from the laud
;
persons in a boat outside broken water

are very apt to be deceived by it. They should therefore, if prac-

ticable, proceed along the land outside the surf, until abreast of a

coast-guard, or life-boat, or tishing-station, whence they might be

seen by those on shore, who would then signalize to them where

they might safely attempt to land, or else warn them to keep oil';

1
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or who iuiH;lit proceed in a life bout or u tiHliiii^-boiitto their aid, tlie

j;;(!ncrality of couMt flshiiif^ boats belii^ far better able to stand the

iHiiif than an ordinary whip's boat, and the coast-boatmen bein^ nior»5

skilful ill niana<{iii^ boats in a surf than the crews uf nhips. If in the

night time, double precaution is necessary ; and it would be better

to anchor the boat outKicte the surf until daylii^ht than to attempt to

html in the dark. For this ro^tson an anchor and chain should alwayH

be placed in the boat before Icavinj^ the ship, and also tw») or three

buckets, in addition to the balei or hand-pump, wiiieh siiuuld always

bo kept in her, so that she may be (piickly relieved of any water she

ships.

0. lloats may ride out a heavy gale in an open sea In safety by

lashing theirspars, ours, iiv.., together, and riding to leeward of thcin,

secured to them by a span. The raft thus formed will break the

sea; it may either be anchored or drifting, according to circum-

stances. If the boat has a sail, the yard should be attached to the

spars with the sail loosed. It will break much sea ahead. In all

cases of riding by spars, not h'ss than two oars should be retained in

the boat, to be ready for use in case of parting from the spars.

7. AVherc a surf breaks at only a short distance from the beach, a

boat may be veered and backed through it, from another boat anchored

outside the surf, when two or more boats are in company, or she

may be anchored and veered, or backed in from her own ancltor.

8. Ships' boats should, in addition to their oars, mast, and sails,

have the following articles kept in them when at sea, and if not in

(hem. they slionld be placed in them if possible before deserting a

ship at sea :

A baler or hand pump, and buckets; the plug, and a spare one,

both fastened by lanyards; spare thole-pins and grammetts, if rowed

in that manner; two or three spare oars ; a small hatchet; an anchor

and cable; a long small line as a whale-line, or deep-sea lead line,

and any life-buoys or belts which are on board. If in the niglit, or

at a distance from the land, a lantern and matches, and if available

blue lights or hand rockets. If beyond sight of land, a compass and

telescope, and a course oi fresh water and provisions; a log-line and

sand-ghiss ; a hand-lead and lino; small arms and ammunition (with

ball cartridges and small shot). A red tlag and a boat-hook for a

llag-st air might often be useful to attract atlention. A red flannel

shirt is a good substitute for a tlag.

In addition to the above, small empty casks or breakers, tightly

bunged and lashed beneath the thwarts, would partially convert any

boat into a life-boat, by making it impossible for her to founder ; and

by leaving less space to be occupied by water if filled by a sea, they

would expedite the process of pumping or baling out.
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10. No ship's boat should either be lowered into, or hoisted from,

the water, without first having a rope from the fore-part of the ship

made fast to her bows, by which means she will bo much steadied,

and prevented going adrift if the tackles should happen to be only

partially hooked, or carried away. The rudder should be sluug, to

prevent its being lost or accidentally unshipped.

DEVIATION OF THE COMPASS IN SHIPS LADEN
WITH IRON.

From the various improvements daily taking place in the con-

struction of wooden ships, mauj of those partaking of an iron form,

have so affected the compasses as to produce deviations somewhat
similar to those in iron ships, but in a less degree. From the ex-

tensive exportation of iron alone, a considerable amount of deviation

takes place, of which the various commanders are well aware. Also,

the deviations from iron, as a cargo, may be modified in the stowage

of it, particularly bar iron, by occasionally laying transverse bars

across the ends.

It has been assumed, where plates, boileis, or locomotives are put

in as cargo, that by taking the deviations from its position on land,

an approximate idea might be given as to the amount of its dis-

turbing influence on the compasses. No confidence should be placed

in such surmises, at; iron, no matter what its form may be, will simply

indicate the effects of magnetism from the earth, and that which

may be induced by physical action. Besides, when placed on board,

its arrangement becomes totally changed. Its influence on the com-

pass will depend entirely on the combined magnetic influence of the

ship, and to that it will either add or take from.

The deviation of one ship appears to lorm no principle or guide

to what it may be in another. The deviation has been observed to

vary from four degrees to even eight points. In one particular case

that came under my own observation, I found as much as fifty-six

degrees, or five points. In the last vessel, whose compasses I was

called upon to adjust, (the iron barque " Alumina,^'' which was con-

demned, after having been ashore off" St. John harbour, in July last,

but subsequently brought back to port, and repaired), when ready for

s»!a, she was swung, by reciprocal bearings ; and at the points of

N. E. and S. W. respectively, I found as much as two and a quarter

points deviation. She afterwards sailed ^for Liverpool, where she

arrived safely.

To Determine the Deviation by Recipkocal Bearings.—The

ship must be fixed in such a position that she can be gradually warped

round, so as to bring her head successively upon each of the thirty-two

points of the standard compass, or on each alternate point. When
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the ship and compass card are perfectly steady, at a given signal,

the observer on board talces the bearings of the shore compj.- \ and
the observer on shore takes the bearing of the compass on board,

and so on, from paint to point of the compass on board. The dif-

ference between the simultaneous bearings, is the amount of devia-

tion at the point on which the ship's head may be at the time.

Note.—The shore ('om2>aHK Hhould be a (/<khI aziiniM, nnd prvmntH to its tixe,

compared with the xtandard conipnKs, to nee if there in any differmre in their

raedinif. The spot on shore nekvted for the «>;«/XM,t, tiiud bif entirely free from
iron of any dexcription, and alno to avoid eotifunion or the etuuieeof error, all the
obseriiationx shotdd, ifpracticable read from the name quadrant of the eoinpann when
(hi .\hore beariny ix reversed and reeorded opposite to the point <f the rompass to wh ieh
it belonys—the shore compass yives correct tiiaynctic beari^igs.

To DETEKMINE THE DEVIATION HY THE KNOWN COUnECT MAGNETIC
Beaiuno of a DISTANT OBJECT, The ship being fixed and every thing

prepared, as in method Ist, the observer on Jmird takes the hearings of

the distant ohjeds as the ship is swung to, and then steadied ou each

point, tiioy being all properly tabulated, and the diflerence between

the known and observed bearings will be the amount of deviation on

the respective points of the compass.

Note.—The distance of the object iniist depend upon Out ranye thcship takes when
sivtiiyinffy brouyht up by the middle {in a dock). A mile or tu<o will suffice—at anchor,
or to a buoy with a lony scope ofchain, eight to ten miles leili not be too much.

DEVIATION WHEN Westeuly AND WHEN Westeuly uui.e.—"VVhc-n

the reading by the shore compass (reversed) or the 'Correct magnetic

bearing of the distant object is to the right of the reading by the

compass on board, the deviation is easterly ; when to the left, wes-

terly. Thus the rule is exactly the same as that for finding tne

variation of the compass from an amplitude, or azimuth, substituting

of correct magnetic for true bearing.

When taking observations for deviation, it is by no means neces-

sary to commence on any particular point of the compass, nor to turn

the ship in any particular direction, in a tideway, and with a mode-

rate breeze blowing, it is probable you will have no choice of direction.

The deviation thus obtained will be those appertaining only to the

compass, by which the observations are made, and for that particular

part of the ship ; but if while swinging the direction of the ship's

head by the other compasses is noted and tabulated, the deviation of

all the compasses can be found. It is not necessary that the obser-

vations should be made on more than sixteen alternate points or even

eight, carefully taken with the ship stmdi/ on the respective points
;

and remember it is impossible to get accurate bearings unless the

ship's head is steady upon the point for which the observation is

about to be taken. There is no such thing as an accurate flying bearing.

For a more extended explanation, set Deviation of the Compass in Iran

Ships, considered practically, by W. U. liosse?', adjuster of Compasses

to the firm of J. hnray & /Son, London.
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IlKMAKKS OX THE BAROMETER.
BY THE I.ATE ADMIIlAIi FITZKOY, K. n. 3.

The words on scales of barometers should not be so much regarded

for weather indications, as the rising or falling of the mercury ; for if

it stand at Changeahle, and then rise towards Fair, it presages a

<!hango of wind or weather, though not so great as if the mercury

had risen higher; and on the contrary, if the mercury stand above

Fair and then fall, it presages a cliange, tiiough not to so great a

degree as if it had stood lower; bcsiiles which, the direction, and

force of wind, are not in any way noticed. It is not from the point

at which the mercury may stand, that we are alone to form a judg-

ment of the state of the weather, but from its rising or Jailing

;

and from the movements of immediately preceding days as well as

liours, keeping in mind efl'ects of change of direction, and dryness,

or moisture, as well as alteration of force or strength uf wind.

In Western Europe, towards the higher latitude, the quicivsilvcr

ranges, or rises and falls, nearly three inches—namely, between about

thirty inches and eight-tenths (30-8), and less than twenty-eight

inches (38'0) on extraordinary occasions ; but the usual range is from

about thirty inches and a half (;J0-5) to about twenty-nine inches.

Near the Line, or in equatorial places, the range is but a few tenths,

except in storms, when it sometimes falls to twenty-seven inches.

The sliding scale (vernier) divides the tenths into ten parts each,

or hundredths of an inch. The number of divisions on the vernier

exceeds that in an equal space of the fixed scale by one.

If the barometer has been about its ordinary height, say near thirty

inches, at the sea level,* and is steady or rising—while the thermo-

meter falls, and ciampuess becomes less—north westerly, northerly, or

north-easterly wind—or less wind—may be expected.

On the contrary, if a falls takes place, with a rising thermometer

and increased dampness, wind and raiu (or snow) may be expected

from the south-eastward, southward, or s»nith-westward.

Exceptions to these rules occur when a north-easterly wind, with

wet (rain or snow), is impending, before which the barometer often

rises (on account of the direction of the coming wind alone), and

deceives persons who, from that sign only, expect fair weather.

When the barometer is rather below its ordinary height, say near

twenty-nine inches and a half (at the sea level only), a rise foretells

less wind, or a change in its direction towards the northward—or

less wet; but when the mercury t has been low, say near twenty-nine

*It stands lower, about a tenth of an inch for each hiindred feet of licight

directly upwards, or verticallv, above tlie sea, where its average height, in
England, is 29-'.)4 inclies (at :$•>).

t In an Aneroid, a uietallic or a wheel barometer, the hands' motion should
correspond to tliat of mercury in an independent instrunjcnt.
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inches—the first rising usually precedes, and foretells strong wind—
(at times heavy squalls)— from the north-westward—northward—or

north-eastward

—

after wliich violence a rising glass foretells im-

proving weather, if the thermometer falls. But, if the warmth con-

tinue, probably the wind will back (shift against the sun's course),

and more southerly, or south-westerly wind will follow.

The most dangerous shifts of wind, and the honvicst northerly*

gales, happen after the mercury first rises from a very low point.

Indications of approaching changes of weather, and the direction

and force of winds, are shown less by tho height of mercury in the

tube, than by its falling or rising. Nevertheless, a height of about

thirty inches (at the level of the sea) is indicative of fine weather and

moderate winds.

The barometer is said to be falUng when the mercury in the tube

is sinking, at which time its upper surface is Kometimen concave or

hollow. The barometer is rmng, when the mercurial column is

lengthening ; its upper surface being then, as usual, convex or

roundedt.

A rapid rise of the barometer indicates unsettled weather. A slow

rise, or steadiness, with dryness, shows fair weather.

A considerable and rapid fall is a sign of stormy weather and rain.

Alternate rising and sinking show very unsettled weather.

The greatest depressions of the barometer are with gales from the

S. E„ southward, or S. W. ; the greatest elevations, with winds from

the N. W., northward, or N. E.

Although the barometer generally falls with a southerly, and rises

with a northerly wind, the contrary sometimes occurs ; in which cases

the southerly wind is dry and the weather fine ; or the northerly

wind is wet and violent.

"When the barometer sinks considerably, high wind, rain, or snow

will follow ; the wind will be from the northward, if the barometer

is low (for the season)—from the southward, ifthe thermometer is higli.

Sudden falls of the barometer, with a westerly wind, are sometimes

followed by violent storms from N. W. or North.

If a gale sets in from the eastward or S. E., and the wind veers by
the South, the barometer will continue falling until the wind becomes

S. W., when a comparative lull may occur, after which the gale will

be renewed ; and the shifting of the wind towards the N. W. will bo
indicated by a fall ofthe thermometer as well as a rise ofthe barometer.

Three things appear to affect the mercury in a barometer :

—

1. The direction of the wind—the north-east wind tending ta

* Southerly in South latitude.

t In the best coluuius, those of standards for example, no conciivity is soen
at any time.
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raise it most—the soutli-wcst to lower it the most, and wind from

points of tlie compass between them proportionally as they are nearer

one or the other extreme point.

N. E. and S. W. may therefore be called the wind's extreme

bearings.

The range or difference of height of the mercury, due to change of

direction only, from one of these bearings to the other (supposing

strength or force, and moisture, to remain the same) amounts in these

latitudes to about half an inch (shown by the barometer as read off).

2. The amount, taken by itself, of vapour, moisture, wet, rain, or

snow, in the wind or current of air (direction and strength remaining

the same), seems to cause a change amounting in an extreme case to

about half an inch.

3. The strength or force alone of wind from any quarter (moisture

and direction being unchanged) is preceded, or foretold, by a fall or

rise, according as the strength will be greater or less, ranging in an

extreme case to more than two inches.

Hence, supposing the three causes to act together—in extreme

cases—the mercury might rang<i from about 31 (30'8) inches to near

27 (27*1) inches, which has happened occasionally.

Generally, however, as the three act much less strongly, and are

less in accord—ordinary varieties of weather (the wind varying

between S. W. and N. W.—with more or less cloudiness or rain)

occur much more frequently than extreme changes.

Another general rule requires attention ; which is, that the wind

usutUy veers, shifts, or goes round with the sun, (right-handed in

northern places, left-handed in the southern parts of the world), and

that, when it does not do so, or backs, more wind or bad weather

may be expected instead of improvement.

In a barometer the mercury begins to rise occasionally before the

conclusion of a gale, sometimes even at its commencement, as the

equilibrium of the atmosphere begins tc '-.restored. Although the

mercury falls lowest before high winds, it frequently sinks consider-

ably before heavy rain. The barometer falls, but not always, on the

approach of thunder and lightning, or when the atmosphere is highly

charged with electricity.* Before and during the earlier part of

serene and settled weather, the mercury commonly stands high, and

is stationary.

Instances of fine weather, with ^ low glass, occur exceptionally,

but they are always preludes to a duration of wind or rain, if not both.

* Thunder clouds sometime rise and spread against the wind (lower current).

It is probable iliat there is a meeting, if not a conllict of air currents, electri-

cally ditrerent, whenever lightning is seen. Their concurrence, when the

new one advances from polar regions, does not depress the barometer, except

in oscillation which is very remarkable at the time.
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After very warm and calm weather, rain or storm is likely to occur ;

(M- any time when the atmosphere has been heated much above the

usual temperature of the season.

Allowance should invariably be made for the previous state of the

column during some days, as well as hours, because its indications

may be affected by remote causes, or by changes close at hand. Some
of these changes may occur at a greater or less distance, influencing

neighbouring regions, but not visible to each observer whose baro-

meter feels their effect.

There may be heavy rains or violent winds beyond the horizon,

and the view of an observer, by which his instruments may be af-

fected considerably, though no particular change of weather occuis

in his immediate locality.

It may be repeated, that the longer a change of wind or weather is

foretold by the barometer before it takes place, the longer the pre-

saged weather will last ; and, conversely, the shorter the warning,

the less time whatever causes the warning, whether wind or a fall of

rain or snow, will continue.

Sometimes severe weather from an equatorial direction, not lasting

long, may cause no great fall of the barometer, because followed by

a duration of wind from polar regions ; and at times it may fall con-

siderably with polar winds and fine weather, apparently against these

rules, because a cortiniiance of equatorial wind is about to follow.

By such changes as these one may be misled, and calamity may be

the consequence if not thus forewarned.

lally,

both.
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RATING A CHllONOMETER OR TI]MEKP:EPEI{.

Captain Raper, R. N., in his excellent Treatise on Navigation and
Nautical Astronomy, has given an cxcecd'mgly neat and isimplc viethoif

of rating a chronometer, performed by observing a star's altitude, and

noting the time at the same instant. " Since every star returns to

the same point of the heavens 3m. Sos.Ol of mean time earlier every

mean solar day, the return of the same star to the saine altitude, or

to the wire of a fixed telescope, day after day, determines the rate of

a chronometer very correctly. The altitude should be considernhlc,

in order to avoid errors of refraction; and the telescope, for the

same reason, should be nearly in the meridian.

" Rule. To find the rate, multiply 3m. 55s.91 by the number of

days elapsed, and subtract the product from the first time noted ; tlio

remainder is the time the chronometer should shew, if it went uni-

formly ; then the difterence between this, and the time it shews at

the instant of observation, is the difference of the error during the

interval, which gives the daily rate.
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EXAMPIiE.

" At an observation of a star on May 1st, the chronometer shewed

7h, 51m. lis. ; and four days after, it shewed 7h. 3.5m. 44s.6 : required

the daily rate of the chronometer.
h. m. B.

First time noted by the chronometer, 7 5111
Daily change 3m. 5os.91 x 4 days = — 15 43.G

Chronometer should have shewn 7 35 27.4

Second time noted bv ' ^q chronometer 7 35 41.6

Gain of chronometer ia 4 days 17.2

4)
Daily gain of the chronometer 4.3

" The disappearapce of a '-tar behind any elevated object answers

the same purpose."

This mode of rating a r freic is particularly neat and simple,

which must be admitte' b} vtry iinfelligent navigator; for what

can be easier ihan to observe tbv.'. ^v!titude of any remarkable star,

say 71° 30', at T/hich t'u be chrc; she ived lOh. 42m. 50s.

;

and three nights after, wben ho .u;.' . 7 -he same altitude (71°

30'), the chronometer shewed 16b, uum. 'rfts.u ; neuce, by the pre-

ceding Rule and Example, the operation would be performed thus :

h. m. 8.

First time noted by the chronometer, star's altitude 71° 30-10 42 50
Daily change 3m. 55s.91 x 3 days (interval of time) — 11 47.7

Chronometer should have shewn at second observation. .-10 31 2.3

Second time noted by the chronometer, star's altitude 71°30'-10 30 48.5

Loss of the chronometer in 3 days 13.8

3)

Daily loss of the chronometer 4'G'

i '.ti-

FINIS.






